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SIX PAREENTS DESCRlBE IDEAL ADULT LIVES FOR THEIR
CHILDREN WITH SIGNIFICANT COGNITIVE DISABILITIES
Barbara Ann Jordan-White
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research was to investigate parents' perceptions of ideal adult
lives for their children with significant cognitive challenges. Additionally. this researched
investigated what role disability played in participants' concepts of ideal adult lives for
their children with disabilities. For the purpose of this dissertation, significant cognitive
challenge was defined as a person having an IQ below 50 and an expected need of 24
hour a day care during adulthood. Six participants were chosen. Each participant received
a copy of the interview protocol before the interviews. Each parent participated in two
face-to-face interviews and one follow up telephone interview. All interviews were taped.
Transcripts were reviewed for reoccurring properties or themes.
The following four reoccurring properties were found. Family values played an
important role in the formulation of participants' answers. Participants placed a high
priority on caring relationships for their children in adulthood. The way participants
create the meaning of disability and adulthood played an important role in how
participants formulated their answers. Participants did not envision a change in their
relationship with their children as they matured into adult.
Implications of these findings point to an increased understanding of
v
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the transition to adulthood of people with significant disabilities. This study pointed to
the importance of listening to families and uncovering disempowering assumptions that
limit the opportunities of people with significant disabilities in adulthood.
Further research is needed on relationships of people with significant disabilities.
More research on the mutuality in adult-to-adult relationships when one member has a
significant disability is warranted. More research and discussion on the way people create
the meaning of the constructs adulthood and disability is warranted.
This research has implications for professionals in the field~ lawmakers. people
with significant disabilities and their families.

VI
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CIIAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The transition from adolescence to adulthood is one of the most stressflll times
for the nunilies of youth with significant disahilities (Fel gllsnn. Ferguson. & Jones.
1988; Thorin & Irvin 1992). For the purpose of III is study. a person with a significant

disability was defined as a person with a primary or secondary diagnosis ofmental
retardation (Ie) below 50) and a present and expected future need for 24 hours a day of
supports. A significant disability can place barriers, cause confusion. and stress for
parents when attempting to envision quality adult lives for their children with
disabilities. The following paragraphs contain a discllssion of reasons for the increase in
stress and confusion that parents experience during the transition phase. The first three
rCc1sons arc frequently cited in the literature and the fourth reason, although not
frequently cited, is an emerging issue for parents of young adults with disabilities.
The first reason for confusion is the cultural norm of less active parental
involvement in the daily life oftlte child. coupled with a need for more involvement of
parents with young adults with significant disabilities (Ferguson & Ferguson.

(986~

Thorin. 1992; Thorin. YouanoO: & Irving J996). Traditionally. adulthood is associated
with the young adult moving out. getting a job. and becoming independent. As many
parents ofteenslyoung adults without disabilities watch their o(f.~pring acquire jobs, go
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to college. and socialize with their friends. parents of young adults with significant
disabilities are ollen required to provide more supervision and assistance to their son or
daughter with a disability. The reasons fc)r this are tw()fc)ld; first. there is a change in
service systems that occurs when the young adult reaches 21 years. Second. for parents
whose young adult has a physical disability. the daily care-taking tasks that require
lining hecome increasingly diOicult.
The second reason cited in the literature for the stress and confusion of parents is
the transition to adulthood is a relatively recent phenomenon for individuals with
significant disabilities. Before the Free and Appropriate Education Act (F APE). parents
usually made birth to death arrangements fi)r the care oftheir children with disabilities
by placing the child in a private or state institution that provided cradle to grave services
( Ferguson et al.. 1988). Because there were no services at any age for a child with
significant disabilities. there was no break in services at the age of 21 years to mark a
new phase in the life ofthe individual with a disabifity and their family. Now. mandated
school services cease at the age of 22 years for individuals with disabilities causing an
imposed graduation that serves as a marker for adulthood. However. this age or marker
is imposed on families by external organizations and not a decision made by families. or
even a decision collaboratively made by the person with a disability. their f.1mily. and
the adult service system. Additionally. the ability of the individual with disabilities to
make his/her own choices about life traditionally has not been affected by this particular
transition to adulthood.
The third reason cited in the literature for the stress and confhsion of parents
during the transition to adulthood oftheir son or daughter with a significant disability is
2
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erratic adult services and long waiting lists. It is common rbr individuals with
disabilities to spend rivc or lIIorC yean on a waiting list for adult services. When adult
services are received. they usually consist of placing the individual with a disability in
one of the following models: Intemlediate Care Facility (most restrictive). group home
(less restrictive). or supportcd independent living (least restrictive). Families are not
asked what they want but are told the residentiallUodcl

«u- which their family member

is eligible (Racino. Walker. O·Connor. & Taylor. 199J). This continuum of care
philosophy does not take into consideration the diversity of needs and desires
individuals with disabilities and their families have. Although not cited in the literature.
this lack of attention to the individual" s wishes and family' s needs could account for
some of the stress parent's experience.
The fourth reason for parents' stress during the transition to adulthood of their
son or daughter with a disahility is associated with the supported independent living
movement. The supported independent Jiving model. although olTered in a continuum
of care manner. was founded on the assumption that all individuals, regardless of the
level of their disability, have the right to (and with the proper supports were capable 01)
a lifestyle similar to their non-disabled peers. J(owever. the new opportunities offered to
individuals with disabilities have the potential for causing stress and confusion for
parents during the transition phase.
The new opportunities individuals with significant disabilities may begin to
access are the traditional expectations of adulthood such as moving out, getting a job.
datin~

and getting married (Cole. Allahar. & Anton, 1996; Garber & Dubas, 1996;

Mandell, Porter, & Tesson.

1994~

Modell, (989). However. since historically a life long
J
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child status has been conferred on individuals with signilicant disabilities, there are no
magazine or jounml articles to guide parents and individuals with disabilities through this
new territory. What type of supports would be needed to ensure that people with
significant disabilities would be safe and successfhl when accessing the traditional roles
rites and rituals of adulthood? What are parents' perceptions about their young adult with
a disability experiencing traditional adulthood markers?
Research Problem
Although the transition to adulthood ofindividuals with disabilities has been
identified as the most stressfill period ror parents (Ferguson et aI.,
1992~

1988~

Thorin & Irvin

Thorin. Yov8nofT. & Irvin. 1996), the literature review yielded very limited

information on parents' perception of an ideal life fbr their young adult with disabilities.
There was limited literature on parents' perceptions on the construction of adulthood
(ferguson et aI., 1988). dilemmas faced by parents in the transition to adulthood
(Thorin, et al., 1996). and parents' expectations of adulthood (Turnbull & Turnbull
1988). However, very limited literature was found on parents' perceptions of quality

adult lives for their children with significant disabilities. If more were known about
parents' dreams for adulthood. current services could be modified to incorporate parents'
desires for their family member with a disability and potentially reduce the amount of
stress experienced by parents. The voice ofthe r.,mily to include t:'lmily values. dreams
for a quality fife, concerns about safety issues, and visions of their children with
disabilities successfully negotiating the rights and rituals of adulthood. are needed to
assist the field in serving adults and adolescents with disabilities in a sensitive manner.
The literature on families' perceptions about their young adult with a significant
4
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disability accessing thc traditional rights to adulthood such as votin~ consensual sex.
and marriage is extrcmcly limited. This study will (ill a void in the litcrature.
Ascertaining thc rolc disability and f.1mily valuc played in the family's
conceptualization of an ideal adult life for their family member with a disability was
important. If a parcnt's vision of a quality adult Iifc for their son or daughter with a
disability did not include certain traditional markers ofadullhood because of family
values and traditions. thcn knowlcdgc about thcsc family traditions and vahlcs would
assist the field in understanding families. More knowledge about families' feelings and
family traditions regarding adulthood could heighten respect for familics' diverse needs.
Additionally. ifparents express a strong heliefthat no person with a disability
should access certain traditional markers of adulthood. then knowledge about the
reasons for this belief can generate discussions on the rights of people with significant
disabilities and expose underlying assumptions help hy parents.
The goal in this study was to gather, in a systematic manner. a description of
parents' perceptions of their young adult/adolescent's ideal adult life and to ascertain
what role family culture and the person's disability play in the conceptualization of this
ideal life. Parents were asked to visualize adult livcs that oITered their children with
disabilities optimal opportunities to achieve mental and physical health. Parents were
asked to describe how thcy envisioned their children accessing adult roles that had not
traditionally been associated with individuals with significant disabilities such as voting,
marriage and sexual consent. They were also asked to describe how they envisioned other
individuals with disabilities similar to their children accessing the traditional rights and
roles of adulthood. Parents were also asked how their visions of adulthood for their
5
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children with disabilities differed from visions they would have had iftheir children did
nl'lt have disabilities. This assisted in determining the role disability played in parents'
perceptions of ideal adult lives for their children.
Research Question
What type of life would parents ideally like to see for their son or daughter with
a significant disability? What type of employment. residential situation, social life. and
use of leisure time would be considered ideal by families? What would it take to meet
their young adult's physical. mcntal. and spi. itual needs? What role docs the family
member's disability and f.1mily culture play in the construction of the ideal adult life of
their f.1mily member with a disahility"
The supported independent living model driven by the fimdamental concept of
normalization provides new opportunities for individuals with disabilities. What do
parents see as the potential concerns and barriers to individuals with significant
disabilities accessing such new opportunities as voting. marriage. and consensual sex?
Do parents buy into the concept of normalization for their family member with a
disability? What are parents' perceptions of an ideal adult life for their family member
with

8

disability?
This study was conducted to systematically gather information on how parents

envisioned their children with disabilities accessing rhe traditional markers of
adulthood. Parents' perceptions of ideal adult lives for their children with disabilities
and the role disability and family vales played in this conceptualization were
investigated.

6
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Systematic descriptive information was gathered through the investigation of the
following questions:

I. What are parents' perceptions of ideal quality adult lives for their children with
disabilities? Including:
a. Successfully accessing the traditional markers of adulthood
b. Describing ideal relationships with their children in adulthood
c. Describing the supports needed to ellsure their children '5' physical and melltal
health in adulthood.
2. What role do their children's disabilities play in parents' conceptualization of
ideal adult lives for their children with disabilities?
3. Do parents' visions of ideal adult lives for their children with disabilities differ
from their visions of ideal adult lives for the general popUlation of people with
disabilities?

7
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CIIAPTER TWO
A REVIEW OF TIfE LITERATURE
The purpose orthis study was to gather detailed descriptions or parents'
perceptions of ideal adult lives ror their children with significant disabilities and parents'
visions of quality lire for individuals with disabilities in general. Literature related to this
study was reviewed and organized into the rollowing three sections: (a) perceptions of
parents of people with significant disabilities on issues related to adulthood. (b) adult
issues for individuals with

disabilities~

and (c) adult development and life cycle research

for individuals without disabilities.
Parents' Perceptions
The first section is a review of the literature covering the perspectives of parents
of adolescents/young adults with disabilities on issues related to adulthood. A computer
search was conducted using lhe klilowing key words: parents/family,
perspectives/attitudes. adulthood and mental retardation. The following criteria were
used for inclusion in this section: (a) participants in the study or article must include at
least one parent of an individual with a disability. (b) the individual with a disability
must be between the ages of 14 years and 21 years. and (c) some aspect of adult
concents must be discussed (e.g., employment. residential placement. community
inclusiol1~ votin~

consensual

sex~

marriage). The literature ;s very limited on parents'

perceptions of ideal adult lives for their children with disabilities.

8
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The most relevant article to this study revealed by the literature search was
about the perspectives of flarents or children with significant disabilities on transition
issues (Ferguson,

Ferguson~

& Jones, 1988). This ethnographic study explored parents'

interpretation of the events and relationships surrounding the transition of their children
with severe disabilities from school to adult life. In this qualitative study, 15 f.'lmilies
were interviewed. I'nrticipnnts were divided into two groups based on the age of the
family member with a disability. Six families were in the pre PL 94-142 group (family
members with a disability ranged in age Irom .14-40 years). and nine families were in
the post PL 94-142 group (family members with a disability ranged in age from 21-30
years). A unique feature of this research project was that f.'lmilies were asked general
questions about their perceptions and experiences. not ahout one particular program or a
comparison of two models.
The following three types oftransitions were identified: bureaucratic, family
life~

and adult status. "Bureaucratic" transition was defined as changing from one

service system (public school) to another (adult services). "Family life" transition
referred to the changes the family went through because of the transition of their family
member with a disability into adulthood. This transition consisted of those changes in
family routine due to the family member with a disability no longer going to school.
Most parents reported no or limited adult services immediately following graduation
from school. The "adult status" transition refers (0 the deeply personal changes that
occur within the person with a disability. Although these changes are very ambiguous

9
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and difficult to define, a ma.iurity of parents mentioned some type ofinner recognition
that a transition Imd occurred with their son or daughter with a disability.
Differences were found between the pre and post groups. Parents raising their
children before the Free and Appropriate Education Act (F APE) did not experience the
transition of their children with severe disabilities to adulthood. Although biologically
. the transition occurred. their children had birth-to-death arrangements made for them
and there was no expectation that "adulthood" in the traditional since would be reached.
Data analysis revealed four distinct types of coping skills. The first coping
strategy was "abandonment hy professionals". This strategy was characterized by the
cllmplete powerlessness of the parent in any relationship with the service bureaucracy.
"Surrender", the second coping strategy, was characterized by a relationship pattern
with professionals that involved the parents' repeated deferrals to professional opinion
and explanation for what might otherwise have appeared to be inadequate services. The
third coping strategy, "assimilation with professionals", was found more in the older,
pre-FAPE generation. Parents who felt compelled to become professionals because of
the lack of appropriate services employed this strategy. The following quote is
representative of the altitudes of parents who usc this strategy, "[f YOll wait for the
bureaucracy to come to YOll, they might not get there. And then if they do corne to yOll,
they might not do it the way you want it done" (p. (82). The fourth and final coping
strategy was engagement with professionals. This pattern had two forms. Parents
working eagerly with professionals in constructive patterns of active involvement
characterize the first form. Parents who perceived an adversarial relationship with
professionals characterize the second form. The pattern that both types of engagement
(n
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exhibit was an expectation of ~eparate but equal parent and

profes~ional

responsibilities.

This final strategy was present only in the younger. pusl-FAr'E parents. Although lhis
unique study offers valuable insights into the experiences of parents of young adults
with disabilities during their transitions into adulthood. parents' perceptions ofthe ideal
adult life for their son or daughter with a disability were not discussed. Because data
have not been gathered on parents' perceptions or an ideal adult life for their son or
daughter with a disability. it is probable that current services are not meeting parents'
needs due to lack of knowledge about those needs. This dissertation provides
information that enlightens the field and enables proressionals to better understand and
serve parents. thereby possibly lessening the stress felt by parents during this difficult
phase.
Another relevant article reveled by the literature search consisted of a discussion
about dilemmas faced by families during their family members with a diSc1bilities'
transition to adulthood. This quantitative study by Thorin. ¥ovanof( and Irvin (1996)
consisted of an examination of the results of a questionnaire sent to 103 families. The
purpose of the study was to determine what dilemma families raced most often during
their children with disabilities' transition into adulthood. Parents were asked to rate 14
dilemmas according to importance and relevance to their lives. Six dilemmas were
identified as being significant to parents' lives.
The first dilemma was "Wanting to create opportunities for independence for
the YOlllfg adult and wanting to assure that health and safety needs are met". This
present study provides information on the type of opportunities for independence that
parents envision for their children with disabilities as well as their concerns about their
II
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exhibit was an expectation of !'leparate but equal parent and profe!'lsional responsibilities.
This final strategy was present only in the younger. post-FAI'E parents. Although this
unique study offers valuable insights into the experiences of parents of young adults
with disabilities during their transitions into

adulthood~

parents' perceptions of the ideal

adult life for their son or daughter with a disability werc not discussed. Because data
have not been gathered on parents' perceptions oran ideal adult life ror their son or
daughter with a disability. it is probable that current services are not meeting parents'
needs due to lack of knowledge about those needs. This dissertation provides
information that enlightens the field and enables professionals to better understand and
serve parents. thereby possibly lessening the stress felt by parents during this difficult
phase.
Another relevant article reveled by the literature search consisted of a discllssion
about dilemmas faced by families during their family members with a disabilities'
transition to adulthood. This quantitative study by Thorin. YovanolT. and Irvin (1996)
consisted of an examination of the results of a questionnaire sent to 103 families. The
purpose of the study was to dctermine what dilemma families faced most oRen during
their children with disabilities' transition into adulthood. Parents were asked to rate 14
dilemmas according to importance and relevance to their lives. Six dilemmas were
identified as being significant to parents' lives.
The first dilemma was "Wanting to create opportunities for independence for
the yOUlfg adult and wanting to assure that health and safety needs are met'... This
present study provides infomlation on the type of opportunities for independence that
parents envision for their children with disabilities as wen as their concerns about their
Il
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children accessing these new opportunities. "Wanting a life separate from the young
adult with a disability and wanting to do whatever is necessary to assure a good lire for
him or her" was the second dilemma identified. This present study provides a
description of what parents' conceptualize as good lives for their children wit h
disabilities and their perceptions orideal relationships with their children with
disabilities in adulthood. The third dilemma identified hy this study was "Wanting to
provide stability and predictability in the family life and wanting to meet the changing
needs of the young adult with a disability". This present study consists of descriptions
of the roles families would like to play in the lives of their children with disabilities in
adulthood. The fourth dilemma was "Wanting to crente a separate social life for the
young adult and wanting to have less involvement in his or her life". In this present
study. mUltiple questions weI e asked on parents' perceptions ofideal social lives of
their children with disabilities thereby providing the field with a more complete
description of issues surrounding this dilemma. "Wanting to avoid burnout and wanting
(0

do everything possible for the young adult" was (he fiOh dilemma identified by

parents. The final dilemma identified by parents was "Wanting to maximize the young
adult's growth and potential and wanting to accept the young adult as he or she is". This
present study provides a more detailed description of parents' definitions oftheir young
adults with disabilities maximizing their potentials. Although it is important to have
these dilemmas identified. this study adds to our knowledge about these difemmas by
providing a description of parents' perceptions of ideal lives for their children with
disabilities.

12
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Thorin and Irvin ( IC)<l2) conducted an earlier study on family stress associated
with transition to adulthood of yo ling people with severe disabilities. In this study 42
members of 19 families were sent questionnaires and asked to describe three specific
transition-related stressfiJl concerns expressed by anyone in their family within a
number of broadly defined arcas of potential concerns. The most frequently mentioned
concerns were getting along with others, self-care capabilities, responsible behavior.
and sexuality. The concerns retted most stressfhl were residential, disruptions to family
routine, and dealing with agencies and professionals. This study provides detailed
information on parents' concerns about issues ofsexllality and describes parents'
perception of an ideal residential situation fbr their son or daughter with significant
disabilities.
Gallivan-Fenlon (1994) studied family, service provider and student
perspectives on the transition from school to adult life. In this qualitative study,
families, students, and professionals. were interviewed about their expectations for
filture employment of II studcnts with moderate Of sevcre/"mklllfld cngnitive
impairment. Families and professionals held lower expectations than did the students.
Most students envisioned themselves employed in the community with supports. Most
parents and professionals expected their young adult to be in a sheltered workshop or
day center. A six-month follow-up afier graduation revealed that only two of the II
students were employed in the community. Of the remaining nine students, five were
"sitting at home", one was in a day center. and three were in sheltered workshops. [n
follow up observations students who were experiencing the reality of the lower
expectatiuns were describcd as depressed nnd disappointed (II Iheir post-school
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outcomcs. II is unclcar whcthcr Ihe rca son for Ihc parcnts' lower expectations wa5
increased knowledgc ahout the lack of appropriate adult service5. or other reasons.
Hamre-Nictupski. Nielupski and Strathe ( 1992) conducted a study of 68 parents.
asking them to rate the following areas of curriculum: flmctional skills. academic skills,
and friendship/social relationship development according lu importance and relevance
to their child's lite. Results imlicnted Ihat parents of students with severe and profollnd
cognilive impairment rated friendship/social relationship development higher Ihan did
parents of students with moderate disabilities. Conversely, parents of students with
moderate disabilities rated the functional life skills area of school curriculum higher
than did the parents of studenls with severe! profound cognitive disabilities.
Strobino's (1988) papcr, presented at thc Annual Meeting of the American
Association on Mental Retardation Family Support, entitled "Services in Hawaii: The
parent's perspective", provides another description of parents' perceptions. A
questionnaire was distributed in Ilawaii seeking information on parents' perspectives on
rc1mily support services. The 625 questionnaires. distrihuted via 24 support agencies.
yielded 234 usable surveys. The services most used were financial and medical
assistance, adult day programs. and transportation. Services not used but wanted were
information and referral/advocacy, parent support groups.. and counseling. Parents
identified the most important services as respite day programs. leisure and recreation
programs, and infom1Btionlreferral agencies. This study provided important information
on what parents' perceived as the most wanted and llsed services. When answering a
questionnaire about services. parents may tend to think in terms of available services. or
services ofTcred elsewhere but not in their area.
[4
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nrotherson's (1()8R) article ccTransition into adulthood: Parentall'lanning for
sons and daughters with disahilitics" consisted of a discussion of parcnts' pcrcl'J,t ions of
planning needs. In this study 48 parents were interviewed via telephone and asked to
identify their greatest planing needs. The three greatest planning needs were living
situation. socialization. and employment. A positive relationship between planning f()r
adult needs and family fi.lllctioning was also identified.
Rousso ( (988) explored the relationship bet ween parental expectations of
adolescent women with physical disabilitics' success ill the heterosexual arena and the
amount of socialization that actually occurred. "Success cc was defined by the age of the
woman with a disability when she experienced her: first date. first kiss, first sexual
contact, first experience with intercourse, first steady relationship. and first recollection
of masturbation. The majority of participants were white, heterosexual, single, and in
their twenties or thirties with some degree of college education The study consisted of 43
women, J I were disabled prior to adolescence with the reaming 12 disabled after
adolescence. The range of disabilities included mobility impairment, brain and
neurological disabilities. blindness, and deafness. Results indicated that all the
participants recalled beginning to masturbate al about the same age. ((owever. the mean
age for all the other indicators of success (first date. kiss, efc.) was lower for the women
who acquired their disabilities after adolescence. rn comparing themselves to their peers,
almost three-fourths onhe women disabled prior to adolescence felt they had
experienced their first social and sexual markers later than did their non disabled peers.
The participants were also asked to what extent their parents expected them to actively
socialize. get married. and bear children. Additiunally, they were asked to what extent
15
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their parents expected them to complete high school. complete college. and get a good
job. Parental cxpectations were not statistically dincrcllt (in the two groups, hut some
important trends were identified. Parents ofpallicipnnts disabled prior to adolescence had
higher educational and career expectations coupled with lower social expectations than
did thc parents ofparticipant5 disahled aficr adolescence. The participants' heterosexual
expectations for themselves were positively correlated with their parents' expectations to
a statistically significant degree. Additionally, when the participants were asked to
identify which factors were thc most influential in shaping the image of who they would
become as adults. mothers were mentioned most frequently and fathers were in the top
five.
Tossebro's (1996) article. " Family attitudes to deinstitutionalization before and
afier resettlement: The case of a Scandinavian welf.,re state", also consisted of a
discussion offamily perceptions/altitudes and adulthood. In this quantitative study two
sets of questions were compared. one completed in 1989 and the other in 1994. The
questionnaires (591) were sent to parents/relatives of individuals with disabilities who
were being moved from an institution into a group horne located in the community. The
results indicated parents were generally opposed to the resettlement. but found it more
satisfactory after the r.,ct. The more the parents were involved with the resettlement
process the more they were likely to be pleased with the outcomcs.
I fornstein ( 1997) shared her perspective in the article eel fow the religious
community can support the transition to adulthood: A Parent's perspective". This article
was a discussion of ways Jewish community centers.

camps~

youth groups, and social

clubs could provide opportunities to prepare youth with disabilities for life among the
16
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general population. Ilornstein emphasized how the ahility to be in real situations with
non-disabled peers bellefits both disabled and lion-disabled youth. Specific cunicular
suggestions are made to assist non-disabled peers in learning about their peers with
disabilities.
Turnhull and Tmnhutr!': (1988) article 011 parents' expectations for vocational
opportunities for their childrell with mental retardation consisted of a literature review
on parents' attitudes towards supported employment. The discussion centered around
what the authors noted as the most cOlllprehensive study to date. a mail survey of a
representative sample of660 parents/guardians whose sons and daughters were
receiving adult services form mental retardation agencies in Virginia (I iiiI. Seyfarth.
Banks, Wehman, & Orelore, 1(87). The findings of this study showed 12% of
respondents expressed a preference for competitive employment for their sons or
daughters with disabilities. Parents ofpersom; with mild and moderate mental
retardation preferred placement in a sheltered workshop. and parents of persons with
severe and profound disability selected all activity center as the optimal placement. All
parents expressed a low interest in improving working conditions and increasing wages.
The authors cautioned against focusing exclusively on parents as the target for
intervention for raising expectations (the way the original article did) and examined
factors that contributed to parents' expectations such as professional expectations and
general societal innuences. The authors noted the influence negative expectations of
teachers and supported employment staff have on parents' ability to formulate inclusive
supportive employment for their children with disabilities. The authors referred to
activity centers and traditional sheltered workshops as a form ofinstitutionali7.ation and
17
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called fln profound changcs in the systcm including increased opportunities for personal
decision-making, fhture planning, lrientiships, and suml11er jobs.
In a discussion (lfa study of parents' perspcctives on transition of their sons and
daughters from special education in Colorado (Mithaug, Iloriuchi, & McNulty. 1987).
parents rcported that their family members primary need was psychosocial. It was noted
in this study that when formal education ended, scgregation and isolation increased. The
Turnbulls are parents of an adult with disabilitics. They discuss their dream for an ideal
adult life for individuals with disabilities in very gCllerrel tenus. The authors envision
and advocate for individuals with disabilities to

leant~ work~

and live with their friends.

Turnbull and Ruef s article (1997) "Family perspectives on inclusive lifestyle
issues for people with problcm behavior." is also relevant to this study. In this study, 17
families of children. youth. and adults with mental retardation who exhibited problem
behavior (pica, aggression towards others. properly destruction and self-injurious
behavior) were interviewcd via the telephone. The age range of the family members
with disabilities was ·1-35. As the interviews

progressed~

the three

inten.iewcrs/researchers met to discuss emerging themes and sub-themes. These themes
and sub-themes were used as probes in suhsequent interviews to assist in identifying
key themes and sub themes in data analysis. The following categories were identified:
(a) fhmily life, (h) friendship issues. (c) school issues. (d) cOlllmunity inclusion~ and (e)
supported living and supported employment issues. All the categories except school
issues are relevant to the topics ofthis study. School issues were excluded because they
dealt with teacher and administrator competence.

18
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IsslIes disclIssed within the catcgory ofr.,mily life were relationships with
siblings. e'ltended r.1f11ily relationships, and home routines. The lack of a cluse bonding
relationship with siblings was frequently mcntioned as a problem. Parents expressed
that e'ltended family had a hard time establishing a close relationship with the family
member with problem hehaviur. The most frequently mentioned problem in the home
was the child's dilliculty in being productively involvcd in hOllle actives.
The subcategories associated with friendship issues are status of friendships.
n-iendships with adults. friendships among children. Over two-thirds ofr.,milies
reported that their family mcmber with problem behavior did not have any friends. Most
parents accepted the lack of Ii icnds as inevitable. Two parents mentioned intense fear
about sexual

exploitation~

they worried that their son or daughter would be the target of

an aggressive encounter. No parent mentioned a vision of his or her young adult having
a mutually gratifying sexual relationship. Four oftlte six people 18 years old and older
had at least one friendship. One friend started as a volunteer for a disability advocacy
organization that had a program to facilitate friendships at the local high school. The
other three friends were fonner or current staff members. Families of children under
the age of 18 cited having the child participate in as many inclusive activities as
possible as a main strategy fbr facilitating friends. Families gave low priority to
community inclusion because of time and energy limitations, unavailability of other
companionship. and family perceptions of worry, fear, and embarrassment.
Majewicz's (1999) article ct('arenlal attitudes and anxiety in pupils of an
elementary school for the mildly retarded" also consists of a discussion of parents'
perceptions. In this quantitative study 90 fathers and 90 mothers of children between the
[9
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ages of 13-16 years who were attending special schools were administered a
questionnaire. The results indicated a positive correlation between both excessive
maternal negative attitudes and parental feelings of helplessness. and anxiety in children
with disabilities about school. A uni(lue feature of this study is that an equalnul11ber of
fathers and mothers participated. There was no mention in the article about single parent
homes. This is probably indicative ofa cultural dilTerence between Polish and
American families. The general tone ofthis article was one of blaming parents for their
children's anxiety about school.
Dunlap, Robbins, and Darrow ( 1994) conducted a study to determine parents'
perceptions of their children's challenging behaviors. The authors posit that although
many professionals recognize that family support should be tailored to the individual
strengths. needs. and circumstances of the family

~ystertl

(Dunlap & Robbins. 199 I )

there has been very little research to identify the kinds of services and supports that are
valued and requested by families that include members with disabilities and challenging
behaviors. Additionally. although families are (he primary caregivers for most children
with disabilities. the literature contains very few reports or families' views or
challenging behaviors. This study consisted of a statewide survey of79 parents of
children with autism and related disabilities about their children's challenging behaviors
and what resources were the most lIsefitl. The age range ofthe family member with a
disability was 2-38 years. Data revealed that destructive behavior was reported most
frequently in the adolescent group and least frequently in the elementary group. Selfstimulation was reported most frequently in the preschool group and least frequently in
lhe adult group. Withdrawing was the most ITecllIcnlly reporled behavior problem in the
20
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adolescent group and tantmms were most frequent in the preschool group. The finding
of a higher frequency of destlllctive behavior of adolescents (12-17) was accompanied
by parcnts' reports that available resources were less helpfid. This could be indicative of
a reason for increased stress for some parents around the time parents arc encouraged to
begin planning for the transition to adulthood of their f.1mily member with a disability.
[t is also interesting to note that family members were cited frequently as being a very
helpfill resource.
Although not about parents' perspectives. Morningstar. Turnbull and TurnbuWs
( 1996) article cc What do students with disabilities tenus ahout the importance of family

involvement in the transition from school to adult IifeT consisted of a discussion of
student perspectives. This qualitative study consisted offour foclls groups. Participants
included students with learning disabilities. emotional and behavioral disorders. and
mild mental retardation. The groups focused on how f.1milies influence the development
of the participant's personal vision for the future. The results indicated that students
perceive family input and support as highly influential.
Valentine, McDennoll, and Anderson's (1998) article described the differences
between perceptions of African-American and Caucasian mothers regarding the burdens
and gratifications of caring for an adult son or daughter with mental retardation. Faceto-f.1ce interviews were conducted in the homes of 43 Caucasian and 28 AfricanAmerican mothers of adults with mental retardation. The interviews varied in length
from 40 minutes to 2.5 hours. The caregivers responded

10

questioilS related to burdens

and gratification on a scale of one to three. The areas of assessment were activities of
daily living, caregiver gratification, caregiver burdens. and intimacy. Results showed
21
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Caucasian mothers Jlerccived more burdens and conflicts and less gratification and
intimacy than did their African-American counterpart.
Allhough the literature on parents' perceptions includes potential issues and
concems. dilemmas. and identified stressors, regarding the transition oftheir son or
daughter with a cognitive impairment to adullhood. it does not include what parents
perceive as an ideal quality file Il,r their son or daughter with a disability.
Adult Issues «,r Individuals with Significant Disabilities
The second section covers literature related to issues of adulthood and people
with disabilities including the independent living/consumer movement. autonomy.
marriage, sexual consent and issues of disability rights. The treatment ofindividuals
with disabilities has gone thorough many tranSlllfll1ations. each change resting on
differing philosophical views ofindividuals with disabilities. Individuals with
disabilities have been isolated in institutions in order to protect them from society and
society from individuals with disabilities (Ileal & naney. 1988). Another reason cited
for isolation and separation form society was to provide rehabilitation services. The
model of isolation and treatment stems from the philosophy that a disability is a
deviance/abnormality that mllst be cured if possihle. and trl'aled to ameliorate the
etrects of the disability if a cure is not possible. This philosophical outlook. based on
the medical model. led to much research on the proper labeling and categorizing of
devianccldisability.
Wolfensberger (1972). the father of the concept of normalization has posited
that individuals with disabilities should not be isolated but lead as close to a normal life
as possible. The concept of normalization facilitated the spawn of the
22
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deinstitutionalization movement of the 1980's (Racino. Walker.

O'Connor~

& Taylor

19QJ). The emphasis was to relocate individuals from large institutions to smaller group
homes located in the community. These residences were perceived as a more
"homelike" and normal atmosphere in which to house individuals with disabilities.
During the early 1980's the fheus ofthe disability field wa!; on issues such as the
benefits and limitations of heterogeneous and homogeneous groupings; the optimal size
of group homes; site selection and neighborhood reactions; and quality assurance
including issues of licensure and regulation. In the heterogeneous verses homogeneous
grouping debate characteristics such as age gender. and ethnicity were largely ignored
(Racino et al .• 199.1) and individuals were defined and grouped by their disability label
(e.g., challenging behaviors, medical needs. and mental retardation). People's disability
label decided where they were going to live. Additionally. decisions about groupings
and other decisions about the lives of people with disabilities were still primarily
professional determinations and not the determination of individuals with disabilities or
their families. Where a person with a disability lived was tied to the convenience of
programming and not human needs. A need not to have one aspect of one's self
(disability) be the determining factor in so many decisions made about a person's life
spawned the consumer movement, supported independent living. and other
empowerment movements.
The supported independent living movement calls for a change in the way
individuals with disabilities receive services. An important change in this concept is the
separation of housing from the concept of support (Taylor. Racino, Knoll, & Lutfiyya
(987). The person is considered the central aspect that all planning and supports (both
23
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agency. and natural) revolve around. This new way of thinking calls for a break away
fi·ol11 thinking about what cUlTenlfy exists (e.g.• pface in a group horne. filltding under
the Medicaid waiver

1(11·

supportive living). and instead. focuses on the person's life. The

literature presents a variety of strategies to train agency I,ersonnel in this new way of
viewing people with disabilities and the services they receive. and to eliminate the
personal constraints agency personnel may bring to any decision-making process
involving people with disabilities. Common strategies include the use of values-based
training such as "frameworks for Accomplislullent" (O'Orien & Lyle. 1988) and
"PASSING" (Wolfensberger & Thomas, 1983), or the use of such techniques as
personal flltures planing (Racino ct al.. f 993) and "planning alternative tomorrows with
hope" (PATH) (O'Brien & Lovett. 1998).
The disability consumer movement. independent living movement and
empowerment movement are attempting to deconstruct and redefine the concept of
disability (Barton. 1996: Gadacz.. 1994: Racino. Walker, O·Connor. & Taylor 1993).
This consumer/empowerment movement is a process ofbolh individual and collective
empowerment. The primary objectives of this social reform movement are the
empowerment ofpeoplc with disabilities in relationship both to identity formation and
the reformation of community relationships (Barton, 1996: Gadacz. 1994). This
movement is a struggle by individuals with disabilities to gain control over the «form and
content of their own identity formation" (Gadacz. 1994) and to achieve autonomy and
independence.

24
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AlIf01lOm-"

There have been changes in the traditional definitions of autonomy onen
associated with adulthood. These changes have significant implications for individuals
with severe cognitive disabilities in regards to their ability to access roles traditionally
associated with adulthood but not traditionally associated with individuals with severe
disabilities. In the pas•• autonomy for individuals with disabilities has been defined as
the independence from assistance of others. However. due to recent developments in the
fields of family systems and special education. autonomy has been redefined as an
individual's capacity to take re~ponsibility for his/her own actions. to make decisions
regarding one's own life, and to maintain supportive relationships (Ctittenden. 1990).
Wehmeyer (1992a) defines self determination as "acting as the primary causal agent in
one's life and making choices and decisions regarding one's quality of Hfe. free from
undue external influence or interferencen (Wehmeyer. I992a, p. 305). Wehmeyer posits
that being a primary causal agent in one's life translates into acting autonomously.
Lewis and Taymans (1(92) define autonomy as
... a complex concept which involves emotional separations from parents. the
development ofa sense of personal control over one's life. the estahlishment of
a personal value system, and the ability to execute behavioral tasks which are
needed in the adult world (p. 37).
Autonomy training for a person with a disability in the traditional definition
consisted of self-help skills and. specifically. upon caring for oneself without assistance
(Cleland & Swartz, 1982: (-faring, (982). When the disabled individual reached
adolescence, the emphasis turned to acquisition of vocational skills (Clark & White.
(980). The more recent independent living model is based on consent, choice, and
autonomy (Racino et al., 1993) and does not assess independence in terms of mastery of
25
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physical tasks. Rather. this llIodel focuses on the role ofindividuals with disabilities to
make decisions about their own lives. Another emphasis of this movement has been to
foclls on the resources and opportunities made available to persons with a disability
through the political process by influencing policy decisions and law (Turnbull &
Turnbull. 1<)85). However. little attention has heen given in the literature to voting
supports for individuals with significant cognitive disahilities.
The literature on I he development of 110n-disnhled mlnlescents shows a similar
change in the definition of autonomy. Earlier studies defined autonomy in terms of
detachment from parents, capacity to fill1ction adequately on one' s own. individuation.
and independence from parents (Olos. I Q79~ Freud Ic)58~ Greenberger. 1984). More
recent works foclls on decision-making capacities and acceptance of responsibility. The
emphasis is on greater mutuality in the parent child relationship (Grotevant & Cooper.
1986) and the importance of peer relationships (Ruhin & Pepler.

1980~

Selman. 1981).

Again. autonomy is no longer about how much one can do hy oneself for oneself. but
the accepting of responsibility and making decisions for oneselfin a context of social
connectedness. Recognizing social connectedness or interdependence as opposed to
independence and mutuality in relationships instend of emotional autonomy is a much
less limiting view of adulthood.
The definitions of Wehmeyer (1992a). Crittenden (1990) and Lewis and
Taymans (1992) do not take info account the family nor do they view self-determination
from a family systems framework. Turnbull nnd Turnbull ( 1996) posit parents'
preferences may run contrary to the assumptions of self-detennination. The Tumbulls
( 1996) discuss the cultural preferences of Latin-American families and discuss self26
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determination as an Anglo middle class concept. They posit that by concentrating on
being a causal agent and acting in an autonomolls fashion, there is an almost exclusive
focusing on one person in a family system. Turnbull posits that the characteristics of the
disability. characteristics of the family. and family interaction should all be taken into
account when considering autonomous hehavior and self-determination. Turnhllll
cautions that glossing over the differences of disability and family characteristics is not
in the best interest of people with disabilities. their rc1111i1ies or society in general
Wehmeyer ( 1996) has responded to criticisms about his definition of the tenn
autonomous by emphasizing that autonomous actions reflect interdependence of
individuals with other people. including rc,milies. friends. acquaintances and society in
general. A self-determined action is defined as bein~ free from undue interference or
influence of others with the term undue being purposely vaglle hecause what may be
perceived by one individllaltll be an acceptable level ofinfluence may appear to
another as unacceptable.
The purpose of the emphasis on self-determination and autonomy is to increase
a person's feeling of psychological empowerment. According to Zimmerman (1990).
psychological empowerment consisted of the following dimensions of perceived
control: cognitive personal emcacy. personality (locus of control), and motivational
domains. To experience personal empowerment, a person mllst have self-emcacy, a
sense of personal mastery over one's environment and the expectation that one can
successfully execute behaviors required to produce specific outcomes with the
expectation that the behaviors will lead to the outcome. Additionally a person must have
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an internal locus of control or the beliefthat it was his/her behaviors that resulted in the
expected specific outcome.
St. Peter. Field. and Iloffinan (1992) ascrihe !he principal of reciprocal cRlIsation
to self-determination. This principal suggests that behaviors of self-determination are
also expressions of self-determination. Behaviors of self-determination arc causal in
ascribing self-determination to one and as such reflect both outcome and etiology.
The old definitions of autonomy would prevent society from viewing anyone
with significant physical or cognitive disabilities as ever being autonomous. Recent
attention to the concept of interdependence as opposed to independence has helped us
realize that none of us are truly independent and it is simply a matter of degree and type
of dependence that we have on each other (Condeluci. 19c) ().

Vote
The right to vote is one of the key bureaucratic indicators that an individual is an
adult. Voting signifies that one is deemed old enough to have a say in society by
deciding its laws and leaders. In 1971. the right to vote was lowered ffOOl the age of21
to 18 years due to protests concerning the drafting of young men to serve in the Viet
Nam war (Novak. 197 (). Since making choices. and participating in community life to
the fi.llest extent possible are desirahle goals and the philosophical basis of the
supported living and community integration models. then individuals with cognitive
impairments should join other adults in choosing community and national leaders. Yet.
this area has been neglected in the transition literature and curriculum practice for
individuals with significant cognitive disabilities.

28
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A4arria}!('

The ability to marry is a traditional indicator of adulthood (Cote. Allahar. &
Anton

t996~

Graber & Dubas,

1996~

Mandell. Porter, & Tesson

1994~

Modell. 1989).

The minimum age of marriage changes from state to state. Typically, there is a
minimum age requirement to marry with parental consent and a minimum age
requirement without parental consent. Most states have lowered the age of marriage
without parental consent from 21 to 18 years (Robinson. 1978). formerly the age
requirement for marriage differed for males and females; now there is nondiscrimination between the sexes in this respect. Most states allow persons age 16 and
17 years to marry with consent of parents or a judge (Golenpaul, 1997). Despite the
lowering of the minimum age requirement there is a trend for people to marry later in
life with many choosing not to marry (Cote et al.. 1996).
According to our laws. parties who wish to marry must have the capacity to do
so. for example, if due to drunkenness. mental illness. cognitive impaimlent or some
other issue, one or both parties lack "capacity". the marriage could be mled invalid. In
most cases questioning the capacity of individuals with cognitive impairments, judges
have upheld the presumption of incompetence associated with the label mentally
retarded (Kasier. 1992). -nle right to marriage is a right that does not require any skill or
competence criteria for non-disabled adults. The denying of the right to marry to
individuals with significant cognitive impairments is an issue that transition
professionals, family members. and civil libertarians may wish to investigate. after all a
high IQ does not ensure a responsible relationship or happy marriage. I faving a
description of parents' concerns about the marriage of their family member with a
29
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disahility will be an important contribution to Any discussion professionals have on the
issue of marriage.
The capacity clause is problematic for individuals \·...ith cognitive impairment
who wish to marry and reflects societal concerns about marriage and procreation
regarding individuals who are labeled mentally retarded. Families who wish to prevent
a marriage they feel may calise harm to a vulnerahle family member are able to use the
capacity clause. Many parents disapprove ofthcir child's choice for a spouse. A key
difference between the marriage of persons with and without disabilities is that the
parents of a person with disabilities can legally stop the marriage of their child by
bringing into question their child's capacity to make a decision on such an important
issue. Imagine how many fewer marriages would be performed today if parents of
children without disabilities had this tool at their disposal. The legal tool of questioning
a person's capacity is a mixed blessing. (larents, family members and concerned
professionals can use this tool to protect very vulnerable individuals from harm or as a
form of control. This type of control erodes a person's right to the dignity of risk. and
the right to make one's own decisions. including making olle"s own mistakes.

Sexual ( '(JIIsel1l
In today's society. childhood is considered a time of sexual innocence. Laws
exist to protect children and punish adults who do not respect this societal norm.
Therefore, the age at which society no longer legally feels the need to protect a person"s
sexual innocence is an indicator of adulthood. The age of sexual consent is the age at
which an individual can become sexually active without falling under a law that was
created to protect children from sexual predators. In most slates. the age of sexual
30
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consent is 16 years (Golenpaul. 1997). It is interesting to note that 16 years is the
average age at which females reached puberty in 1850.
Once again, this aSJlect of adulthood affects people with severe cognitive
impairment. Consent has been defined as the knowing. intelligent. and voluntary
agreement to engage in a given activity (Kaeser. 1992: Stavis, 1987). In the case of

Commo,",'eal,h ".

SC1I'="f."~(,

(1951). indicators used to demonstrate an individual's

capacity were the ability to Icad. write and tell timc In the case of Pcople ". /11t""
(1965). capacity to consent was determined hy the ability to understand the sexual act,

its nature, and possible consequences. Finally. in the 1977 court case of l'eol'le ",

Va,v/eJ', the ability to apJ)rcciate how coitus would be considered within the framework
of societal environment was used to determine the capacity to consent to the sexual act
(Kaeser, 1992). These standards of competency were established to protect people who
are cognitively challenged from sexual coercion. I fowever. these same standards
exclude individuals with cognitive impairment from ever engaging in mutual sex. It is
important that the need for laws to protect an individual from harm not be so restrictive
as to categorically preclude the opportunity for personal choice and the right to privacy
(Hepner. 1979; Kaeser, 1(92).
Consent must be defined to ensure opportunity to choose to engage in a mutual
sex activity and simultaneollsly protect an individual from sexual coercion. Kaeser
(1992) calls for a redefining of consent. He posits that the definition should include a

determination of what the individual would want if he/site could advocate and speak for
himlherself and a determination of what is in the individual"s best interest as defined by
an interdisciplinary team.
3[
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In sUl1mmry. lillie is known ahout adults wilh significant disabilities accessing
the rites, roles and rituals traditionally associated with adulthood. Additionally lhe
research on adults frequently does not take the f.·unily perspectives in consideration.
Adult Development and Life Cycle research
The third and final scction oCtlte literature review is un adult development life
cycle research. The research

011

typically developing adults differs quite significantly

from research concentrating Oil adults with disabilities. As previously discussed many
orthe adult issues concerning individuals with disabilities revolve arollnd human rights
issues. community inclusion issues, and residential issues. In literature on adults without
disabilities, there is an emphasis on continued development throughout the life span. It
is because of this difference and the absence of any reference to adults with significant
disabilities that the sections on adult issues for adults without disabilities must be
considered separately. The omission of adults with disabilities from research on adult
development speaks volumes about societies altitude towards individuals with
disabilities.
The impetlls to consider the entire life from a developmental perspective was
brought about in the 1950's when geriatrics and gerontology were established as fields
of human service (Levinson & Levinson. 1996) The changes adults encounter as they
age are now recognized and attempts are being made to document these changes (Cross.
1981~

Erikson. 1963; Havighurst & Albrecht. 1953; L.evinson. Darrow. Klein. L.evinson

& Mckee

1978~

Merriam & Caffarella. (991; Tennant, (988). The relative newness of

this area of research is illustrated by this quote from Levinson and

Levin~on
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(1996).

I would rather him be with family than with strangers. 'Ie is happy here and I
do not want him to move. ( never had that much belief that anything good
could come from a system. It is just a job for the people but he is my life.
Mrs. Moore also envisioned her daughter with a disability continuing to live
with her. Her ideal vision of a residential selling for herself and her daughter with a
disability was to live together on a limn in West Virginia. She stated:
I have a dream ahout living on a Chrm. When Ashley goes oITto school,
Morgan and ( are going to move to a fann. maybe in West Virginia. ( love the
peace and quite. I just do not want to be bothered. Well, we would have to get
an active social life for Morgan. I have asked her. Sometimes I say 'Morgan
when Ashley goes off to college do you want to move to a farm like
grandpa 's?" She smiles and says 'ye5.·
In summary. participants did not envision their children with disabilities living
independently in their own apartments. r'articipants either described a segregated
setting with other individuals with disabilities and appropriate supports or a
continuation of living with them. Mrs. (ireen did not want her son Tyrell living with
strangers. Her underlying assumption was "strangers" would only view taking care of
her son as a job and a meaningfill relationship would not be formed. Mrs. White also
felt relationships were important in her vision of an ideal residential setting for her
daughter. However. her underlying assumption was. group-home staff and other
occupants would form a meaningfill relationship with her daughter and become a
"second family". More research on relationships for people with significant disabilities
is needed.
Voting
The section on voting consisted of participants' perception of their sons and
daughters with disabilities ability (0 access their right to vote. Participants were asked
72
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"The ~tllcfy of adult development

i~

in its infancy and struggling to estahlish itselfin the

neglected space behveen child development and gerontology" (p. 5).
Cross ( 1981 ) describes two schools of research

Oil

adult development. The first

includes researchers stich as Erikson ( 1(63) and Kohlberg ( 1984) who view
development as being a vertical hierarchy from simple.

les~

mature stages to complex.

maturer stages. Erikson ( 196.1) described three major consecutive phases of adulthood
that involved definite psychosocial crises. The first

stage~

young adulthood, is

characterized with "Intimacy versus (solation" as the crisis. Erickson posits that since
the young adult has emerged from a search for identity. hc/she is now ready and willing
to filse his identity with that of others. The young adult is seeking intimacy which
Erickson describes as " ... the capacity to commit himself to concrete affiliations and
partnerships and to develop the ethical strength to abide by such

commitments~

even

though they rnay call for significant sacrifices and compromises" (p. 263). In this. stage
adults need acceptance, sharing and a sense of he longing. The consumer movement and
inclusion strategies are vehicles that try to create opportunities for adults with
disabilities to achieve the feeling of acceptance and belonging. not only from social
relationships but also from society in general.
The next crisis to be solved in Erickson's model ufaclult development is
"Generativity versus Stagnation." This stage is characterized by a concern to leave a
legacy or other evidence that one's life was lived. An adult in this stage usually
develops a need to care for others, get involved in civic activities, and become a more
creative and productive individual. The last stage is late adulthood where the
psychosocial cri!tis is «Ego Integrity versus Despair". It is in the senior years (hat
JJ
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Erikson claims individuals reconcile successes and f.,ilures. and put their lives into
perspective. As Erikson acknowledged thai progression through the lire cycle does not
happen in a vacuum. The growth of a person's self concept occurs in response to and
interaction with other people. groups and social-cultural norms. (Darkenwald &
Merriam. t 982). Erikson posited that a person's growth would be incomplete iflhe
psychosocial crisis of each stage was not sllccessllllly resolved.
Kohlberg's ( 19R4) t hcory of nlOral developl1lcnt described develo(lmcnt
throughout the lile span. lie descriued a person's fIIoral development in six stages.
Kolberg posited that in stage one a child develops an awareness of punishment and
obedience followed by stage two which is defined as the period when a child
demonstrates an awareness of consequences such as re",,,.ards, punishment. and
exchanges of favors. In stage three, a child demonstrates an awareness of what is
socially appropriate behavior. (n stage four the emerging adult responds appropriatefy
with regard to Jaw and order. The reasoning behind the emerging adult's actions is a
befiefthat upholding social order is one's civic responsibility. The next c;tage, the
second adult stage, is laheled. "prior rights and social contract". This stage is
characterized by a belicfthat upholding the basic values and legal contracts of society
even when they conflict with the concrete laws of the group is the appropriate course of
action. Adults in stage six are guided by universal ethical principles such as equality.
dignity, and justice (Kirkman. 1994; Romero. 19CJO).
Many critics question Kohlberg's methods and consider his stages to be abstract
and incomplete (Kirkman,

1994~

Tennant.. 1988). Gilligan (1982) posits the existence of

two dilTerent moral orientations. the male orientation (Kohluerg's). and lhe female
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Erikson claims individuals reconcile successes and failures. and put their lives into
perspective. As Erikson acknowledged that progression through the life cycle does not
happen in a vacuum. The growth ofa person's self concept occurs in response to and
interaction with other people, groups and social-cultural norms. (Darkenwald &
Merriam. 1982). Erikson positcd that a pcrsoll's growth would be incompletc if the
psychosocial crisis of each stage was not successfilfly resolved.
Kohlberg's (t 984) theory of moral development described development
throughout the life span. lie described a person's moral development in six stages.
Kolberg posited that in stagc one a child develops an awarcncss of punishment and
obedience followed by stage two which is defined as the period when a child
demonstrates an awareness of consequences such as rewards, punishment. and
exchanges of fc,vors. In stage three, a child demonstrates an awareness of what is
socially appropriate behavior. In stage four the emerging adult responds appropriately
with regard to law and order. The reasoning hehind the emerging adult·s actions is a
beliefthat upholding social order is onc's civic rcsponsibility. The ncxt stagc. the
second adult stage. is labeled. "prior rights and social contract"'. This stagc is
characterized by a belief that upholding the basic values and legal contracts of society
even when they conflict with lhe concrete laws ofthe group is the appropriate course of
action. Adults in stagc six are guided by universal ethical principles such as equality.
dignity. and justice (Kirkman.

1994~

Romcro. t 990).

Many critics qucstion Kohlbcrg's methods and considcr his stagcs to hc abstract
and incomplete (Kirkman, 1994; Tcnnant. (988). Gilligan (1982) posits the existence of
two dilTcrent moral oricntations. the malc oricntation (Kohlberg's), and thc female
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orientation. The female orientation emphasizes human caring and responsibility for
others over justice and individual rights.
Because during the time of Erikson's ( 1(63) work most adults with disabilities
were institutionalized, they were not given the opportunity to resolve even the first
psychosocial crisis. Although isolation. loneliness. and a need for ffiends was identified
as needs of individuals with disabilities (Amado.

199J~

Grenot-Scheyer. 1994: Meyer.

Park. Grenot-Scheyer. Schwart7. & (larry 1998: MOl1imalika & (larry 1(99). these
needs have only recently received attention in the disability literature.
The second school of thought on adulthood posited six distinct phases or cycles
of development (Neugarlen. 1968: McCoy. 1977: Levinson. Darrow. Klein. Levinson.

& Mckee.

1978~

Levinson & Levinson. IC)96) These cycles of adulthood represent a

series of distinct life experiences that describe general growth and change. not growth
toward a higher stage.
Neugarten ( 19(8) concluded that social clocks were as important as biological
clocks. People attempt to manage events to coincide with societal expected norms. "Off
timed" events lead to crisis (Ooucouvalas & Krupp, 1989: Neugarten. 19(8). Neugarten
posits that culturaltil11e1illes are an important cultural context in which to view the
individual life. Unfortunately. the cultural tirnelines used were dominated by one
culture and did not take into account the variety or perspectives and timelines rrom
other cultures. Neugartcn herself acknowledged the challenge of today' s researchers in
social clock influences to integrate the conflicting images from different perspectives.
For example. consider the. 70-year-old wheel chair user versus the 70-year-old
mountain climber, (Neugarten and Neugarten. (987). [ posit the image ofthe 70-year36
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old wheel chair user on the basketball court is also an image that needs to be integrated
into social timelines.
Levinson and his associates (1968. 1(96) found that both men and women
experience similar eras of development that are characterized by a sequence of events.
Levinson identified the «.lllowing eras urhullmn development as childhuod (0-20). emly
adulthood (17-45). middle adulthood (40-65). late adulthood (60 ·85) and late-late
adulthood (80 up). Levinson round great gender dillcrences in the early adult era and
predicted that a lessening of this difference would occur in the future due to an
evolution of society towards gender equity.
McCoy ( 1993) keyed her developmental stages to the periods already defined hy
Levinson and his associates ( 1(96). Such markers as leaving home. mid-life
examination and preparation for retirement characterize McCoy's stages.
Merriam and CatTerella (I C)C) I ) call the theory building based on the psychological
perspective as highly biased towards the Caucasian middle class male perspective.
However. these maps do provide insight into one perspective of adulthood. Merriam
and Cafferella posit that there is no right or best way to develop as an adult.
Another way of discussing adulthood is in relation to social roles. Flavighurst
(1952. Ic)53. 1956. 1957. 1960. 1(72). a life stage theorist. explored the relationship of

developmental tasks for adults and social roles. According to Havighurst (1956). a
developmental task is dynamic. driving and leads a person to learn a social role. For
example. finding a mate and getting married leads a person to learn the social roles of
suitor. fiancee. bride/groom. and wife/husband.
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Whether one discllsses adulthood according to social roles. moral development.
or lire stages. it is clear that individuals with signilicant cognitive disabilities have been
given very limited consideration in research on adult development. One reason ror this
oversight may be that. traditionally. people with significant cognitive disabilities have
not had the opportunity to experience the same stages of adulthood as their peers
without disabilities. Knowing how parents envision their young adults taking on the
roles ofhusbands/wives. boyfriends/girlfriends. employees and citizens will benefit the
fields or special education and adult lire cycle research. Even though adults with
significant cognitive disabilities have unique isslles and concerns due to their disability.
they are a vital and integral part of society and should he considered in research fbr
people without disahilities

}K
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CIIAPTER TIIREE
METIIO()

This chapter describes the method and procedures utilized in this study in the
rollowing order: (a) design orthc study. <hl sampling Jlwcedures. (c) participants. (d)
instnllnent. (e) data collection. (f) data analyses. (g) limitations of the study.
Design
This study used descriptive research methods. The researcher. a parent of a
teenager with significant disabilities. conducted two in-depth. interactive interviews
with primary caregivers of adolescents with significant disabilities. The fact that the
researcher is from the participant pool can be perceived as advantageous because
pm1icipants are more willing to disclose personal difficult infimnation to another person
orlike background (Gall. Borg. & Gall. Ig<)6). flaving a researcher from the participant
pool can also be perceived as disadvantageous because of participant bias. This
researcher accepts the responsibility for her interpretive role. Uenzin and Lincoln
(t gg4)

state:
Researchers carry into their work the sensitizing possihilities of their training.
reading. and research experience, as well as explicit theories that might be lIsefill
if played against systematically gathered data. in conjunction with theories
emerging from analysis of these data (Corbin & Strauss, 19QO~ Glasser. 1978~
Strauss, 1(87).
Michelle Fine (1994) wrote about the process of"othering". She is a white

l11iddleclass scholar who writes to describe and interpret the voices of others. She posits
]9
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that her power or translation comes (i·om her whiteness. middleclassness. and education
more than from the stories shc tells. She posits that whcn Alrican-American. Latino.
Asian. or Native American scholars work with their respective populations they are
much more likely than she to be heard as biased. selr-interested. and without the
appropriate perspective that emotional distance o(fers. I will also be more likely to be
heard as biased because of Illy personal experience ur being a parent of a person with a
significant disability. Conversely. [(arlan (lalm (198.1) concluded that when nondisabled researchers study those with disabilities. more is learned about the researcher's
terror or disability than about the person with a disability. I posit thai a researcher who
is not a parent of a pcrsoll with a significant disability would disclose as much about
their terror of having a child with a disability as they would about parents' perspectives.
As researchers. the best we can do is to acknowledge ourscfvcs as taking on an
interpretative role and include in our process saleguards thaI will allow us to recognize
when we are hearing the participants voice and when we are hearing our own. The best
way to address interviewer bias is ror thc intervicw to statc her prcjudices. and
underlying assumptions. Prior to this research project the researcher was a firm believer
in the concept of nontlalization, and her daughter was in as inclusive of an environment
as possible. Her dream of an ideal adulthood for her daughter included an equal power
structure in relationships. voting with supports, living in her own apartment or
continuing to live in the family home if she chose with supports (Jordan & Dunlap
200 I). Since the interviews, the researcher has made some changes in her daughter's
leisure time actives. Her daughter used to exclusively participate in leisure activities not
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specially designated for people with special needs. Now she participates in a variety of
lcisure time activities including segregated activities cleated for people with disabilities.
Six participants werc chosen. The interview protocol was sent to each
participant at least two weeks before the first interview was scheduled. This was to
allow participants to review the questions and ponder thcir responses. Two participants
declined participation aOer rcviewing the instrument. Two other participants were
chosen. Both intervicws with the six participants were taped and transcribed. One
1110nth aOer the second interview. a follow-up telephone interview was conducted to see
if respondents agreed with answers previously given. There were no changes noted.
An interview was chosen because the inf<.mnation needed for this study was not
directly ohservable and questionnaires did not allow for probing follow up questions to
ensure clarity of answers. Additionally. r.,ce-(o-r.,ce interviews were chosen to facilitate
opportunities to build trust and rapport with respondents. thus making it possible to
obtain information that the individual probably would not reveal by any other data
collection method (Gall et al. 1996). A semi-structured interview was chosen to gather
depth of information and to clarify vague statements. This process involves asking a
series of structured questions and then probing more deeply using open-fimn questions
to obtain additional information. Greater depth can be obtained from a semi-stmctured
interview than from a structured one (Gall et at 1C)C)(j)
Sampling Procedures and Participants
To be eligible filr participation in this study. participants were required to have
their children with significant disabilities living with them. For the purpose of this
study. significant disability was defined as a secondary or primary diagnosis of
41
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moderate to severe mental retardation (IQ < 50) with a need for 24 hours a day of
supports. Parents of individuals with mild mental retardation were excluded from this
study because this study focused on parents who perceived a filture need for 24 hours a
day of supports for their young adults with disabilities. The family member with a
disability was between the ages of 14-2Iyears. This range was chosen because 14 years
is the age at which transition Individual Education Plans ale suggested in the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) (Florida Department of Education.
1997) and at the time ofthis study. 21 years was the age individuals with significant
disabilities graduate or leave school. Some school systems continue to offer day
programming for the individual with a disability afier the age of21. but this was not a
mandated service at the time ofthis dissertation.
Participants in this study consisted of birth. adoptive and foster parents. To meet
eligibility criteria the fc'lmily member with a disability had to be in the participant' s
home for at least 10 years. All participants were the primary caregivers. Primary
caregiver was defined as the parent. foster parent. or legal guardian who performed the
majority (60%) oftlte care taking activities for the teen/adult with disabilities.
The number of parents of adolescents with severe disabilities living at home is
relatively small. The prevalence of mental retardation in the general population. as
determined in 1992. of individuals bet ween the ages of 6 and 21 is 0.97% with less than
3% of that falling in the severe to moderate range (Turnbull. Turnbull. Shank, & Leal
1995).
A USF Institutional Review Board (IRB) form was fined out and approved. The
IRO number for this research is 98.400. Samples oftlte IRf1. consent fOlln and
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supporting documents arc located in the appendix. All participants signed a consent
form. School districts within two neighboring

countie~

(rrillsborough and Pasco) were

contacted for assistance in identifying potential participants. After reviewing the
interview protocol. both counties declined assistance to the researcher in identifying
potential participants hecause of the sensitive nature of the {llle~tions. Pasco County was
particularly concerned with the question inquiring about parents' perception ofa staff
member having a sexual relationship with their adult son or daughter with a disability.
The researcher then contacted United Cerebr al Palsy of Tampa [lay. The
University of Sout h Florida's ('enter rhr Autism and Related Disahilities, Professors.
and her daughter's teacher filr assistance in seeking potential participants.
United Cerebral Palsy. a major provider of respite and supported employment
services. identified four participants. Of the (e>ur par ticipants identified. three were
single parents and one was from a multi-generational household. The teacher of the
researcher's daughter identified four participants. two of whom agreed to participant.
One was a single parent and one was a foster parent.
Demographic information such as marital status. employment status of the
caregiver. and living situation (number of people in lhe household). were obtained
before the interview. This was accomplished either by asking the participant directly
during the telephone calf to schedule the interview or by obtaining the information from
the referral agency or person.

An parents taking part in this study participated in two

face-to-face interviews. Due to the unusual and sensitive nature ofthe questions and
because the interview questions contained areas that the participant might not have
previously considered. all participants received a printed copy of the interview
43
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instnllnent prior to meeting. Within one week of receiving the interview instnJlnent, the
researcher called participants to discuss any concerns or questions. Two participants
declined participation after reviewing the interview protocol. One potential participant
stated the interview protocol contained too many emotionally difficult questions. The
other participant stated a chronic illness would prevent her from participating. The
researcher's daughter's teacher referred both ofthese potential participants to her. Doth
participants placed their children with disabilities in group homes within a few months
of declining to participate.
PurposefiJi sampling techniques were employed. PmposefiJi sampling is the
process of selecting participants or cases that are "infcmnation-rich" (Gall et al., 1996).
Although attempts were made to request participants from diverse backgrounds. due to
the relatively small size of the target and accessihle population. neither stratified nor
proportional sampling was deemed appropriate. I (owever. specific attempts were made
to include participants with the following clmractcristics: (8) multigenerational
household. (b) single parent. and (c) lower SES (eligibility for a free school lunch was
used as an indicator).
Gender was expccted to be a rcfevant variable especially in parents' expression
of concerns regarding marriage. consensual sex. and other social interactions. One
reason for this expectation is that. historically. different genders had different minimum
age requirements for marriage (Golenpaul. 1994). Although. currently. states have the
same requirement for both genders in regards to marriage and consensual sex. many
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cultures still assign dilferent roles according to gender. ('arents of an equal number of
males and females participated in the study in order to describe possible differences
based on gender.
Participants
The SES, and rhmily makeup of each participant were described along with a
detailed description oflhe fill1ctioning level oflheir son or daughter with a disability.
Six participants were chosen that met the participant criteria. three had daughters with
disabilities and three had sons with disabilities. Three family members with a disability
attended self-contained classrooms for people with trainahle mental retardation and
thrcc altcnded cfassrooms fin' people with profound mental retardation. Four
participants were single parents. One participant was from a multi-generational
household. Three participants had children who received free or reduced school
lunches. The following paragraphs provide a description of participants and their
children with disabilities. Pseudonyms were used to protect the privacy of participants.
I\fr. Brown was a single f.,ther of three children with disabilities, Sam an 18-

year-old with Down syndrome. Jean a 16-year-old with Down syndrome and John a 10year-old with Spilml Bifida. During the interviews, Mr. Blown disclissed hoth Sam and
Jean. However, only the answers for Sam were incfuded in lhe results because the
design oflhe study required an equal number of boys and girls. Mr. Orown used to work
as a guard at a penal institution. lIe len that job to care for his terminally ill wife. The
Browns adopted all three of their children. Mr. Brown received financial support from a
program in New Jersey where he adopted his children. Since Mrs. Brown's death
several years ago, Mr. Brown's brother moved in with the family.
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Aller the interviews with Sam's father, I had the opportunity to meet and
socialize with both Sam and Jean. Additionally. I have been able to assist Sam with
idcnli~ving

and laying lhc groundwork

10

achicvc somc of his goals for adulfhood. I was

also able to assist Mr. Brown with securing part-time cmploymcnt while his children are
in school. Sam atrcndcd a scl':confaincd TMII classroom located at his neighborhood
high school. lIe is very n·icndly. lIe has a moderate spcech impairment but can be
understood with practice. I Ie can feed himself and fake care of Illost of his personal
needs. fie needs assistance in fite form ofpfUllIpting for his personal grooming.
showering and shampooing. I Ie needs assistance to do small household chores stich as
the laundry or preparing a snack. Sam was one of the higher fill1ctioning participants.
Sam is very active in his church and plans to work for the church's youth ministry when
he graduates. Sam was eligihle for free school lunches.
Mrs. Smith was married with two children. I fer husband worked at the post
office and she worked at Mc[)onalds. Mrs. Smith's son was a typically developing 20year-old college student. [Ier daughter. 15 years. attended a self-contained classroom
for students with trainable mental retardation at a school for exceptional students.
Jody, Mrs. Smith '5 daughter was present at both interviews. [ have not had an
opportunity to socialize or work with Jody or her parents since the interviews. Jody
spoke in two and three word sentences. She ollen initiated communication. I [er speech
was very clear and easily understood. She was a very attractive, friendly. waml. young
15-year-old lady. She sometimes needed reminders to pull up her garments and clean
herself after toileting. She could feed herself independently but could not prepare any of
her own meals. In the past. she had behavior issues and was «naker acted" by the school
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system several times. According to her mother, Jody has greatly improved her behavior
hoth at home and at school. The Smiths had a strained relationship wilh the school
system. The stafT at Jody's school had requested her parents be investigated for child
abuse several times. Although the relationship remained strained, there had not been
any allegations of abuse in several years. lIntil a few years ago. it was nol uncommon
for Mrs. Smith to be called I hree or fetllr times a week

10

pick up her daughter from

school due to uncontrollahle hehavior. l1ecallse of her responsihilities to her daughter,
I""lrs. Smith found it necessat V to decline promotions offered to her by her employer.
The Smiths called the Family Network on Disability (FND) a family support
organization run by parents to assist her with this prohlem. The Smiths and a
representative orFND met with the school system and solved the problem.
Mrs. Green was married. Iler husband worked in a local brewery. She had three
children one 24-year-old biological son, one 14-ycar-old adopted daughter, and one 17year-old foster son. Mrs. Green had a small cosmetics business that she ran fi'om her
home. The interviews centered on Mrs. Green's foster son Tyrell. Mrs. Green has been
Tyrell's fosler mother since he was an infant.
Tyrell was a well-dressed attractive teenager. lIe attended a self-contained
classroom for students with profound mental retardation in a regular education high
school. Tyrell had cerebral palsy. Be used a wheel chair for transportation. I Ie needed
total assistance in a(( orhis personal care. Tyrell was non-verbal. lie had a big smile
that lights up the room. (Ie could communicate likes and dislikes through his behavior.
(Ie would turn away from undesirable activities and smile when he was pleased with an
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activity. Tyrell attendcd the same classroom as the researcher's daughter. Tyrell was
eligiblc for fi·ce school lunches.
Mrs. White was a single parent oftwo children. She worked for a consumer
information service. She had a 14-year-old daughter with a disability and an II-year-old
son. She had been divorced filr several years and had an amicable relationship with her
ex-husband. [[er daughter. Rachel, attcnded a classroom for trainable mentally
handicapped students at a local center for exceptional education. The para-professional
in Rachel's classroom provided respite for Mrs. White after school and on some
weekends. Rachel could teed hersclf, but needed total assistance preparing hcr meals.
She needed assistance wit It clcaning herself aftcr toileting. showering and shampooing.
Rachel loved to repeatedly watch the movie Roger Rabbit. She was described as having
a very gentle spirit and being very charming.
Mrs. Ilughes was a single parent and had bccn so for many years. She worked in
the office of a national cellular telephone company. The office was small and she was
onen the only person there. Both interviews took place in her office. We were not
intermpted. Mrs. flughes had two sons. a 23-year-old typically developing son and
Charlie. a 21-year-old who had a severe and profound mental disability. Both of Mrs.
Hughes' sons lived with her at the time of the interviews. Charlie attended a selfcontained classroom for people with profound mental retardation at a local exceptional
center. Charlie was incontinent, could feed himself but needed assistance with all other
areas of his personal care. Charlie communicated with headshakes and his behavior. I Ie
would pace and become agitated with activities he did not like and smile and attend to
activities he liked. Charlie rode his school bus to his mother's omce and stayed with her
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for a lew hours beforc thcy go home togcther. Mrs. Hughcs dcscribcd Charlie as having
an excellent scnse of time. She said he could tell when it is time to leave hcr omce and
he ofien got up to go to the door without any prompting at the correct time.

r met

Charlie during the interviews. Charlie was eligible for free school lunches.
Mrs. Moorc was a single parent ortwo high school girls. She did not work
outside orthe homc. Shc had been divorced flJr scvcral years. Iler divorcc was not
amicable and she had a straincd relationship with the girls' father. Morgan, hcr oldest
daughter was 17-years-old and had a scvere disability, Jennifer, her youngest was 16years-old. Morgan had cerebral palsy and lIsed a whcel chair. Morgan attended school
at her local high school with her sister who does not have a disability. When tested by
the school psychologist Morgan tested in the trainable range of mental retardation. She
was served in a self:contained classroom for students with severe and profound mental
retardation because the school staff determined that w(luld be the best place to meet her
needs. Morgan was in the same classroom as the researcher's daughter. Morgan had her
17th birthday a few weeks before her mother's first interview. Morgan could move hcr
eyes in a back and forth direction to indicate no and smile to indicate an amrmative
answer. Morgan experienced oxygen depravation during the birthing process. The
Moores sued the hospital where their daughter was born and did receive a large
settlement in the form of a trust fund for Morgan. (rcr father receives payments from the
fund afier the divorce. Mrs. Moore has custody of Morgan. The trust fimd enables Mrs.
Moore to stay in the home and care for her two daughters.
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Table I
Descriplio" vf /'arfic:ipC1l1fs lIlId 17,eir ( 'hi /drell lI'il" IJi.'iaMlifies

Name of
Participant
Mr.
BrownMrs.
Smith
Mrs.
Green
Mrs.
White
Mrs.

Marital
status of
(!articipant
Single

Ethnicity

Narnc
Level of
of
disability
Child
_."--Sam
TMII

EuroAmerican
- -- ---- --- -- -- ----- -----Married
EuroJody
TMII
American
..
---Marricd
AfricanTyrell
I'M II
Amcrican
---- ----.-------------Rachel
Single
EuroTMII
.. - ...
- - - - - - Ametican--- ------.---Single
EuroCharlie
I'MlI
~~ughe~ _ _ - - - - - - . American . Mrs.
EuroMorgan
PMII
Single
American
Moore
- - - - - ---'----- - - - -----

Yes

Gender
of
Child
----- ----Male

No

I'cmaic-

Free
lunch

yIn

-----~--

_

----~-

-_

~

------

Yes

---~

No

-------Male
---_.
Female

----- - -.------Yes

Male

No

Female

Data Collection
Each of the six participants received a copy ofthe interview protocol before Ihe
interview. had two face-lo-r.1ce interviews and onc month later a follow-up telephone
interview. All r.,ce-to-face interviews were taped and later summarized. Two interviews
took place in the participants' horne. two interviews took place in a small restaurant.
one interview took place at the participant's place of employment. and one interview
took place at a local park. The researcher did not know any of the participants before
the interviews. However. one participanCs wife (Mf. Brown) facilitated the creation of a
parent advocacy group that assisted the researcher eight years prior to this study_
Interviews lasted from one and a halfto three hours. with most being approximately two
hours in length_ The interviews were very interactive. Many participants asked the
researcher about her plans for her daughter's future.
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One 1110nlh afier the second face-to-f.'1CC inlerview, a follow up telephone call
was madc to the respondents. During this call, the rescarcher summarized Ihe
respondents' answers and asked if there have been any changes due to ftlrther
consideration of a question and if the summary was accurate. There were no changes or
corrections madc. This mcmber check tcchniquc was uscd to allow rcsearch participants
to judge the accuracy and cOlllpletencss of statements made in the rescarcher's report.
Instrumcnt
An interview instnnnent was developed because there was no existing
instrument that gathered parents' perceptions on the ((,lIowing questions: t. What do
parents perceive as ideal adult lives (()r their children with disabilities? 2. How does that
perception differ from a perception parents would have if their children did not have
disabilities? 3. What type of opportunities and options would parents like to see for
individuals with disabilities in general? The instrument included detailed questions
about parents' perceptions oftheir children with disabilities right to access areas
typically offered to non-disabled individuals such as voting. marriage, and consensual
sex. The initial interview instrument began with three open-ended questions on Ihe
general lifestyle and dreams parents have for their child wirh a disability, the role their
child's disability plays in that dream. and perceptions of adulthood for individuals with
disabilities in general. This was followed by more specific questions on voting ( to
questions). autonomy and mutuality of relationships (1 questions). social relationships
(16 questions). marriage (7 questions). sexual consent (14 questions). employment and
leisure time (6 questions)~ and residential (4 questions). There were a total of67
questions in the initial interview instrumcnt. Thc initial interview instrument was pilot
5(
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tested with two participants. Information from the pilot test was used to test for validity.
and to alert the researcher to cOlllmunication pwhlems. threatening qllestions, evidence
orinadcquate motivation on the part of respondents. or other clues that suggest the need
(or rephrasing questions. or revising the procedure.
Pilot participants did not identiry any threatening questions but agreed that the
interview should be read by participants prior to being interviewed. Another strategy
used to lessen the threat orthe instrument was having the interviewer from the
respondent target population. Respondcnts will oneil discliss scnsitivc arcas more fi·ccly
with someone who has similar charactcristics (Gall ct al.. 19(6). Additional reasons for
having pilot participants was to test fiu item reliability and validity. Sometimes the
same item can be interpreted differently by different respondcnts. This can threaten the
reliability and validity ofthe interview. Pilot participants suggested rcvising several
ambiguous questions. The first pilot participant found many of the interview questions
to be redundant. The interview was revised and many of the redundant questions were
eliminated. The revised instrument was tested on another pilot participant. She too
found the interview questions redundant. Afier discussing the first three open-ended
questions all the other questions seemed redundant. If one uses the open ended
questions at the bcginning then the more specific follow-up questions should be asked
as a probe or not used. Additionally, if one asked the more specific questions bcrore the
open ended questions thcn the latter seemed redundant. The final version or the
interview protocol contained five questions on autonomy and mutuality or relationships.
nine questions on employment and leisure time. four questions on residential options,
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sevcn questions on voting. IllUrtcen qucstions on social relationships. nine questions on
marriage, fourteen questions on sexual consent and eight questions on hcalth concerns.
Another method for increasing the reliability of the interview was having two
separate interviews and a follow up member check one month later. In this follow up
telcphonc discussion. Ihe rcsearchcr gave an oml summary of the previous interviews to
the respondent. then the respondent was asked to comment on the accuracy of the
summary. and to discuss any changcs due to flu-ther consideration of thc suhjcct on thc
part of the respondent. This is a process callcd membcr check where research
participants judge the accuracy and completencss or statemcnts made in the researchers'
report (Gall et al.. 1996).
Construct validity is fhe extent to which a particular instrument has shown the
ability to assess the construct that it purports to measure. The purpose of this study was
to measure the construct of parents' pcrcept ion of idcal adult lives filr their children
with disahilitics. and the role thcir children's

cfi~ahility

plays in their concept of an ideal

life. Although no single item of evidence is sumcient to establish construct validity. a
knowledgeable professional in the field reviewed the instrument to check for construct
validity. This professional also checked for content validity or the extent to which
inferences from the instrument adequately represented the content or conceptual domain
that the instrument purports to measure. The professional also checked fiJr inadequate
wording. ambiguolls or poorly defined terms. and over all question bias in order to
check for reliability.
Consequential validity refers to the fact that test scores (ineluding self report
measures). the theory and beliefs behind the construct. and the language used to label
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the construct, also embody certain values and have value-laden consequences when
used to make dccisions about individuals or groups of individuals. Thesc valucs and
consequences need to be checked to determine whether the inferences made from test
scores and the way test scores are used to make decisions are valid (Gall et aI., 1996).
There is no standardi7.ed system to check for consequential validity. Consequential
validity was important to this study. For example. some participants stated a preference
of no sexual involvement for their children wilh disabilities. One way to interpret this
would be to suggest that parents are overprotective and in denial oftheir young adults
emerging sexuality. A more family friendly interpretation of such an outcome would be
to explore the family values and note what role disability actually played in the
participants desire for no sexual activity.
To check for consequential validity, an individual. who was a parent of a person
with a disability, reviewed the results. She was alerted to check for value-laden
inferences made about nunilies. She noted no inappropriate value laden perspectives.
Although the same interview protocol and interviewer were lIsed a variety of
different probing questions were asked of each participant. Additionally, the interviews
were very interactive with most participants asking the researcher questions about her
daughter similar to the questions in the interview protocol. The researcher frequently
spent 30 minutes in pre or post interview discussions with participants.
Some participants stated that these conversations changed their perspective and
answers to interview questions. The challenging and probing questions asked by
participants caused the researcher to reconsider several of her perspectives and practices
with her daughter.
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Data Analysis
The SES and liunily makeup ur each Imrticil'allt weI e descI ihed alung with a
detailed description of the filllctioning level oftheir son or daughter with a disability.
The researcher thoroughly reviewed the sUllImarized transcripts and designed
preliminary categories. A professional. with a Ph. O. and a minimum of 20 years in the
field. reviewed these categories to determine clarity ~nd face validity. Categories that
were judged not to have a clear delinilion were redefined. Afier it was agreed that Ihe
definitions were clear ami had lace validity. the lese.nehe! and two independent raters
assigned each written answer 1.0 one of the categories. Each independent rater had a
degree in the field of special education or a related field. Counting the number of
agreements and dividing the total by the number of agreements for each ilem calculated
inter-rater agreement of the two independent raters. The inter-rater agreement was low
for some of the participants. The researcher reviewed available transcripts marked by
the raters. however four of the transcripts for the second rater could not be located. The
researcher questioned the second rater but without the transcripts to refer to the rater
could not recall why she marked responses to certain categories. The researcher
arranged to have another independent rater review the transcripts and assign the
responses to categories. This rater also had a degree in special education. The rater was
left with clear directions to keep all copies of the marked transcripts. The interrater
agreement was then calculated and for each participant ranged from 96% to 100%. The
overall inter-rater agreement was .99.
TIle transcripts were reviewed to find recurrent properties that ran throughout
the transcripts. The researcher discussed these reoccurring proprieties with the second
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rater and the parent who checked the transcripts for consequential validity. Both
reviewers noted that the properties the researcher identified were in the transcripts. This
is also a method ofUtriangulation" suggested by Denzin (Denzin
Gl1ba~

1978~

Lincoln &

1985).
Limitaliol1s
This study investigated the relativity new phenomena of the transition to

adulthood of people with significant cognitive disabilities. Although there is literature on
parents' perspectives (Turnbull &Turnbull. (978) there was extremely limited research
on parents' perspectives of their children with disabilities accessing the traditional rights
and roles of adulthood (Jordan & Dunlap 200 I). This initial study has yielded important
information for the filed.
This study consisted of a convenient sample of participants that yielded
information rich descriptions of their dreams «,r the future for their children with
disabilities. The interviews were interactive in order to delve deeply into the complexities
of parents' concerns for their children with signilicant disabilities accessing some of the
tradit ional roles of adulthood.
Certain steps were taken to maintain the integrity ofthis study including a
member check. inter-rater agreement and triangulation. These steps were taken to raise
the reliability ofthis study. The results ofthis study are not meant to generalize to a
larger population. The themes uncovered in this study are offered for thoughtful
contemplation to all who are concerned with the equal rights of citizens and the quality of
life of adults.
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CI (APTER FOUR
RESULTS
The purpose orthis research was to better understand parents' perceptions of ideal
quality adult lives for their sons or daughters with disabilities. and to determine if their
hopes and dreams fur their children difTered

(hUll

what they would have envisioned filr

people with disabilities in general. Additionally. participants described the roles they
believed the disabilit}, played in the creation oftheir visions of an ideal adulthood for
their son or daughters with disabilities. Two interviews were conducted with each of six
parent participants. In the first interview. participants discussed autonomy. residential.
employment. and voting issues. During the second interview. participants were asked to
describe ideal social lives. marriages. and sexual relations for their children with
disabilities. This chapter presents the findings ofthose intelviews. The responses to the
interview questions were organized into the following sections: autonomy and mutuality.
employment. residential. voting. social relationships. marriage. and sexual consent.
Autonomy and Mutuality
Adulthood has traditionally been associated with autonomy. As children mature
into independent adults. thcir reliance 011 their parents to care for them is lessened. This
change in need could cause a change in the relationship between the parent and
child. as the child becomes an adult. The purpose of the questions in this section on
autonomy and mutuality were to identify any changes experienced participants in their
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relationship with their own parellts as (hey matured into adulthood. Additionally.
inquiries were made to discern participants' expectations regarding similar changes in
their relationships with their children with disabilities as they matured into adulthood.
Participants also described (heir perceptions of potential barriers to achieving the ideal
adult relationship with their son or daughter wilh a disability.
Four of the six participants described experiencing a change to a more mutual
relationship with their parents as the participants matured into adulthood. The
remainin~

two participants did not have a continuous (from childhood to adulthood)

relationship with their parents and. therefllle. did not experience any change in their
relationship with their parents as they matured into adulthood. The chronological age at
which this change occurred varied greatly among Ihe four participants. The age range
of participants when the change in relationship occurred was from nine years to the
early thirties. The four participants who experienced a change described the change as
occurring when they succeeded at certain tasks traditionally associated with adulthood
such as moving Ollt of the family home. or becoming employed. None of the
participants envisioned a similar change occurring in their relationships with their
children with disabilities as they transitioned into adulthood. Three of the four
participants who described experiencing a change

(0

a more mutual relationship with

their own parents also described their children with disabilities succeeding at certain
tasks traditionally associated with adulthood such as employment in the community
with supports, voting with supports, or getting married. Ilowever, it is very important
to note that envisioning having their sons or daughters with disabilities achieve tasks
traditionally associated with adulthood did not seem to facilitate participants
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envisioning a change to a more mutual relationship with their children with disabilities
as he or she transitioned into adulthood.
When asked to describe potential barriers to an ideal adult relationship with their
sons or daughters with disabilities. parent participants described a variety of barriers.
Some barriers were more related to the disability such as behavior problems. lack of
ability to self-care. and inability to communicate. Other barriers involved interference
from a former spouse or sate agency. gailling custody of the young adult with a
disability.
Mr. Brown is one of the participants who did not have a close continuous
relationship with his own parents from childhood to adulthood and. therefore. did not
have any experience with a change to a more mutual relationship with his own parents
or foster parents. Mr. Brown was abandoned by his parents and was raised in a series
of (l)ster homes. f Ie described his relationship wit h his son with a disability. as ideal
and he did nqt envision that relationship changing as his son matures into adulthood.
Mr. Brown stated:
I was raised in foster homes and ( was an ahused child so ( have no
experience in the realm of normal childhood, so I cannot answer that. I was
always made to feel dumb and I produced dumb things. (encourage my children
to do the best they can and reward them for that. I really don't see it [his
relationship with his son and daughter I changing that much other than. they are
adults. [am trying to establish responsibility and I don't really see it changing that
much.
Mrs. Smith was the other participant who did not experience a change to a more
mutual relationship with her parents as she transitioned into adulthood. I (er mother
passed away and her father was not present in her childhood. Mrs. Smith stated:
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My father lives up north and my mother was dead when she [JodyJ was a
couple of years old. My dad grew lip aficr we were grown. lIe was not much
of a fc1ther. My mother had mental problems. My dad is a super dad now and
I would not take anything for him. Ilowever. ( cannot say there is any
difference other than Dad was not around when I was younger.
Mrs. Smith envisions a continuation of her current relationship with her
daughter as she matures into adulthood. She envisioned her relationship with Jody as
an adult "Just as it is now" When Jody wa5 younger, Mrs. Smith had more difficulty
with controlling her daughtcr's behavior. \',.frs. Smith explained:
The only diOerence would be when she was little she would not bring it back
[exert self-control over her behavior I you could not explain discipline to her.
The staff at Mormickins [a local school ror exceptional children) had Jody
'Baker Acted' rour times and she hated it. She has grown up so much I can
explain to her why she is not going today and she would not spit she would just
understand. When she sees the men who 'Baker Acted' her. she goes up and
beats on them, so sometimes I have (0 keep her home. She is calmer now that
she is older.
During our interview Jody came into lhe ro{)m several times and said. "I good girl
now. No room. No time out."
Mrs. Green was the participant who experienced (he change in her relationship
with her parents at the youngest age. She believes her parents treated her more like an
adult hecause she perrormed tasks traditionally associated with adulthood at an early
age. She stated:
My mother treated me like an adult, course she said I was mature
for my age. when [ was nine ( was cooking and cleaning. When [
was twelve. I was shopping ror the house and taking care ormy
little brother. ( was always enlmsted with lo(s of responsibility.
Mrs. Green did not envision her relationship changing with her son with a
disability as he transitioned into adulthood. She said. " I do not see the relationship
too much different now than when he is an adult."
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too hard to think ahout an ideal adult rclat iunship. I cannot I hink
of him as an adult. [ cannot sec it.
Another participant, Mrs. \Vhite. Rachel's mother. described a change in her
relationship with her own mother as she matured into adulthood. She described a
change in her relationship with her mother when she l~loved out ofthe family home.
She stated:
Yes. I was in my early twenties: I lell horne whcn I was 18.
They started treating mc like an equal and I started sharing my
secrets with my mom, now she is like my best friend. My mom
and I went out and drank margaritas and sang barefoot in the snow,
it was so much fun. I hope that my kids feel that way about me
when they grow up: my daughter is (5 and my son II. That's hard
because in so many ways r will always see her as a little child but I
need to stop thinking of her that way. Maybe one day when she is out on her
own. maybe in a group home situation or whatever. i will be coming over just
to go shopping or what ever. but I will always feel very mothering to her and
my mother still feels that way too.
Mrs. White cited her daughter's behavior as a harrier to achieving an ideal
relationship. She believed that her daughter's lack of ahility to communicate plays a
large role in her behavioral issues. Mrs. White also cited her daughter's hormonal
changes as a reason her inappropriate behavior increased She said:
She is going through hormone changes. She has gotten worse at biting and
banging herself The other day we were ridding in the car and she pulled my
hair. very, very hard. so it is things like this that have to do with her disability.
(fshe were a normal functioning child. this would not be an issue.
In summary. although all participants with a close continuous relationship with
their parents described a change to a more adult-like, mutual relationship with their
parents. no participant

envi~ioned

a similar change occurring with their son or

daughter with a disability. The chronological age of participants at the time of the
change to a more mutual relationship varicd greatly. Participants described the change
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in their relationship with their parents occurring when they began achieving certain
markers traditionally associated with adulthood. One participant. Mrs. Ilughes. could
not envision her son with a disability as an adult. All the participants envisioned a
continuation of their current relationship with their adult son or daughter with a
disahility.
Three participants cited their children with disahilities' inappropriate behavior.
lack of communication skills. and lack of ability to care for one's personal needs as
potential barriers to ideal adult relationships. Two participants cited state agency or
family interference with cllstody of their son or daughter with a disability as a
potential barrier to an ideal adult relationship.
Employment
The employment section of the interview consisted of asking parents to
describe their vision of an ideal employment situation for their sons or daughters with
disabilities. Four participants described the ideal employment situation as working
either part time or fi.lltill1e in the community with supports. Of those four
participants, two immediately envisioned their son or daughter working in the
community and two participants initially described a sheltered workshop for their
daughters, but during the interview began envisioning their daughters having other
opportunities. Three of the four participants who envisioned community employment
had sons or daughters who were served in classrooms {hr students with trainable
mental

handicaps~

the fourth had a daughter who was served in a classroom for

students with severe mental handicaps. Two participants with sons, who received
services in self-contained classrooms for students with severe and profound mental
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impairment, described the ideal empluyment situatiun as working in a sheltered
workshop or sOll1e other form or closely supervised. simple, repetitive assembly-line
work. Five participants would have envisioned college. 1110re work hours and a more
career-oriented future ror their sons or daughters ifLhey did not have disabilities. Mrs.
((ughes envisioned nu dil1crcnce in the ideal employment siluation her son with a
disability rrom a vision ror her son without a disability. Mrs. Smith envisioned having
less control over her daughter's fillure ifshe did not have a disability.
All participants envisioned their son or daughler with a disability going out into
the community and engaging in enjoyable leisure activities. Mrs. White envisioned her
daughter going dancing or out to the movies. !\frs. (Iughes envisioned her son coming
home from his work program and going bowling. to the movies. or dancing. Mrs.
Moore envisioned Morgan going out with her rr'iends a couple or times a week. She
envisioned her going to dances. to restaurants. the mall. and sporting events.
Mr. [)rown. one of the participants. who immediately envisioned his son
working in the community. stated,

u, see Sam working in a normal job. I fe is in COT

[Community Based Trainingl at school and he has been working in several local
department and dmg stores. As rar as wages. I reany do not know." According to Mr.
[)rown. Sam has volunteered with the youth grollp at his church and plans to work at
the church when he graduates rrom school.
Initially. Mrs. Smith. lody's mother. envisioned her daughter attending a local
adult day training center after graduation. Aller discllssions with the researcher she
envisioned a combination of day activities ror her daughter. She said:
I have seen kids at McDonald's [a rast rood restaurant) that
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work a lot of hours and everyone expects too much out ot: , hear that WalMart
hires people like her but she is not ready for
that; she would not want me to leave her.
The interviewer then suggested she have a respite worker transport and assist
her daughter. Mrs. Smith then seemed very happy with WalMart as a work place.
Ilowever. she clearly stated:
I would like (or her to work in an environment like a
School. [ do not want her mainstrearned too much. I want
her arollnd kids like her. I do not want her isolated. but it is a very flonaccepting society. Kids, like al MacDonald's Training Center [a local adult
training center I, are like her and people are trained to be around people like her
and I would like her to be in a center. I want her to get lip work for a couple of
hours at WalMart corne home. eat Ilinch, and then go to some kind of school.
When asked what her expectations for lody would have been if she did not
have a disability. she said. "Well [ would have expected her to go to college and she
would have to have a job from about age 15 or 16." Mrs. Smith also stated that if her
daughter did not have a disability she would then have less control over her daughter's
future. including aspects of employment.
Mrs. Green envisioned her son doing:
Anything that deals with assembly-line work. using his hands. lIe is good. 'Ie
does not have to look. He call just put things together. They need to teach him
more skills. He needs everyday survival skills. He loves Legos. He will not
build anything~ he just takes things apart and puts them back together. lIe likes
those little bead things.
When asked what she would have envisioned for her son ifhe did not have a
disability, Mrs. Green stated.

cc

He would work more hours. I would like for him to go

to college. but he could go to a technical school but ( want him

(0

have a job that he

really enjoys. n
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Mrs. l'vloorc. Morgan's mother. had previously thought about her daughter's
interest and had envisioned a job that would be compatible with her perception of her
daughter's personality. Morgan's mother stated:
I want her to work in a place where there would be a lot of people all the time
She would be in heaven if she could be a ticket sales person for the Bucs [local
major league f(lOthallteaml games. She is a real people person. She could not
make it lor many hours~ just a couple because of her physically and because
she has never really been challenged with many things. If she were a ticket
taker at sporting events or at concerts then she could go in and enjoy the event
herself She would need someone to sit with her while she does it. She could
hit the switch that says ·Welcome. lIow many tickets', and she would be
happy.
When asked how Iter vision of all ideal employment situation differs for
Morgan and her sister who does not have a disahility, r-..lrs. More said. "Well rrom her
[Morgan's sister I growing up she really has been pUlling her school career towards
college. She wants to be a sports therapist."
In regards to her own son. Mrs. (Iughes said, UI see him working in a
stmctured workshop or some type live days a week doing something involving music,
but I do not know if that is realistic. Maybe a radiu station." Mrs. f fughes envisioned
no difference in the ideal employment situation (or her two sons even though one has a
severe mental disability. She stated, •• Bottom line. If my children are productive and
stay out of jail I am happy."
Mrs. White admitted her conversations with the interviewer made her rethink
the issue of work. She stated:
It is very difficult to envision her working because
she doesn't do a lot of things. (Ier teacher said that she
could see her doing laundry at a hOlel because she can fold
clothes. She likes to make beds. She just loves to touch fabrics,
her teacher is teaching her assembly-Hne kind of things.
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When asked if these tasks were to prepare her for a sheltered workshop. Mrs.
White replied «ycs." Whcn asked how that made her feel. she replied, «well either or."
Mrs. White wants hcr daughter to like her job. Shc said:
I do not want her to go to hcr job like so many Americans
and say 'I hatc this job: Shc won't do thaI. It would be nice
if shc had somcthing with divcrsity during the day, yet still
have a solid rout inc. She likcs to know what is going to
happcn. Thc school tests her for a very limited range for employment.
Ilowevcr, hcr tcachcr is wondcrlhl. Iler teachcr says that having a Job to do
gives you a purpose. but aOer discussing equal opportunity and employment
issues with YOll. I think differently. I want my daughter to have someone
besides her father, her brother. and myselfto care about her. I have close
fj-jends and people that ifmy f.1l11ily dies thcy would become my family.
Defore our interview. Mrs. White and the researcher casually discussed
issues pertaining to employment and disabifity. Mrs. White questioned the researcher
about her daughter who has a disability. Mrs. White and the researcher discussed the
rescarchcr's daughtcr. who attcnds a self-contained classroom (in a general education
high school) (()r people with profhund mental retardation. The discussion consisted of
questioning the assumption that most people with moderate and severe mental
retardation enjoy working for a few dollars a day at a repetitive task. When asked how
her vision of employmcnt for her daughtcr wilh a disability. Rachel. differs from her
son·s. Mrs. White declared. «( want my son to havc a career!"
In summary. out of the threc participants that have sons. Mr. Brown was the
only participant who immediately envisioned his son working in the community. lIe is
also the only participant with a son who was served in a classroom for the trainable
mentally handicapped. Mrs. Hughes and Mrs. Green both envisioned jobs in a
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shcltercd workshop ftlr thcir sons with a disahility. [Jolh 1\·lr5. Green and Mrs. J Jughes
had sons who were served in classrooms for people with severe mental retardation.
Mrs. Moore. whose daughter was served in a classroom for people with severe
mental retardation. immediately envisioned her daughter working as a ticket taker at
concerts and sporting events. Mrs. Smith could envision her daughter who was served
in a classroom for students with trainable mental handicaps. working at WalMart with
somcone to assist hcr during all of her working hours. Mrs. White initially envisioned
a sheltered workshop type of job filr her daughter but aner discussions decided. she
wanted to consider other options. She did not describe a concrete vision of a job in the
community for her daughtcr but did describe a concrete vision of the type of
community friendships she would like for her daughter to develop. She wanted her
daughter to develop relationships with people that could become her "second" family.
Five of the participants would have envisioned more work hours. college. or a
more career oriented ftlture for their sons or daughters if they did not have a disability.
All participants described their children with disabilities as enjoying leisure activities
in the community.
Residential
The residential section of the interview asked participants about the ideal
residential setting for their sons our daughters with disahilities. Participants also were
asked if their ideal residential vision differed from a vision they may have if their sons
or daughters did not have a disabilities.
Four participants described their young adult sons or daughters with disabilities
as living in an idyllic segregated setting. group home. or in a home owned by the
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parent participant. Two participants described the ideal residential

~elling

for their son

or daughter with a disability as living with them. Participants onen cited having their
son or daughter with a disability being around people who cared about them as a
reason for choosing their ideal residential option. Interestingly. some participants felt
the quality of relationships that their S0I111r daughter with a disability would develop
would be ofa higher quality iflhey were living in a group or other segregated selling
while others feltlhe quality of their relationships would be best if they stayed at home.
Two participants mentioned owning the horne or small group home in which their
children with disabilities lived.
Four participants would expect their son or daughter with a disability to be
living in their own home. requiring no supervision and be self-supporting if he she did
not have a disability. Two participants visions ondeal residential settings. for their
sons did not differ (other than the need for support) from a vision they would have if
their sons did not have disabilities. The two participants whose vision did not differ if
their sons did not have disabilities are the two participants whose sons were severed in
classrooms for students with severe mental handicaps.
There was a variety of ideal residential settings described by the four
participants who did not envision their children continuing to live in the family home.
Mr. Brown described owing an apartment building for people with disabilities. lIe
stated:
Ideally. it would be my dream to be able to open up an apartment building. An
apartment huilding. where someone. well. I would be that person. kept an eye
on him [Mr. Brown's son. Sam} and said things like 'That does not happen
here·. Jean (his daughter who also has a disability) would need one more
person in the apartment. The other person could have a disability or not. Sam
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could be alone as long as there was no kitchen. I Ie could come down ror meals
in a ctlll .. l1llllity dinin!t mont. I wOllld still wallt to own the apartment hecause
[ care. Ir sOll1ething is broken. I would fix it. SOllie people look at pcople with
disabilities differently and those people would not lix things. In New Jersey,
when I was going to school. special kids were not separated and I always stood
up for thcm when the other kids picked on them. Jean talks but unless you
were with her 24 hour!; a day. you could not understand her because of the
thick tongue.
When asked ifhc was going to have cameras in the apartments to monitor his
son he answered:
No. [n the hallways and halcony areas. yes. filr the purpose "rmaking sure no
one is entering the room who does not belong. but in their rooms. no. The
caretaker would he screened by me. I would have record checks and the whole
nine yards. Ideally. they would be students who need a place to live. and
parents who want a job. Raising kids. you know whom you can trust your
children with and whom you can't.
Mrs. Hughes also envisioned owning the residence in which her son lived. She
described her ideal residential vision:
I would love it if [ could buy a house and have Charlie live in it and possibly
one or two roommates and have house-parents and be able to come and go as [
pleased. I could just drop in and stay there whenever ( wanted to. My sister is
a realtor. I want a place that anyone can come and visit but it would be his own
house. The roommates r envision having a disability and the house parent
would be there just to monilor things and be realistic. There would be a room
for me to corne and stay whenever I want to.
Interestingly. when askcd how this dream differs rrom an ideal vision ror her
son with out a disability, she stated. "Exccpt for the house-parent. it doesn't." Ideally.
Mrs. Hughes and Mr. Brown both wanted

(0

own and monitor their children's adult

rcsidence.
Mrs. Smith had a more traditional view ror her daughter, Jody. She envisioned
Jody living at home for as long as possible and then moving into a group-home. The
s.niths have visited several group-homes whcre they have placed their daughter on a
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waiting list. Even afier the researcher explained the concept of supported living for
people with mental disabilities to her. Mrs. Smith stated. «Well J just do not see her

r

ever bcing anything but an adult child. I just do not see it. That supported livingl is
just too new-fangled. My ideal is a nice group home."
Mrs. White described her ideal residential selling for her daughter
as a:
lJeautifi.J1 nice segregated setting. If once you are old. you become senile. you
get to go to a place where someone looks aner you. and interesting activities
are offered. then why can't you have someone do it for you before you get old?
However. I like the social situation. but how do you know how much the
person will actually take them out and stuff That is why so many people kl'ep
their children at home. I want my daughter to have someone besides her father.
her brother. and myself. to care about her. I have close friends and people that
ifmy family dies they would become my family and I want her to have that. In
addition. I see the other people in a group home as becoming her family. There
again. the problem you may have is that these people do not pick each other so
they may not get along. but ideally, I would like her to have another family. I
would like to have a little bit of my life back. Rachel doesn't telf much. so a
person could be mean to her and take advantage of her. I had this idea, you
know. how they have a university village for the elderly. Well a beautifi.J1
complex that has safeguards. they would have a medications center, but with
the feel of a college dorm. It would have gardening nn site, jobs. and on site. If
you wanted to help in the kitchen. you can. It would be a retreat type of
atmosphere. It is horrifying to think about what could really happen.
Mrs. White's statement regarding her daughter having some to care ahout her
indicates that she places importance on relationships when considering an ideal
residential setting for her daughter with a disability.
Mrs. Green ideally envisioned Tyrell living at home with her. (fer reasoning
for this decision is similar to Mrs. White's. Both participants were concerned with the
quality of their children's relationships. She asserted:
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to dcscribe the type or supports thcir childrcn would need to vote successfi.tlly. This
section of the interview elicited many remarks rrom participants. rour participants
stated they had not previously considered their sons or daughters wilh a disabilities
voting. The researcher, a strong voting advocate. cncouraged the participants to view
their

r...mily mcmhcrs wilh a disahilitics voting

Even with this encouragemcnt, three

of those four participants still did not envision their sons or daughtcrs with disabilitics
accessing their right

10

vute. Those tillce (lalticipants did not rceltheir childrcn with

disabilities would understand enough about voting to make a choice. One orthose
three participants described supports that would enable her daughter to vote
independently even though she felt her daughter's vote would lack mcaning to her
daughter because of her inability to understand her choices.
Two participants immediately descrihed their children with disabilities as
being able to vote indepcndently with appropriate slIpports stich as training on the
process and pictures on the voting ballot. Those two participants described their
children with disabilities as needing somcone to assist thcm in the voting process
either by physically voting for them or by providing hand-over-hand assistance.
Interestingly, the children ofthese two participants were served in classrooms for
students with severe mental handicaps.
One participant, Mr. Drown, envisioned his son voting and would register
his son under the participant's own political party to expedite getting him into the
system. Two othcr participants stated they already had knowledge oftheir children's
preference for a political party either because or general knowledge or their children· s
likes and dislikes, or because of previous frequent discussions about political issue..c;.
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Four participants had no concerns about individuals with disahilities
accessing their right to vule. Two participants described being concerned aboul
people with disabilities being f.'lirly informed about all candidates without being
unduly swayed. However. one participant believed thal no person with a
significant mental disahility should vote.
Mrs. Green was une of the participants who immediately
envisioned her son acccssing his right to vote. Mrs. Green stated:
I am for thaI. I really am. I had said that before. To be honest. when I told my
daughter. she said. 'Now mama. be for reaW ((owever. , am. I know what he
needs. and I know what he wants and I know he cannot pull down a lever. but I
could do it for him. It doesn't matter to me if I take him in and pull the lever or
if we do it by absentee ballol. just as long as his vote counts.
Mrs. fvloore expected both of her daughters to vote. Voting is very important to
her and her family. She stated:
Morgan could make a choice if someone would explain the options to her. She
watches TV news with me and I talk to her about what is going on. She wanted
Gore to win. We watched the campaign. (do not force my opinions on her.
She will choose a side or a politician to root for by herself It is like choosing
your f.1Vorite team. Both of the girls wanted Gore. Morgan would smile and
we would cheer when he was ahead in the polls. Well, as I said. I have been
discussing politics and current events with Morgan all along. She would
probahly register democrat. Most ofhcr choices seem to be democrafs. Well.
the way we live by making politics a part of our daily lives and by talking
about what is going on in our state and in ollr country. Morgan would naturally
make a choice. She would shake her head or eyes for <no' and smile or shake
her head for 'yes'
Mrs. Moore would be concerned if someone other than herself assisted
Morgan in the voting process. She stated:
Yes, it concerns me. but I cannot think of any safeguards. ( would not want
someone using Amada"s vote and taking it away from her by sayin& ewe are
voting for so and so.' and then actually voting for someone different. ( could
see a group-home being unduly swayed and all voting the same way. ((owever.
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I do not have strong concerns about individuals with disabilities accessing their
right to vote. It is important that people vote.
Mr. [Jrown initially stated that he did not think his son could vote. however,
aner discussions with the researcher, he envisioned his son voting for one issue with
support. He stated, "Sam will not be able (0 vote. lie would probably be influenced
easily. lie does not understand politics, as ill what is good and what is not good, and
he is a people-pleaser, so he will go with what the group wants." The researcher asked
Ulfhe had supports, then could he make a choice"" Mr. Orown replied:
Ifhe had supports (0 understand what he was doing and why he was choosing
this person over that person. then I could see it. I 10 wever. without that. then he
cannot. Tht'" YOll run the risk (lethe person who is trying to help him vote
trying to innuence him to his politics and I really do not know. (would not
push the voting issue with him. I would try to explain both sides and respect
his wishes. If he decided to go Republican. do [ keep him? Yes. well, it is his
decision. Sam would need assistance in the voting booth or vote absentee
ballot. (fthere were one issue Sam could vote. Ire could understand one issue.
However. with a variety of candidates. he would not make an informed choice.
If I had to look into every issue, to explain it to him, then that would make me
a better voter
The researcher asked how he felt about Jean. Sam's sister, who also has Down
syndrome. voting. f Ie replied:
That would be difficult to say. but it is her right to do that. I have
no doubt about that. I would not like it ifsomeone took my child's right away.
However. as far as really voting. I do nol think she will ever do it. She would
need support in the form of explaining the issues and then you nm the risk of
partiality.
The researcher asked co \Vell. is she being denied a right because no one is
taking the time to explain it to herT' Mr. Brown replied:
No, if out of the clear blue sky, she said. I want to vote'. then I would say,
COK let's talk about it.' She would need to initiate it. In the TMH cfassrooms.
students are lrained to do certain things. For Jean. I just do not see voting
being too much of an issue. Because Sam is higher functioning. ( could see
C
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him voling and heing vcry proud ofhimscl[ I think that Sam could votc for
une issuc. I don't care who c:ltchcs thc dol-ts I am nol really that up on the
voting issue. t could see a whole class voting by absentee ballot and having
the teachcrs explain that thcre is no right or wrong answer.
Whcn asked how he would assist his son with choosing a political party under which
to register, he replied. H( would just registcr them under my party just to get them in."
1\..lrs. While did nul belicve hcr daughlcr should vote, howevcr. when probed

she did describe the supports that hcr daughter would need to successfhlly vote. Mrs.
White said. '" think it would be inane at this limc. I can't think through all the bull
crap that the politicians say. (fRachel went in thcre. she would be just playing with
the buttons."
When asked abuut voting fiJr hcr son without a disability. she statcd:
Well. I would likc to see him vote ifhe wanted 10. She would not even be
choosing the cute guy in her particular situation. It is too bad that they don't
have pictures of the candidates next to the names. She could go lip and touch
the picture or pull a lever next to the picture. She could do that all by herself
and not have anyone in the booth with her. Rachel orders from the menu at
McDonald's because they have a picture menu. Ifthey had the pictures. then
she could vote for the cutest, if she wanted too. \Vell, I think the general
population of all kinds of people with disabilities should vole, but [ don't think
Rachel would really be choosing. It would be like someone else voting twice.
Mrs. Ilughes did not envision her son with a disability ever voting, she said.
«Never thought about it. lie is not capable of making decisions like that. I Ie might
comprehend it but he docsn't wipe his butt. so understand. voting just isn't important."
When asked how she felt about her son without a disability voting she
stated «( don't care if Josh votes or not. It is not high one my list of priorities for
either one." Mrs. Hughes also stated that she believed everyone with and out without a
disability that was capable of understanding should have the right to vote. ((owever.
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she did not know who should make the determination of who is capable of
understanding the voting process.
Mrs. Smith could not envision her child voting. She stated,

«

She can't. She

does not understand. No way. She would not understand. She cannot vote. It is wrong
for her. I do not want to say <no retarded person should vote' but for Jody she would
not know what she was doing." When asked how she felt about her non-disabled son
accessing his right to vote she stated. <. Of course he can. I Ie is not retarded he can
understand. "
In sUlllmary. politics and voting were important to Mrs. Moore and Mrs.
Green. Morgan. Mrs. Moore's daughter. and Tyrell. Mrs. Green's son. were both
served in c1assroollls for people with severe cognitive challenges. Mr. Drown
initially could not envision his son voting. but afler discussing (he concept with
the researcher. felt that Sam could vote rc:lr one issue. Sam is served in a classroom for
students with trainable mental handicaps. It is interesting that the label severe and
profound mental handicap and trainable mcntal handicap did not appear to innuence
participants' concept of whether or not their children with disabilities could vote. It is
also interesting to note that the two participants who stated voting was of importance
to them personally had no trouble envisioning their children voting.
Voting supports mentioned by the participants included having the issues
and candidates explained, hand-over-hand assistance. and pictures next to the
candidates' names on the banot. Mrs. Green and Mrs. Moore's children would
need hand-over-hand assistance in the voting process while Mr. Brown and Mrs.
\Vhite's children could vote independently with pictures on the ballot. Mrs. White
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did not believe her daughter would be making an informed choice. even though
she could vote independently if pictures were included on the ballot.
Mrs. Smith and Mrs. flughes stated people who could not understand the voting
process should not have the right to vote. flowever. no suggestions were made
about who should determine who can and cannot understand the voting process.
All other participants felt that all people should have the right to vote. There was
discussion about people being unduly swayed or being tricked into helieving that
they had voted for a particular candidate when they had not. No participants
suggested any safeguards to prevent people with disabilities (j·om being taken
advantage of in the voting process.
Social Relationships
This section of lhe interview concentrated on the types of relationships that
participants would like (or their young sons or daughters with disabilities. Participants
were asked about thcir perceptions oCthe dating process and how they envisiuned their
children with disabilities accessing this social ritual. The following paragraphs
describe the participants' responses to the interview.
When asked to describe the ideal adult social life for their children with
disabilities. five participants described their sons or daughters having the supports to
go out with friends and have fun. Those participants described their children needing a
personal care assistant. companion. or other typically developing adult to monitor
them during social activities. Five participants did not have a ditrerent vision of an
ideal social life for their children with disabilities other than the need for supports to
achieve the ideal social life. One participant did not want her daughter \vith a disability
7R
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socializing with peers without disabilities or ever dating because of her disability. Two
participants described their children as already having a friend without a
developmental disability.
All participants would question the motives of a typically developing peer
who would wanl

10

dale Iheir sons or dillightcls with disabilities. foive pmticipanls

believed that the general popUlation of people with disahilities should have the
opportunity to date. However. one participant did not believe that people with
disabilities who function in the lower range of mental ahility levels should be allowed
to date.
When asked to describe an ideal adult social life It)r his son Mr. Brown
stated:
( want fimctional normal interaction and as normal of a social life as we can
get. foor the most part. he docs prelly ~(lod. lie is nineteen. (fthey [Sam and his
sister Jean I did not have disabilities a normal pattern of life would occur. I am
trying to get that for Sam. I want Sam to associate with people who have a
positive outlook on life and stay away from people who are always down on
something. Sam would need someone to monitor hint during his social
interactions. I have no problem with Sam dating. Two years ago he [Saml
wanted to take his girlfriend out. so mommy and daddy went with him. We let
them have their own table and we chaperoned. We let them have their privacy
and they had a good timc. I havc no prohlell1s with it. Now with Jean. I do not
know. I am not sure she would be capable of drawing the lines where they
need to be drawn. He [Sam I doesn't want to work in a store or in a factory. he
wants to work in a church. get married. and have a baby. (have no problem
with that. Sam probably cannot produce a child. Not with my daughter. ( am
afraid that someone will take advantage ofhcr and get her pregnant. She is
biologically capable. He is not. So Sam and I have discussed it and I asked
him ifit would be a problem if he could not havc a baby and he said <no' if his
wife and he could not have one they would adopt.
Mr. Brown staled that he worries more about Sam in social situations
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because of his disability. I Ie worries about people taking advantage ofhil1l: he worries
that a waiter or cashier will make him pay more because he cannot accurately figure
out a bill. When asked what concerned him about Sam dating a person with a milder,
similar, more significant or no disability he stated:
I have no concerns about a milder or no disability, however, with a more
significant disability I would need (0 be sure that there werc more supports in
place that ifsomething happened to the other person he would be able to cope
with it. For example, irthe person had seizure problems he would need more
support to handle it. With Jean, f don't see her handling someone with a more
significant disability. A milder one ( would feel more comrortable because
that person could help her. No disability? That is great: if that happened, that
would be great.
Mrs. Green, like Mr. Brown, wanls her son to have a normal social life.
She wants him to have the opportunity to have friends, date, and the possibility of
falling in love. She said:
This child needs to have strong feelings for that person until it
bothers them so much to be away from them that you have a bad
situation. In a way, you have more control because they have a disability. Ilow
do you honor your responsibility while respecting their rights as an adult?
WelL you have to honor their feelings because, to be honest, if you want them
to be normal, they have the right to get hurl. They can make bad choices and
they can get hurt. This is hard. Well yes, because nobody wants their child
normal or not so normal to get hurt. That is what you spend a lifetime trying to
avoid. However, (here is something ahout your special child, you feel like yOll
have to step in and protect them a little bit more. For one thing, your normal
kid can get hurt and he can learn how to get over it, but sometimes it seems
that your special child never gets over it. It shouldn't be, but then again it
might be differel1t than YOll think. You might be able to keep them away for a
little while and then they could forget. I truly believe that people do not trust in
God enough. fIe has his way of protecting everybody~ even though we cannot
understand it. That is what we are trying to do. protect them from all kind of
negative ide~ abQut them. You got to protect them so they know they are as
good as th~ rcs.\.
When asked witl, whom she would fike Tyren to socialize, she stated:
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( don't think YOli can discriminatc. YOII know, ( want him to have a variety of
people Ill'causc cvcryhudy can learn rr om cvcryhody. I am what pcoplc
consider <normal' and I have handicapped people in my life. I learn from
them. I am not saying that I am an advocate for gay rights or just macho
people. but just all types. You should be able to associate with all types.
When asked with whom she specifically did not want Tyrell to associate. she
emphatically rcplicd, "PCI vcrts". I\·lrs. Green wants her son to have normal typical
relationships, as does Mr. []rown and Mrs. Smith. but unlike Mrs. Smith. she believes
the best way to accomplish this is for him to have the same opportunities as other
people. including the opportunity to get hurt. She helicves that the general population
of people with disabilities should date. iftltcy want to. Uowevcr, when asked how she
would fccl about a person without a disability dating Tyrell she stated:
That is a good question. Because when you start talking about that with a
mother then the first thing you think is why would they want to date my boy if
they did not have a disability. That is the first question. What is the hidden
reason for their interest? Until YOll can get those questions answered that
would be the biggest problcm. (would want (0 know in my child's case. why?
Because some people have no arms and no legs. some people fall in love with
these people and some people just pretend to fall in love with them. Some
people do it just for the fame. the attention. to get money out of them. or to see
if they can make them do what they want. They just want the power. Every
parent is concerned about that for his or her child. Is this the right boy for you?
Is this the right girl for you? Do they want YOll for you or do they want YOli for
some other reason. so that would not be any different. If there were no
communication skills. I worry more. However, if there were some
communication skills. then even if it were just showing cards. then that would
be better. See. most people they &,11 in love hecause they hear and like the
things YOlf say. Irthere is no communication tht'n YOli are not learning ahout
that person. \Vhat do you like about that person? Are they for real about my
child or are they just going to play with my child?
Mrs. White would like her daughter Rachel to socialize with people and out in
the community. f 10 wever. she described her daughter as having no friends. (fer vision
of an ideal social life for Rachel does not difTer from a vision she would have for a
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child wit hout a disability. Rachel would need the support of a companion to assist her
with going oul. Mrs. White would consider allowing her daughter to go out with a
member of the opposite sex and have fim but she would question the motives ofa
person without a disability who wanted to date her daughter.
Mrs. flughes has the same vision of an ideal social life for her son Charlie as
she does ror her son without a disability. She said, «It is not really dilferent because I
want him to go out and keep out of trouble." She would like Charlie to go out with a
companion once or twice a week. to dances, bowling, and putt pult golf.
Unlike Mrs. White. who described her daughter as having no friends. Mrs.
I lughes described a li-iendship between her son, Charlie, and a person without a
disability:
A friend of ours has a twelve-year-old-boy and his parents died.
This twclvc-year-old boy is the worst troubled person
in the world. fie has been in trouble with the police. Charlie is
his best buddy and it is sincere. lie is honestly concerned and
interested in Charlie. Well. ifllet Charlie associate with this boy.
there aren't many people worse.
Although Mrs. Ilughes does not believe Charlie will ever date. she would not
object to him dating as long as he had a chaperone. When asked how her feelings
about Charlie dating diner rrom her feelings about his brother who does not have a
disability. she stated that she does not get involved with whom Charlie's brother dates.
She has no choices with Charlie' s brother without a disability. (Iowever. she has much
more control over Charlie's social life. because of his disability.
Mrs. Moore was the only participant who felt. her daughter with a disability,
Morgan, already had an ideal social life. She would like her current situation to
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continue. Morgan went to the homecoming dance. She has rriends and is very popular.
Mrs. Moore stated:
Morgan has had the same best rriend since she was in elementary
school. I would walk into the careteria, and there would be Julie
reeding Morgan. She comes over now that they are older to talk
with Morgan. She says Morgan is her best rriend and that she can
tell Morgan anything and she knows it is safe. Morgan cannot talk. Anyway,
she has a very activc social life. Everyone should have friends. What if Morgan
had to go to one or those schools where there are no normal kids? She would
not have the rriends she has now. Sometimes I think about that.
When asked with whom she wanted Morgan to socialize, she said, "The people
she has are good people. They are like her only without a disability. n It is interesting
to notc that Mrs. Moore has a very broad dcfinition ofhcr daughfer~ she does nol view
her disability as a salient rea ture. Morgan is very easy to communicate with. rriendly.
outgoing and readily answers questions. When asked what type of people she did not
want Morgan to socialize with she stated:
( do not want her around negative people, people that will look
at her different. You know a boy in ESE asked her to the dance. I Ie is very
high functioning. I Ie may just have an emotional disability or maybe very mild
mental. But anyway. it was weird bccause his mom said to me, « am glad
Morgan went to the dance with Sean. None orthe normal girls would go with
him.' Well. it wasn't like that Morgan is a great person. it was like she thought
of Morgan as being the poor girl in the chair and her son as not having a
disability. when hc was in ESE.
Morgan is the only person with a disability who had already started dating.
She also goes to the mall with her friends. Mrs. Moore stated that because orthe
wheel chair, she has to transport Amada

(0

the mall in her van where she meets her

friends. She also makes herself available via cell phone in case Morgan has a bowel
movement and needs changing.
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When asked ahollt I\forgan dating a person without a disability Mrs. Moore
replied ... I would wonder why a typically developing person with all the choices out
there would choose her."
Mrs. Smith had a different philosophy about dating for individuals with mental
challenges:
She has the mind of a three-year-old. Everyone buys her small clothes because
everyone sees her as a baby. I tell them to get her a large because she has a
J6C chest. hut nu nne can sec that hecause (hey all think of her as a bahy If
she had the mind of a 15-year-old I would ·bite the bullet' and let her date. but
they would have tu be Down syndrome or retarded. That would be OK if she
were about I 5 in the mind. but since she is not she can never date.
When asked about having a social life that is not dating Mrs. Smith responded:
Oh. yes. she could go to a group church event. She could do that
twice a week. A lot of us parents are trying to make it where someone has the
responsibility of setting this up. otherwise it does not get done. Someone has to
care for the kids. I do not want her to socialize with typically developing boys
or girls even in a group. Because they have a tendency to do one of two things.
everyone takes care of her. let her completely run the show, and lead them
around by their nose or they totally ignore her. They never ever give her a
chance. My son's friends alf want to be her friend. So. she wants them to play
with her like she is a little kid and she thinks it is cool that they will do little
four-year-old things. She leads them all around and bosses them. She says. ·Sit
down. Throw the ball.' and they let her tell them what to do. But that is not
being a friend. They just do not want Rob [her son I mad at them and they do
not want to hurt her feelings. So, I would like for her to be in groups of
retarded children.
It is interesting that Mrs. Smith wanted typical social interactions for her

daughter. but the only way she felt Jody can receive typical social interactions is to
socialize only with people with disabilities. When asked if she thought people with
mental handicaps in general should date she replied:
[ really do not think so. I do not think they are able to control their emotions. I
think that when they have urges. r think that should be squelched. They could
never understand everything that goes along with it. There are movies about
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these things. There was a retarded girl that fell in love with a retarded boy and
they had a hahy. Iluwever, thesc two wercn't really retarded. They had
functioning IQ's and Jody does not. Those guys were just slow.
Mrs. Smith constructs the meaning of disability or mental retardation to mean
being a perpetual child. If a person achieved a marker associated with adulthood then
they were deemed not retarded and no longer a perpetual child but only "slow" (a new
term with a dinerent definition).
In summary. live participants envisioned their suns or daughters with
disabilities dating and going out with friends and having fim. They also envisioned
their children with disabilities needing a companion. personal caretaker or other form
or supervision to monitor them during social activities. One participant felt her
daughter already had an ideal social fife Interestingly, only two participants described
their children as having friendships with people without disabilities. One participant's
daughter. Morgan, developed her friendship in elementary school with a girl her age
and the other participant's son developed
his friendship with a younger boy who was a friend ofthe f.1rnily. Rolh participants
who had friends who did not have disabilities were served in classrooms for students
with severe mental retardation.
Marriage
This section of the interview explored participants' view of marriage for their
sons or daughters with disabilities. I'articipants described the ideal marriage for their
son or daughter with a disability and explored issues of control over their children's
decision-making capabilities.
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or the six participants. three had a daughter with a disability and three had a
son with a disability. It is interesting to note that no participant envisioned marriage in
their daughter's fhture. Two participants with daughters did not want the legal
entanglements of marriage, such as shared assets and guardianship issues. Although
these two participants did not envision marriage in their daughters' future. they felt
that the general population of people with disabilities should have the right to he
married. The third participant did not envision her daughter being married because she
is "mentally retarded" and. therefore. envisioned her as being in perpetual childhood.
She also felt that people who fimctioned in the lower range of ability levels should not
be allowed to marry. The three participants with sons did not describe any objections
to the general population of people with disabilities gelling married. One participant,
Mr. Brown, easily and immediately envisioned his son marrying and living with a
spouse. The two other participants with sons did not object to their son

marryi"~

but

felt that their sons would have difficulty understanding the concept of marriage and
not be able to communicate their desire to be married. Five participants stated that
they would be concerned about the motives of a person without a disability marrying
their son or daughter with a disability. One participant would be concerned about his
son's ability to care for a spouse with a more significant disability.
Mr. Brown immediately envisioned marriage for his son. The church was very
important in the life ofMr. Brown and his family. He envisioned maintaining control
over his son's medical decisions and having a say in all other decisions of
consequence. Even ifMr. Brown's son married a person without a disability. Mr.
Brown would not want Sam's spouse to have guardianship. Mr. Brown would rather
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his son marry a person with a similar or milder disability. "e stated. "That way I
know hoth oflhcrn are undcrstanding what (hey are doing."
When asked about marriage to a person without a disability. he said, "As long
as I could see that there was genuine love and concern there would be no problem."
(Ie cited loving his son as the most important quality of an ideal spollse. Mr. Brown
envisioned the married couple living in an apartment without a kitchen that he (Mr.
Brown) owned. He envisioned monitoring and supports being in place, even ifhis
son's wife had no disability. However, he did envision the married couple sharing
their finances.
Mrs. Green also envisioned her son getting married. although she expressed
concerns. She stated.
Well, that is what I was thinking. Of course. I would want to know if they
want him because they want him and not because they say. 'Well this boy. he
is a paycheck.' Yes, the parents want to get what they can for their child. but
they want the money so they can afTer their child better things. ((owever. if
someone else come in, is it for the child or the money?
The interviewer inquired. "\Vhat ifhe could get married and you could still oversee
his finances?" Mrs. Green answered.
[ would not have any problem with that. ( could make sure
things are taken care of However. if he is married. he should
give and do for the other person. Ilowever, I do not want
everything taken from him. Based on the things ( was saying
about his communication skills. it would be difficult. It would
not matter if the person had no disability or a mild or severe one
but (wish it would not be as severe as his is.
Mrs. Green described Tyre(('s inability to efTectively communicate as a barrier
to marriage. She has not discussed the concept of marriage with Tyrell. She stated, eel
just cannot explain it. He will just have to go through it. I cannot discuss it [marriage I
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because I cannot cOl1l1llllllicate with him." Even though certain behaviors such as his
being very happy when someone was around or sad when that person len would
indicate how he felt about a person. to actually decide that he wanted to be married
would be difficult.
Mrs. (Iughes, when asked if she would consider allowing her son Charlie to
marry stated. "If r believed he was happy. yes. I do not believe that would happen."
When asked if she would consider allowing Charlie to marry a much higher
fiJllctioning person Mrs. Ilughes replied. "( cannot imagine that scenario. but ( g.uess I
would be OK with a higher fianctioning person inhey were sincere. I would let them
have his guardianship, but I cannot imagine that scenario. I cannot imagine a higher
functioning person being. interested in Charlie. Does that sound cold? ..
When asked how she would know if Charlie wanted tn get married. she replied:
That is it. I do not think ( would know. I know he can say if
he wants a drink or something to eaL but do you want to get
married, I do not know. lIe cannot grasp what marriage means.
He was three when I got divorced. so he does not even have an
example to talk to him about. My other son will not jump into
marriage because of that. I just don't imagine it with him being
severely retarded. I just don't imagine it. ( cannot see him
married to a person with a milder disahility. I just cannot see
someone being interested in hilll. I see him in a group home and
going out in a group to social occasions. but I don't see
marriage.

Participants with daughters felt differently about marriage. Mrs. Smith would never
consider allowing her daughter lody to marry. She wants lody to live in a group home
that has only females. She does not believe in the mixing of genders in group homes.
Mrs. Smith explained:
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( do not believe in it. No marriage for people with disabilities. There was a
lady who had a girl with a disahility, and you could not tell unless you talked
to her and I found out that she is raising her grandchild. I fer daughter should
not have had a baby. [ do not think there should ever be an age that the person
with a disability is weaned from their parents. Let us say a 25-year-old man
comes along and says that he wants the (C)-year-old girl with a disability (0 live
with him. He could say that she does not need the permission of her parents,
but ( do not think (or retarded people that should ever be true. Never. If
someone came tn me and said. 'I've got a guy that it would he clIte to set Jody
up with,' f would just hear a friend. I would not and do not care for people
going around and saying.' Judy's got a boyfriend.' The bus drivers and
everyone thought she and Jeffery were cute. They encourage that kind of thing.
Society seems to get a kick out ofir. Jody would never want to be married
because [ will never expose her (0 the concept of marriage.

Mrs. White is another participant who did not envision marriage in her
daughter's future. Mrs. White stated:
Why get married? She does not understand what thaI means.
Why not just live together? I would not let her marry because
it is not necessary Ifshe wanted the ceremony, fine but not the
legal marriage. [ would question the motives of a person without
a disability. They would have (0 really convince me they loved her.
Still they could live together. The legal aspect of marriage concerns me. I am
divorced. I just do not see (he reason for marriage.
Mrs. Moore was also uncomfortable with the legal aspects of marriage.
Although Morgan, Mrs. Moore's daughter with a disability, was already dating. her
mother did not envision Morgan evcr getting married. She stated, "No, that is
different. Morgan has a lot of money attached to her and f just do not see marriage.
There is no reason for it. I would be worried about someone laking her for her
money. Dating. having firn. Yes. Marriage. No."
When asked how she would know if Morgan wanted to get married. she stated:
Well. she may not know that much about it. She was hurt by the
divorce too. I suppose ifsomeone asked her she would say 'yes' or 'no: but
legally [ would never allow someone else access to her trust fund. Morgan
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needs that money to live a comfortable life and stay out of group homes or
other institutions. I r someone really loved her. then he could live with us. She
could see him all the time. and she would have the companionship. As long as
I do not have to take care of him too. He would have to have his own personal
care assistant. I would want someone mild-mannered that really loved her.
Even then. too mllch money involved.
When asked how she would feel about Morgan marrying someone without a
disability she stated:
As I said befbre. marriage is seriolls. Why would anyone without a disability
want to deal with a disability? I just do not see it. That other higher functioning
person. [her date rclr the school dance I neither he nor his mother seemed like
they cared for Morgan. Well. he just loves Morgan and loves to take her
wheel-chair out on the floor to dance. The thought of that family having a say
over Morgan and her trust fimd is too much.
When asked about the type of safeguards that would have to be in effect to
ensure Morgan's safely ifshe were lo marry or live wilh someone. Mrs. Moore
stated:
She would have to be close by or still live with me. They could live together.
but no marriage. Iler trust fillld concerns me. and the nature of people, when
they get a whiff of large amounts of money, they get greedy. People with
normal brains are taken all the time. She would not get married but let's say
someone moved in with us when Morgan looses interest in him. he is gone.
In summary. no participant with a daughter envisioned her daughter getting
married. Of the three participants with daughters, two participants would allow their
daughters to live with someone but not be legally married. while one would not
allow her daughter to have any type of marital or adult relationship.
All participants with a son with a disability would allow their son to marry.
Two participants did not envision their son having (he ability to communicate that he
wanted to get married. but would allow him to marry ifhe could. The third
participant's son had already informed him that he wanted to get married after
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graduating from school.
Five participants questioned the motives of a person without a disability who
would want to marry their sons or daughters with disabilities. Only one participant.
Mrs. (lughes, would sign over guardianship to a spOllse without a disability.
Scxual (·onscnl

The section on sexual consent consists of participants' perceptions oflheir
children with disabilities ability to engage in consensual sex. All participants stated
they would have envisioned a mutually gratifying relationship that included
consensual sex for their children ifthey did not have disabilities. However, all but one
participant had difliculty envisioning consensual sex as part ortheir children with
disabilities' future as an adult. Mr. Drown was the exception. All participants except
Mrs. Smith believed that their children with disabilities had shown or would soon
show the ability to enjoy sexual pleasure. Mrs. Smith believed that her daughter's
cognitive disability would prevent her from enjoying sexual pleasure. Four
participants believed that their children with disabilities would enjoy the sex act but
objected to their children ever having sex because they might hurt their partner, get
hurt by their partner, or would not understand the sexual act. Four participants felt
their sons or daughters' cognitive disabilities would prevent them from being able to
consent to the sexual act. Two participants felt their sons would be able to consent to
the sex act. All participants stated they would feef uncomfortable with and question
the motives of a person without a disability who wished to have sexual relations with
their children with disabilities. No participant envisioned consensual sex in their
daughter with a disabilities' future as an adult.
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Mr. lJrown envisioned his son having consensual sexual relations within the
bounds ofrnatrimony. Mr. Brown stated:
Sam would need to be married. There would still be monitoring. but at that
stage the monitoring would be like a couple sharing the apartment. For Saf11~ [
am not worried about him being taken advantage of by his wife and he would
be monogamous. r do not believe in divorce. If something ahusive happened.
then I would say •• Divorce no problem,' because my children's safety comes
first. I would help Sam understand the hest I could how to protect himself. and
before they both were engaged to be married. I would have them both tested
for HIV. The same for Jean [his sisterl hut the possibility of pregnancy scares
me with her. It literally scares me! With Sam. it is not likely to happen and
Jean would be on birth control. With Sam. I have told him YOli can always
adopt. I'vfy preference would be for Sam's spouse to have the same disability or
be higher fimctioning. That way ( know both of them understand what they are
doing. As r.,r as the spouse having no disability? Yes. As long as I could sec
that there was genuine love and concern. there would be no problem. When my
wife got ill we just put all of ollr efforts into taking care of her. For Sam. I am
not really worried about him being sexually coerced by his wife. Jean [his
daughter] would have the personal care assistant.
Mrs. Green also envisioned her son having consensual sex in his future.
When asked ifher son had shown any indication that he had the ability to elUoy
sensual pleasures. Mrs. Green stated:
Not yet, ( have watched for that. but not yet. ( am wondering how is he going
to be and what he going to do. (s he going to sit in front of people and touch
himself or what? ( heard a disability does not stop that [sexual intimacy). (
always visualize that he would be playing with himself one day. but when
parents talk about it. ( never heard of people talk about it going farther. with
guys it is mostly just playing with themselves. ( have no idea how exactly it
might happened. ( would have no idea. r believe they would find their own
way There is just something about nalure. that some things just come natural
and you do not have to teach anybody. [ worry about it because I also have a
girl. I worry about her getting hurt or about someone listening when she says
<no'. but ( worry about someone not listening to her. The main concern is that
you may not know until it is to late and then again. you may know.
Mrs. Hughes did not envision sexual intimacy in her son's filture. When
asked if Charlie had shown any indication oflhe ability to enjoy sensual pleasure.
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Mrs. Hughes stated:
I lis teacher taught him to masturbate in his room and ifhe needs to
masturbate then he goes in his room and does it. To what degree he can
experience it. ( am a mom, and ( don't know and ( don't want to know.
Although Mrs. flughes would envision a mutually gratifying relationship that
included consensual sex for Charlie ifhe did not have a disability. she stated:
No. I just don't. I just cannot envision it because orhis mental age. ( do not
think he would understand it. I am sure he would enjoy it. but I don't think he
would understand what was happening. I would worry about him hUTting
someone. F(e is very big and I would worry about him not understanding and
hurting someone. Ifhe is becoming involved in Ihat situation and someone
says stop I do not know if he WOUld, so I would not want to open up that can
of worms. It takes over rour people to hold hirn down to get a little bit of
blood. I Ie may be capable of rape. Sex is a fragile thing for someone who
does not have a disability, so I worry about him getting hurt mentally. Sex is
a fragile thing. There are so many ways you can get hurt. (fhe did not have a
disability, well. then (he same issues would apply, but he would know what
he was doing and could make choices. I do not envision sex anywhere in
Charlie's lire because I still envision him as a three-year-old because of his
mental age. There is not any condition under which ( can envision it. Not that
( know of because of his mental age. (fhe went from six to sixteen then (
could envision it. but not as long as his mental age is three. (fa person were
higher fimctioning, then that person could have sex. then that would be fine.
But Charlie, he doesn't talk. He cannot take care of hiillSelf. Sex at his
present mental level. I do not think it would be consensual because he cannot
understand it.
When asked how she would feci about a person without a disability engaging
in sexual intimacy with Charlie she stated. «The no disability would worry me
because ( would wonder why. I can envision other people loving Charlie without
disabilities but

10

have sex with him I just do not see it.··

Mrs. Smith did not believe any person with a lower functioning disability
should engage in sexual activity. \Vhen asked if her daughter had ever shown any
indication of the ability to enjoy sensual pleasure. she stated:
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She will play wilh her breast and her genital area~ however, I do not sce that as
scnsual pleasurc I sce I hal as somcl hing a two and I hree-year-old would do.
She does not do anything other than that. I never disciplined her for it and I do
not allow anyone to say Jody do not do that because if they did she would start
doing it all the time.
If Jody did not have a disability, then Mrs. Smith would envision consensual
sexual relations in her daughter's future. Ilowever. because Jody has a disability
Mrs. Smith does not believe that she should ever have sexual relationships. She
stated:
No, sex does not go with here age mentally. Knowing Jody the way that I do it
would be strictly someone taking advantage of her. She would not know what
was supposed to be pleasurable and what wasn't. It [sexual relationshipsl
would not be somcthing she would ever initiate. She sees it on TV and it bores
her to death or she will say 'EWW' when they are kissing. She would not like
it. She cannot understand it and she has indicated that she doesn't like to think
ofit. Never will I let it [her daughter having a sexual relationship 1happen. If
she did not suffer from really bad PMS, I would never consider a radical
hysterectomy. What does she need a period for? She would be on birth control.
if she did not have bad PMS. The doctors suggested that. Iler father says he
worries because her periods are messy. She cannot care for herself. I would
never let anyone ever say that I let her date, because if she did get pregnant
then everyone would say well you let her date. you encouraged her.
Mrs. Smith feels so strongly about Jody never heing precieved by anyone as
sexually attractive she staled:
I will always want the staff to consider her a child. Moreover, never let her
be ullsupervised. She looks great. Physically, she is a knock out. So, I never
want her unsupervised. A lot of people think we are terrible because we do
not put braces on her teeth but she looks too good already. God forgive me, I
should get her braces so she can have straight teeth. She would not let a
dentist put his fingers in her month anyway. She has very bad gag reOex.
They had a guy come out and talk to me about neglect because' would not
take her to a dentist. Damn school nurse turned me in. People go to school,
they get a degree, and they think they can take care of retarded children.
Under no circumstances can lody have sex. None.
Mrs. Smith does not believe that people with disabilities in general should
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have ~exual

rclation~.

She state(!:

They are the most loving, sweetest. people on earth and they should be
cherished. They should not be encouraged to do that [have sexual relations).
There would be no retarded kid Jody's level ever doing that on his or her
own. It is the normal mentality type of people that encourage that. They do
not have that in them and it is just society pushing that on them.
Mrs. White also felt her daughter's cognitive disability prevented her from
consenting to sexual acts. Mrs. White described Rachel as having shown that she
could enjoy sensual pleasures, but she did nul ever envisioll Rachel having
consensual sex as an adult because of her disability. She stated:
Yes. With 'consensual' being the key word with Rachel. Having her
disability, I just don't know how consensual that would be. Well, when [ was
her age, I realize that I did not comprehend what it was all about, the
consequences, but I knew that this is what it was and this is what it meant.
You know. that we were going steady, and it meant we were in love, and I
knew that was what it meant. 'Iowever, Rachel just really could not
understand all that. If you can 'tunderstand then can you consent? I see it as
maybe two different things. being able to enjoy and being able to consent. I
am sitting here thinking and I got this vision and let's say that Rachel and one
orthe little boys in her class came over. Let's say that they were watching
TV in one room and the boy's mother and I were talking in the other room. r
don't know how I would react. I know her r.,ther would feel like she should
never have that, hut then he would feel that way ifshe were typically
developing. The other thing I am thinking is that I don't know what it would
feel like to be older and have it be your first time. f was younger and you
know that feeling if you taste something and it burns your tongue then you
are not willing to try it again. Well, it did not actually feel that good my first
time. The first time it kind of hurt. So ( am not so sure Rachel would ever
want to. rou know f have become so lIsed to rolling with the punches, taking
things as they happen that ( have not put much time into thinking about her
social development. It's been just one day at a time. And, of course, ( have
my daughter's best interest always at heart, but until I met you. Barb [the
researcher], f have never really thought about it. At this point in lime, I would
not tmst a person without a disability who wanted to have sex with my
daughter. There are so many other people without a disability that a person
could be with, I don'l tmst one that would want to be with her. Why would
they wanllhat [sexual relations] for my daughter? As pretty as she is. she
doesn't engage in conversation and she doesn't have any interest other than
watching Roger Rabbit- I could not image a normal functioning person being
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interested in my daughter. I would wonder why they had an interest and I
would chase thCll person away. I would wonder Wit was because they knew
that she couldn't tell what they were doing to her. I would wonder why.
There is so much to consider when YOll are typically developing, the
possibility of disease, the emotions involved, the hurting someone or getting
hurt, there is just so much to consider. My main question would be, 'Why?'
If they told me they were in love with her, would I believe that? Iflthollght.
that person could be sincere because. shoot, I get a special feeling around my
daughter. She has a special spirit. Well, I would want to do a criminal
background check. 1ft thought he was in it filr hirm:elfor because Rachel was
an easy target. I would stop him in a heartbeat. I believe that if she were
normal, she would not fall for that shit either.
Mrs. White continued to describe her feelings aboul the possihility of her
daughter being taken advantage of sexually and about her daughters burgeoning
sexuality. Although 1\·lrs. White did not come up with realistic concrete solutions to
the dilemma of her daughters vulnerability and sexual nature she openly discussed
potential issues:
Rachel is a very strong person. It takes five of us to hold her down to look in
her ear at the doctor's office. so, can't imagine someone being able to hold her
down and doing that [forcing sexual relationsl without hurting her. Therefore,
if she did not kill the person, then I guess she is consenting. Sometimes she
will reach for my hand and want me to rub her between her legs and I say. 'No
we do not do tltaC. Well, she reaches for her r... ther's hand and her teacher's
hand too. She does more bad behavior with me than with her teachers. She also
tried to hump her brother. There have heen times when company was visiting
that she would sit on someone's lap. While on the lap, she would wiggle
around and it is funny because that is what she does just before she starts
humping. People think she is just positioning herself on their lap and they will
say, 'Oh that's OK'. Then I say. 'No it is not OK'. Rachel would have to be
well into her twenties before [ would consider it [sexual relations] Even in my
death I want someone to be there. to be her companion. to care for her, to
protect her and not let her run amuck. I low can r do that? I do not know. I
guess I will just have to haunt her and her caretakers aner death. Well, it would
be ditTerent if she could talk and say. 'Mom ( did not like this'. Then it would
be difTerent.
As Mrs. Smith continued to imagine her daughter leading a life that included
the traditional roles or adulthood, she worried about her daughter becoming a
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mol her. She slaled:
The thing I wonder ahout is well. let's say ideally she moves out into an
apartment and she and her companion have a mutually rewarding
relationship~ I just don't want her to have a baby. Under no circumstances.
she cannot have kids. She does not like kids. and she does not like puppies or
nnything like that. She would be a terrible mother. Therefore, I understand
thnt what you have to go through to have your child's tubes tied is something
clse. You know they say just put them on the pill. Well. the pill can be
forgotten. My friend is pregnant because she f(lrgot to take her pill. I wish it
were em~ier as her mother to say. 'Hey, if YOII ~re goin~ to do this, then let's
go to the doctor and get this done'. They say it i~ easier if you have it I tuhtlle
legation I done before the age of 18. f(u· reasons of consent. However, do you
really want to do this when you arc nol sure she will ever have sex? It SllOUld
be easier to do and you should not have to go lo court. If she did not have a
disability, oh yes, of course. she would have sex as an adult. but with a
disability, no.
Mrs. \Vhite. when asked to describe the conditions under which she would be
comfortable with her daughter having sexual relations stated. «l laving known the
person n long time. knowing that this person truly. truly cares for her. that would
open up my mind. However, she would need to be older. well into her twenties.
before I would consider it. ,.
r",lrs. Moore also did not envision consensual sex in her daughter's filture.
Mrs. Moore was very concerned about her daughter's physical safety. When asked if
her daughter had shown any indications of enjoying sensual pleasures Mrs. Moore
replied:
Oh yes, she has orgasms, [ know. I change her and sometimes there is a lot
of, well. not really. discharge because it. well, it is that white clear stuff Roy.
she has a lot of it sometimes and [ can tell she has had an orgasm. Well. of
course if she did not have a disability I would envision her having consensual
sex as an adult. Iler sister. Carrie. knows about birth control. marriage and
divorce. She will make her own decisions. [ do not know if she will lell me.
We are close but you just never know. For Morgan. I do not know about sex.
Morgan is so delicate. I just cannot imagine it. No. I am afraid she would get
hurt. She could be hurt and how could you be sure she wanted to. She could
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get hurt during the act too easily. Well. considering her physical disability
coupled with her inability to tell me. !;he i!; just (00 delicate. She could gel
hurt. I cannot imagine it. \Vell~ she may enjoy it~ she does have orgasms. But
how could you keep her safe and fi'om being hurt? She would have to be
protected from pregnancy and the rest. I do not know how you could protect
her. She could get hurt.
When asked how she felt about the possibility of Morgan having consensual
scx with a peer without a disability she staled:
Well. I would qucstion the motives of a pcrson without a disability. I mean
relationships are so complicated and if you throw in a person who cannot
talk. i( is hard to sce how thal relalion!;hip can !;ustain itself. e!;pccia"y if one
pcrson is typically developing. Well. as for more disabled. that is hard to
imagine too. Ilow would a person more disabled be able to make those
choices? Someone would have to initiate the relationship. I just do not know.
I guess someone milder or with the same disability is preferable. (Iowever. I
really do not see her ever having sex. She is tiny and fragile. The other thing
is what if you change your mind in the middle. That is hard enough for
people without disabilities. (fshe were in hed how could she call out ifshe
needed help? I just do not see sex in her filture life. f am not trying to take
something away from her but [just do not see it.
When asked how she would feel about a staff member attempting to have
consensual sex with her daughter with a disability Mrs. Moore replied:
No. That relationship by itself would. well~ that would be taking advantage of
her. [f he really loved her. why would he need to be paid to take care of her? f
would be concerned that aside from her heing physically hurt someone would
just be lIsing her and that is too pain(iJl to think or She can have a relationship
with non-staff for companionship but [ do not see sex as being part of it. The
problem would be how to protect her.
[n summary. all participants would envision a mutually gratifying relationship
that included sexual intimacy for the future of their children if they did not have a
disability. (Iowever almost an (Mr. llrown. Sam's r.1lhcr being the exception) had
difficulty envisioning how consensual sex could be part of their family member with
a disahilities fi.lture as an adult.

(lecallse Sam had already infcmned Mr. Rrown lhat
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he wanlcd to gel mm.-it,d and havc children Mr. I1mwn assumed sex would hc part or
Sam's lile although only aHcr marriage. lie was not particularly worried about Sam
being sexually taken advantagc orin marriagc. lie also has a younger daughlcr with
Down Syndrome and he expressed more concern with her being sexually exploited
in a dating siluatioll a"hough he was not concemcd ahout her being sexually
exploited in marriage.
Five parlicipanls relt their fc'lmily member with a disability had shown the
ability to enjoy sensual pleasurc alld masturbation was cited as the chier indicalor or
the family member with a disability's abilily to cnjoy sensual/sexual pleasures. One
participant I\lr5. Smith, 10dy's mother described her daughter playing with her breast
and genital area however she did not define this act as masturhation or seeking
sexual/sensual pleasure. It appears l\'lrs. Smith defines mental retardation as never
growing up, as always being a certain mental age. The term mental age has been and
still is used by many professionals in the field. Additionally Judy believes that a
person of a certain mental age will perceive the world in a certain way regardless of
that person's physical age. She made such stalcments. as UNo sex does not go with
her mental age." Although some may view a parent describing a teenager playing
with her breast and genitalia as not being sensual or sexual in nature as a classic case
ofccdenial", it is important to remember that when two and three year-olds explore
their bodies many people do not attach signj(jcant sexual meaning to that experience.
The term mental age and the perception ofthe person with as disability as being in a
state of forever childhood is a way many people. professional, stan: parents and the
general community construct disability. Mrs. Smith was the only participant who
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constmcted the meaning of disability as being in a state of forever childhood. Mrs.
Smith did not believe her daughter should access voting. soeiali7.ing with fricnds
without disabilities. dating, consensual sex or marriage. These results are consistent
with the constmct of mental impairment as being in a stale of forever childhood.
The other parent who cited her son as not having shown an indication of
enjoying sensual pleasure, Mrs. Green had not noticed her son masturbating but she
expects Tyrell to start at anytime. She believes that all pcople have sensual and
sexual feelings and that her son will also have these reelings. Ermine's mother
admitted dimcult y in envisioning her son engaging in a consensual sexual
relationship. One reason she cited fur her difliculty in envisioning this type of
experience for her son was that in discussions with other parents oryoung males
with disabilities intercourse or mutually gratifying sexual experience were not
discussed. She did not know the typical sexual pattern ormales with significant
developmental disabilities. Parents onen discuss masturbation. Some parents have
expressed concern about their ramily member with a disability masturbating in
public. Tyrell's mother wondered if that would be a problem for her son. She is not
opposed to Tyrell having a sexual relationship and when asked how she would
address the issue or AIDS she stated that she would have her husband teach him to
use a prophylactic.
Parents of remales wcre especially reluctant to envision a consensual sexual
relationship as part of their daughter's adult life. When asked about their children
having consensual sex as adults~ all participants with female children envisioned no
sexual activity in their daughters' futures. Mrs. Moore believed that her daughter had
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the ability to consent to the sex act and enjoy the sex act but was concerned about her
dallghter"s physical fragility. She could nol envision safeguards that would keep her
daughter who is very small in stature from gelling hurt during the act. Jody's mother
did not believe that her mental age would allow her to enjoy or understand sex. She
would not know "what was supposed to be pleasurable and what was not". Mrs
Smith also noted that when her daughter saw kissing on television she makes a noise
to communicate her disgust. Sex would not be something that she envisioned Jody
ever initiating. Jody was described as having a very sensitive gag renex Mrs. White
also questioned whether her daughter would enjoy the sex act.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to gather in a systematic manner a description of
participants' perceptions ufthcir children with disClhililies' ideal adult lives, and to
ascertain what role f.1ll1ily values and the child's disahility played in the
conceptualization of this ideal lire. There is very limited literatme regarding parents'
perceptions of quality adult lives for their children with significant disabilities (Jordan
& Dunlap, 200 I). If more were known about parents' dreams for their children's

adulthood, then current services could be modified

(0

incorporate parents' desires for

their sons and daughters with disabilities and potentially reduce the amount of stress
experienced by parents during this transition tillle. Additionally, more knowledge of
parents' perceptions would assist the field in serving adults with disabilities and their
families in a more sensitive manner. This chapter consists of a discussion of the salient
findings described in Chapter (bur. Included is an interpretation oftlte findings,
implications for further research and personal reflections.
Interpretation of the Findings
What were participants' perceptions of ideal quality adult lives for their children
with disabilities? Participants described a variety ondea( adult lifestyles for their sons
or daughters with disabilities. Ilowever, common reasons for their varied descriptions
were present. Participants exhibited similar underlying assumptions, and reasons for
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envisioning their particular type of ideal adulthood for their children with significant
disabilities. Understanding these underlying assumptions and reasons is important.
Relafi()J",·hifJs

Participants envisioned a variety of residential settings for their children with
disabilities. Some envisioned their sons or daughters living in group homes or other
segregated facilities while others envisioned their children continuing to live with
them. Although the visions of ideal residential seUings differed, the reasons for
envisioning a particular selling ollen had a common thettle. Participants attempted to
envision the place where their children would have empowered, meaningl'iJl, caring
relationships. One participant envisioned her daughter living in a group home because
she envisioned the other people in lhe group-home becoming her daughter's "second
family." (n contrast, another participant envisioned her son continuing to live in the
family home because she assumed that statT would be just "doing a job" while
assisting her son and not really care about hilll. Another participant expressed a desire
for her daughter to have Ilteaningfitl friendships but fell strongly that the only people
who could provide this type of relationship

((If

her daughter were other people with

similar disabilities.
I laving their children enjoy meaningful relationships with people who genuinely
cared about them was a high priority. Participants f(llInd meaningful relationships fc'lr
more important than having their children access the rights and rituals traditionally
associated with adulthood.
The majority of participants described concern over the motives of a person
without a disability who wished to date or marry one of their children with a disability.
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One of the reasons some participants cited for the assumption that a typical person
would not be genuinely interested in a person with a significant disability was the
inability of the person with a disability to effectively communicate. Several
participants described good communication as not only essential to a good
relationship, but a prerequisite fln· a person gaining enough knowledge ahout another
person to care about him or her or fc"111 in lovc. Participants also noted a difference in
the interest of their children with disabilitics and peers without disabilities. One
participant stated that all her daughter liked to do was watch ROKer Rahhif and selfstimulate. She had diOiculty envisioning someone without a disability finding those
interests of enough value

(0

sustain a long-term relationship.

Even though two participants described their children as having "real"
friendships with peers without disabilities', both had difficulty envisioning a person
without a disabili(y wanting (0 have an intimate relationship with their son or
daughter. Mrs. Ilughes stated. eel can picture someone loving him hut not wanting to
have sex with him. ,.
Ilaving their children associate with people who genuinely cared about them was
extremely important to participants. The field could benefit from research on the types
of relationships people with significant disabilities form. Detailed descriptions of true
friendships and caring relationships could increase our knowledge about the
formulation of relationships and ability to facilitate these types of relationships.
Additionally, the type of relationships people with significant disabilities form
with caretakers and professionals is worthy ofillvcstigation. Professionals would
benefit from renecting on the types of genuine caring relationships they have formed
104
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with people with disabilities. Detailed descriptions onhe earing relationships
proressionals and paid stalrrorm with people with disabilities would assist parents in
understanding the type or relationships their children with significant disabilities are
likely to rorm as adults.
This researcher was under the assumption that people "'lith disabilities who lived
in their own homes with supports had more opportunity to rorm meaningrul mutually
respectful relationships. 110 wever. participants dinered in their views orthe best
environment ror optimal opportunity to rorm meaningfi.1 relationships. Some
participants relt living in a group home with other people or a similar disability would
provide their children with optimal opportunity to fcmn meaningful relationships.
while others believed living at home with the ramily would assure that their children
were arollnd people who genuinely cared ror them. Concrete knowledge about which
housing options otTer the hest opportunity ror people with significant disabilities to
rorm relationships with peers would be beneficial.

People wi'"

Di.'IC1"i1i'ic'!~

ill (jeneral

Participants were asked how their ideal visions or quality adult lire filr their
children with disabilities differed rrom visions they had or quality. ideal lives for
individuals with disabilities in general. Even though many participants did not
ellvision their children wit h disabilities ever voting. getting married. or having sexual
relations. all participants, except one, relt the general popUlation or people with
disabilities should have the right to access these rituals of adulthood. This finding is
relevant and indicates that even though participants wrestled with the exsitential
dilemma ofa beliefin equal rights and an intimate knowledge of their children's
lO5
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vulnerability. they held firm in their belief of equal access to the traditional rights and
rituals of adulthood rc:lr the general population or people with disabilities. The delicate
balance orthe rights oran individual and the practicalities of how each individual's
disability is manifested. is a conundrum with which the researcher and many of the
participants struggle. Ir we posit the klllowing two underlying assumptions: first.
every person with a disability has the right to equal access to all the rights and
responsibilities afforded people without clisabilities. and second. that people with
disabilities are more vulnerable and need assistance with accessing the rights and
rituals of adulthood, then we need to detect what part onhe person with a disability's
vulnerability or barrier can be attributed to the limitations of the disability, as opposed
to the interactions of society to the disability, or the preconceived assumptions of
people without disabilities.
An example of a vulnerability or barrier that results from a person's disability is a
person with a severe cognitive disability's inability to count money. A person without
the skill of counting money will need assistance when paying bills and balancing a
checkbook. The assistance or remediation training needs to be provided directly to the
person with a disability.

An example ofa vulnerability or barrier that arises from the interactions of society
to the disabifity was evidenced in chapter (our. Mrs. Smith described her son's friends
as not having a genuine or typical relationship with her daughter with a disability. She
stated that Randy ran the show" and her son's friends acquiesced to her demands.
CC

The assistance or remediation training for this type of barrier needs to be provided to
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both the person with a disability and the person without the disability (society). since
the barrier is caused hy

all

illtcmctioll.

Mrs. Smith also showed an example of a vulnerability or barrier caused by the
preconceived assumptions ofa person without a disability. Mrs. Smith constmcted the
meaning of disability as being a forever state of childhood. Following this assumption,
she did not believe that people who fimctioned in the lower range of mental
capabilities should be allowcd to vote, have consensual sex or be married. Mrs. Smith
continually asserted that her daughter was cognitivc/y a child and in hcr constmct of
mental rctardation firmly helievcd that hcr daughter would forevcr rcmain cmotionally
a child. This belief made voting. marriagc and sexual rclations inappropriate not only
for her daughter but for the cntirc population of pcoplc with significant disabilities.
Assistance or remcdiation training for this type ofbarricr would be provided to the
people who shared the disempowering constmct (society).
The way a pcrson constructs the meaning of disability has strong implications for
the opportunities afforded people with disabilities ([ [olzner,

1968~

Jordan & Dunlap.

200 I; Kelly. (955). Participants created their visions ofideal adult lives for their
children from a variety of sources, including k'mlily values, personal knowledge of
their children. societal underlying assumptions, and religious values. (n truly trying to
understand parents' perceptions it is important to cull out the variety ofinnuences to
determine why a participant may not wish rbr her son or daughtcr with a disability to
access certain rights and rituals ofadullhood. [fthe reason is due to intimate
knowledge of their child with a disability's likes and dislikes. then the real issue may
be determining what the person with a disability would want ifhe or she could
107
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advocate for himself If the reason for a parent not wanting her son or daughter to
access a ritual of adulthood is concern for the physical safety of her son or daughter.
then an explanation of the appropriate supports may assist in addressing the parent's
concerns. Better understanding of perceptions promotes better communication. Further
explorations into the philosophical and practical dilemmas faced by people with
significant disabilities and their families may assist parents in negotiating the poignant
transition to adulthood
"'ClI11;~"

I '"llIe...

Family values played an important role in the type oftraditional adulthood rights
and rituals parents envisioned for their children with disabilities. This is consistent
with Bronfenbrenner's family system theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). Bronfenbrenner
posits that in a fc1mily system each member affects the other members. lie advocates
respect for the f.·unily system. By f.1mily values, I mean the personal experiences.
likes. dislikes and value systems of participants. Participants who were active in
politics or valued the voting process immediately envisioned their sons or daughters
voting. even though their children were served in classrooms for students with
profound mental retardation. Conversely. many participants whose children were
higher functioning did not envision their sons or daughters voting. Additionally, these
participants did not place a high priority on voting in their own lives.
The participant who held the church and Christian value system as very important
immediately envisioned his son being married and having consensual sex within the
bounds ofthat marriage. Conversely. the three divorced participants did not envision
marriage in their children's future. However. divorced participants envisioned their
108
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sons or daughters with disabilities li ....ing with a companion \.... ithout the legal

entanglement of marriage.
People with disabilities are linked to their families and familie.c; are linked to their
member with a disability. Maintaining respect for a person's family vaiues is
especially important during the transition to adulthood lor people with significant

disabilities. The family is onen a very important source of emotional support and
firmly established long-term relationships.
A-1111,,01 Relafiol1ships

Participants did not envision a change to a more mutual relationship with their
children with disabilities as they became adults. This is interesting because of the six
participants four described a change in their relationship with their own parents as they
matured into adulthood. These participants described the change as occurring when
they reached certain traditional markers of adulthood. Even though some ofthese
participants could envision their children eventually, with appropriate supports.
succeeding at some of the same markers of adulthood they did not envision their
relationship with their sons or daughters changing. This phenomenon deserves filrther
investigation.
lfpeople with disabilities are to be valued equally as adults. then the power
stmcture oftheir relationships should parallel the relationships of typically developing
adults. [fthis is not happening within the family or with others in society, then this
phenomenon warrants thorough investigation.
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( ·CJllC/II.";Ol1S

Most participants struggled with the existential dilemma presented by the desire to
otTer every opportunity to their loved one with a disability and the reality of the
limitations that some disabilities exhibit. The struggle (0 tell which limitations are a
result of f.,lse learned underlying assumptions: or old~ outdated. limited constructions
of meaning for concepts such as disability, independence and autonomy, and which
perceived limitations are a result of the ,creal" vulnerabilities attributed to some
disabilities is dillicult but important to determine. When one can ascertain that
preconceived notions of a person's disability are placing harriers for that person, then
enlightening a society or changing certain societal beliefs or policies can empower
people with disabilities to live fuller more enjoyable adult lives. Additionally. if a
limitation is because of vulnerability or need for support caused by a person's
disability, then this too can be addressed. This dissertation docs not solve this
dilemma but does serve to bring to light these issues for fiuther research of this longterm problem.
Implications and Limitations
This dissertation brought to light certain issues that have implications for people
practicing in the field and for researchers. Participants placed importance on genuine
caring relationships for their children with disabilities. Professionals in the field could
devote increased time to the nurturing of such relationships. More research on
relationships of people with significant disabilities is warranted. Positive caring
relationships provide richness to every life. A better understanding of which
residential and employment situations encourage close caring relationships would be
tlO
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of interest to parents and peoplc with disabilities. Additionally when a profcssional is
attempting to communicate options for adulthood to a parent, such as residential and
employment options. more attention could be paid to describing the types of caring
relationships that the difTerent options may provide.
Even though no participant envisioned a changc in their relationship with their
children as they becamc adults. teachers. therapists. and behavior specialists need to
reflect on what changes they have inthc power strllcture of relationships with adult
students with disabilities.
More research is needed on the perspectives of parents to facilitate a better
understanding of family relationships. Additionally. more research is needed on the
power structure of adult-to-adult relationships when one member has a significant
disability. Discovering if people with disabilities ever reach the same level of adult-toadult relationships as their non-disabled peers. would be important information.
Additionally, infomlation on how to encourage relationships between parents and their
children with disabilities that have more ll1utuality or a more equal power structure may
benefit the field and people with disabilities.
It is important to remember that a person does not construct meaning in a vacuum.

Society plays an important role in how people create meaning. By addressing the
perceptions and signals sometimes subtle and sometimes not so subtle of society in
general. professionals in the field can influence how people will create the meaning of
disability and its relationship to adulthood. This may encourage participants. especially
people with young children with disabilities. to create a more empowering meaning of
disability and more empowering relationships for people with disabilities. If
III
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prolessional are made aware OfSllcicty's discmpowering signals and the strong cllcct
these signals can have on the way people with disabilities are treated, then change can
occur. By understanding how society influences the way we construct meaning, and
how that construction of meaning inl1uences the opportunities and options (hr people
with disabilities, people in the Held can have a better understanding of not only their
own disempowering beliefs but those of others. This may assist professionals in
communicating with parents and promote a more collaborative atmosphere between
professionals and parents.
Another important issue in the consideration of power stmctures in relationships of
people with significant cognitive disabilities is their legal standing as "competent"
adults. Lawmakers and judges play important roles in a person with significant
cognitive or mental disability's ability to make decisions. When a person is declared
legally incompetent, a family member onen becomes the decision maker. Some states
have recognized that people with significant cognitive disabilities can make their own
decisions but need some assistance to advocate for their decisions. [n these states a
person can be assigned a guardian advocate and remain legally competent. Because
parents of people with significant cognitive disabilities can legally make decisions for,
or legally advocate for, the decisions made by their sons or daughters with disabilities,
communication with parents is essential for professionals in the field.
Professionals and resCc1rchers recognize that input from the family is important
(Fox, Vaughn, Dunlap, & Bucy, 1997). Participatory research is a growing and
important area of research (Vaughn, Dunlap, Fox, Clarke, & Bucy, 1997; Turnbull,
Friesen, &

Ramire~ 1996~

Turnbull & Turnbull 1993 ~ Whyte. 1991). A parent (The
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author) initiated and conducted the current research that delved into the perceptions of
six parents, and another parent reviewed lhe findings to check for sensitivity to fc1mily
needs. The findings of this dissertation show that nUllilies are extremely conccrned with
the quality of relationships that their sons and daughters will experience in adulthood. It
also points to the importance of family values in the choices a person makes in
adulthood. Future research should locus on these parent driven issues.
The movement to empower families is broader that just families of people with
cognitive disabilities (Fox, Vaughn, Dunlap. & BlIcy,
Schwartz,

1997~

Fagan, I(89).

Singer & Powers,

1993~

1997~

Dunst & Trivette,

(1994)~

Turnbull and Ruef. I996~ Westbound &

This larger movement that attempts to strengthen and cmpower all

families through advocacy in policy and political matters had largely ignored special
issue associated with fc1milies of special needs children and adults. Additionally, this
larger movement has been typically igllored by researchers in the field of special
education (Bowman, 1994; Schwartz. 1997). The findings orthis dissertation are most
likely applicable to a much wider audience than just people with significant cognitive
disabilities and their families. Parents are parents first and parents of people with
significant cognitive disabilities second. As parents, their concerns about the quality of
relationships their children will form in adulthood is probably echoed in concerns of
parents of children with mental disorders and parents of children without disabilities.
Although there is much discourse about mainstreaming children with cognitive
disabilities, discourse should include mainstreaming research and advocacy.
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Personal Reflections
This researcher is a parent ora young adult with disabilities. Ileing a parent ofa
child with a significant disability who was transitioning to adulthood during the course
of this research filled me with many emotions. This section includes my personal
thoughts about this research.
The fact that participants did not envision a change to a more mutual relationship
with their children with disabilities was very perplexing and disturbing to me.
Traditionally parents have led professionals and legislatures down a path of increasing
opportunities and equal rights for people with disabilities. Equal power, equal valuing
and equal rights in society are extremely important to people with disabilities. Living in
a society that sends devaluing messages to people with cognitive challenges has always
been a source of enormous pain lor me. As my daughter approached adulthood, the one
thing I tnJly wanted for her was a type of adulthood where her status as an equal citizen
would not allow any devaluing practices.
[ started this dissertation with a firm philosophical and emotional beliefin the basic
premise of normalization. [ wanted my daughter to have as close to a norlllal adulthood
as possible. The concept ofHadu(C' seellls very simplistic, but when you are disclIssing
the concept of adulthood and disability Illany potential issues surface. My first task was
to look at the rights and rituals typically accessed by people without disabilities. Then I
culled out rights and rituals that required an examination, such as a driver's license.
This left such rituals as voting. marriage. emploYl1lent~ moving out of the family home,
and consensual sexual relations. I was unaware of any road maps that described typical
adult lile for people with significant disabilities. Group homes seemed very non-typical.
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As I read about supported living and people with disabilities owning their own homes. I
envisioned more and more opportunities for Cassandra. During the interviews, I
discussed my excitement about the possibilities of our children having fullilling adult
lives. I wanted disability to truly be defined as simply needing more supports. Being the
parent of a person with a significant disability. places one in a unique position. Oecause
society has not had a long-standing historical record of fighting for or giving people
with significant disabilities true respect and true rights,

I1lld

people with significant

disabilities cannot advocate l'Or themselves without supports. Parents must assist society
with providing these rights to our children. I do not mean to imply that society wishes to
deny people with disabilities their inalienable rights but society simply for the most part
does not think about it. Therefore, it is important that eflhrts be made to expose people
with significant disabilities to all of their inalienable rights as an adult without the
insistence that accessing the right is mandatory. I finl1ry believe the voice of families
must be heard and heeded with the understanding that they are part of the society that
has the devaluing underlying assumptions about people with disabilities.
However, my strong desire to have my daughter have full adulthood with equal
access to all of its traditional rights does cause me to struggle with the finding that
participants did not envision a change to a more equal relationship with their children
with disabilities when those children reach adulthood. How can I expect society to treat
my daughter as an equal iff do not treat her that way? [ am not questioning participants'
love and devotion for their children but I struggle with this finding.
There is a beautiful change that occurs when instead of saying to your child '"Now
you do this because it is what the teacher wants and it is good for you" to saying" I
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really love you and I wish you would do this but

YOll

are an adult now and the choice is

yours." OOering that respect is u beautilill wuy to puy homage to a person's value and
as with many benchmarks. the joy of having a child with a disability reach it is so much
more rewarding.
Believing with all my heart and soul in my daughter's worth. value. equality and
ability to make her own choices brings about many day to day dilemmas and potential
problems. Sometimes [ have had to compromise that belief. and that too was extremely
painful. There is a need tor much more discllssion about the role of adulthood. equal
rights and people with significant disabilities.

r hope this research will generate discussion and thought about the constructs of
adulthood and disability. Parents playa very intricate role in the transition of their
children to adulthood. It is important that their views be understood and respected.
More discourse and research is needed on the existential dilemma of providing people
with significant needs with equal rights and access to the traditional roles of adulthood,
while ensuring their safety.
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APENDIX A

CATAGORIES
AIf/OIlO",Y alld Alu/IfClli{J'
I. A clmnge to a more mutual relationship occurred with the participant and his or her

parents as the participants rcached adulthood.
A change to a more mutual relationship did not occur with the participant and his or her
parents as the participants reached adulthood.
2. When asked to describe an ideal relationship with their adult son or daughter with a
disability, participants described a continuation of the currant relationship.
Participants found an ideal adult relationship too dillicult to envision
Category I
When asked to identily harriers that might prevent participants Ii"om achieving an
ideal relationship with their adult son or daughter with a disability participants
described personal characteristics ortheir son or daughter's disability such
communication. self-care or the presence of inappropriate behavior.
Category II
When asked to identify barriers that might prevent participants Irom achieving an
ideal relationship with their adult son or daughter with a disability participant
envisioned no barriers to an ideal relationship because he already has the ideal.
Category III
When asked to id4ntify barriers that might prevent participants from achieving an
ideal relationship with their adult son or daughter with a disability participant's cited
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APENDIX A (Continued)

external barriers such as an outside agency or x husband intervening and taking away
child/young adult.
F",,,I(~vmelll

alld I.eisllre l'ime

I. 11articipants describcd the ideal employment situation fur their son or daughter with
a disability as working either part time or full time in the community with supports.

Participants described the ideal employment situation for their son or daughter with a
disability as working in a sheltered workshop.

2.Participants would envision college, more work hours and a more career oriented
future for their son or daughter ifhelshe did not have a disability.
Category [(
Participants envisioned no dilference in the ideal employment situation for their son or
daughter with a disability if that same son or daughter did not have a disability.
Category [I
Participants stated if their son or daughter did not have a disability the participant
would have less control or their son or daughters future including aspects of
employment and the person with a disability would have more control over their own
future.
Participants envision their son or daughter with a disability going out into the
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APENDIX A (Continued)

community and engaging in enjoyable leisure activities.
Residelltial

I. When asked to envision an ideal living arrangement f(lr their son or daughter with a
disability, participants described a segregated setting with other individuals with
disabilities.
Participants described their son or daughter living with them when asked to describe
an ideal adult residential setting for their son or daughter with a disability.

Category I
2. Participants would expect their adult son or daughter to be living in their own home,
require no supervision and be sclf- supporting ifhelshe did not have a disability.
Category ((
Participants' vision of an ideal residential setting for their son or daughter with a
disability did not ditTer because of their son or daughters disability.
3. Participants would like to see a wide variety of residential options available for
people with disabilities.
1·r(J/illg

I. Participants would like for their son or daughter with a disability to vote.
Participants do not envision their son or daughter with a disability voting because
he/she is not able to understand the process.
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APENDIX A (Continued)
2. Participants described their son or daughter with a disability as being able to vote
independently with appropriate supports such as training on the process and pictures on
the voting ballot.
['articipants described their son or daughter with a disability as needing someone to
assist them in the voting process either by physically voting for the person with a
disability or by providing hand over hand assistance.
3. A) Participants did not lind anything about individuals with disabilities accessing
their right to vote that concerned them.
(1) Participants were concerned about people with disabilities being fairly informed

about all candidates without being unduly swayed.
4. Participants would register their son or daughter with a disability under their political
party.
Participants already have knowledge of their son or daughter with a disability's
preference for a political party either because of general knowledge of their son or
daughter's likes and dislikes or because of previous frequent discussions about political
issues.

Social Relationships
I.A). When asked to describe the ideal adult social life for their son or daughter with a
disability, participants described their son or daughter with a disability having the
supports to go out with friends and have lilll.
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APENDIX A (Continued)

B). When asked to describe the ideal social life for their son or daughter with a
disability, participants did not want their daughter with a disability socializing.
2.A). Participants do not have a different vision of an ideal social life for their son or
daughter with a disability with the exception that their son or daughter with a
disability needs more supports to achieve the ideal social life.
3. B) Participant has a different vision of an ideal social life for their son or daughter
with a disability. (ftheir son or daughter did not have a disability participants would
allow their daughter to socialize at the age of IS.
4,) Participants envision their adult son or daughter with a disability needing a
personal care assistant, companion or other typically developing adult to monitor them
during socializing activities.
S. Participants would question the motives ofa typically developing peer who wanted
to date their son or daughter with a disability.
6. A) Participants believe that individuals with disabilities in general should have the
option to date.
n). Participants do not believe that individuals with low fimctioning mental disabilities

should be allowed to dale.
A-fllrriage

I. Participants would allow their son or daughter with a disability to get married.
Participants would not allow their son or daughter with a disability to get married.
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APENOIX A (Continued)

2. Participants would be concerned about the motives of a person without a disability
that wanted to marry their son or daughter with a disability.
Participants would be concerned about their son or daughter with a disability's ability
to care ror a spollse with a more severe disability.

Sexual COllsent
I. Participants would envision a mutually gratifying relationship that included consensual
sex for their adult son or daughter ifhe/she did not have a disability.
2. Participants had difficulty envisioning consensual sex as part of their
adolescent/young adult family member with a disability's ruture as an adult.
3. A Participants believed thaltheir family member with a disability had shown or would
soon show the ability to enjoy sensual/sexual pleasure.
B Participants did not believe that their family member with a disability could enjoy
sexual pleasure.
4. A. Participants believed their son or daughter with a disability would enjoy the sex act
but objected to their son or daughter having sex because they might hurt someone, or be
hurt during the sex act, or would not understand the sex act.
B. Participants felt that their family members cognitive disability would prevent their
son/daughter from being able to consent to the sex act.
C) Participants felt that their son/daughter would have the ability to consent to the sex act
as an adult.
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APENDIX A (Continued)

5. Participants stated they would feeluncomforlable with and question the motives of a
person with out a disability who wished to have sexual relations with their son or
daughter with a disability_
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APPENDIX B
Interview Questions
Directions: The purpose of this interview is to gather information about your perception
of an ideal adult life for your son or daughter with a disability. Please view the
interview questions before your interview. Some of the areas typically considered in
adulthood such as voting, marriage, autonomy, and consensual sex, might nut be areas
that you have previously considered for your son or daughter with a disability. Please
consider carefully how your child with a disability could successfully access these areas
of adulthood. [ respectfully request that even if you would not like your son or daughter
with a disability to access a specific area of adulthood that you consider assisting in
creating a vision of how other individuals with similar disabilities might successfhlly
access these areas of adulthood. ( respectflilly request that even if you would not like
your son or daughter with a disability to access a specific area of adulthood that you
consider assisting in creating a vision of how other individuals with similar disabilities
might successfully access each area of adulthood. Your opinions and your desire not to
have your son or daughter access a specific area will be noted. Please feel free to refuse
to answer any question that causes YOll to feel uncomfortable. All interview are
confidential.
Interview (
Autonomy and Mutuality of Relationship
I.

In many families, there is a change in the mutuality of relationships as children
grow into adulthood. This change usually consists of moving toward a more equal

1.J2
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APPENOIX R (continued)
relationship. Can you describe how or if this change happened in your relationship
with your parents?
(PROBE) Has a change toward a mutual relationship occurred with any non-disabled
children? Please describe the change and how it occurred in each relationship in
as much detail as possible.
2. How do you envision your relationship with your son or daughter with a disability
changing as he or she matures into adulthood?
3. Please describe in his much detail as possible your vision of an ideal adult
relationship between you and your son or daughter with the disability. Please
include what type of outside support, if any would be necessary to maintain this
ideal relationship.
4. Can you identify any barriers that might prevent you from achieving this type of
relationship with your child, as he or she becomes an adult? If so, please describe
in as much detail as possible.
5. What role if any does your child's disability play in this change in relationship?
(PROBE) If you have any other children without disabilities, is there a difference in
the way that relationship changed as your child without a disability matured into
adulthood?
Employment and Leisure Time
I. Please describe the ideal employment situation for your son or daughter with a
disability? Include the type of supports that would make this dream situation
possible?

(·n
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APPENDIX 11 (continued)
2. I [ow does this differ form a vision you would have for your non-disabled children?
3.

What types of activities does your son or daughter with a disability enjoy?

4. How would you like to see your son or daughter with a disability spend hislher
time?
5. With whom would you like to see your son or daughter spend his/her time?
6.

Please envision and describe an ideal week tor your son or daughter wilh a
disability. Include ideal day and nighttime activities and approximate desired
frequency of each activity?

7.

What type of clubs, organizations, or churches would you like for your son or
daughter to be a member? Please describe the lypes of supports that your son or
daughter would need to participate in these organizations.

8. How does this vision differ from a vision you would have if your son/daughter did
not have a disability.
9. Does this vision diner from what you would like to see available for people with
disabilities in general?
Residential
I. Please describe the ideal living arrangement for your son or daughter with a
disability. Please include the type of supports and safeguards that would be
necessary to maintain this arrangement.
2. How is your vision of an ideal living arrangement tor your son or daughter with a
disability different from a vision of an ideal life for your son or daughter is she/he
did not have a disability?
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APPENDIX B (continued)
J. What type of residential options should be available for adults with disabilities and

their families?
4. Where do you think your son or daughter with a disability would like to live?
Please describe the type of supports that would be necessary to make this happen
and any concerns you may have.
Voting
I. Ilow do

YOll

feel about your son or daughter with a disability accessing their right

to vote?
(PROBE) How do

YOli

feel about your non-disabled children (if applicable)

accessing their right to vote?
(PROBE) Is there a difTerence between your feelings about voting for your children
with and without disabilities'? Iryes, please describe the nature and the reasons for this
difference.
2. Try to visualize your son or daughter with a disability successfidly voting and
describe this image in as much detail as possible. Please include such details as
who would assist your son or daughter with the voting process, what type of
assistance would be needed. and what type of safe guards and supports you would
like to see provided.
3. Is there anything about individuals with disabilities accessing their right to vote
that concerns you? Please explain.
4. Please describe in as much detail as possible how you would best assist your son
or daughter with a disability in choosing a political party under which to register.
1~5
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AfJI1ENDIX B (continued)
5.

Ilow would you determine for whom your son or daughter wishes to vote?

6.

If someone other than yourself assists your son or daughter with a disability with
voting please discuss any concerns you would have about your son or daughter
being influenced in the voting process by the individual assisting him or her.
Please include suggested safeguards to prevent this form happening.

7.

Is there anything about voting we forgot to ask that you would like to discuss?
Interview II
Social Relationships

I. Describe the ideal social life for your son or daughter with a disability.
2. Does this description diner from what you would envision as an ideal social life
for a non-disabled child/young adult?
3. Does this description difTer from what you would like to see available for
individuals with disabilities in general?
4.

Describe the type of people you would like for your young adult with a disability
to have as friends.

5. Does this dilfer from how you would feel if your son or daughter did not have a
disability?
6. Describe the type of people with whom you do not want your son or daughter with
a disability to associate.
7.

Does this differ from how you would feel if your son or daughter did not have a
disability?
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APPENDIX Il (continued)
8. What types of safeguards need to be in

em~ct

to monitor your young adult's social

interactions?
9. What conceOlS you about your son or daughter with a disability having friends that
have a milder disability. similar disability. more significant disability. or no
disability?
10. Ilow do you feel about your son or daughter with a disability dating?
I I. Does this differ trom how you would teel if your son or daughter did not have a
disability?
12. Does this ditTer from how you would feel if your son or daughter did not have a
disability?
13. Is this how you feel about dating for individuals with disabilities in general?
(PROBE) What concerns you about your son or daughter with a disability dating
people with a milder disability. similar disability. more significant disability or no
disability?
14. What safeguards would need to be in place for you to feel comfortable with your
son or daughter with a disability dating?
Marriage
I. Would you consider allowing you son or daughter with a disability to marry?
2. Please discuss your feelings on the issue of marriage for individuals with
significant disabilities. Please include such issues as effects on guardianship,
disability income. and safety issues.
3. How would you know if your son/daughter wanted to get married?
1.J7
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APPENDIX B (continued)
4.

Please describe in as much detail as possible what an ideal marriage would look
like for your adult son or daughter with a disability. [fyou are strongly opposed to
your son or daughter with a disability ever marrying, please discuss your reasons
why and consider describing what an ideal marriage would look like for a person
with a disability similar to your son or daughter's that is not related to you.
Inelude where they would live, what type of supports would be necessary, qualities
of an ideal spouse, and 1ype of activities you envision them enjoying together.

S.

Would you feel more comfortable ifthe spouse of your son or daughter with a
disability had a similar disability, a milder disability, a more severe disability, or
did not have a disability? Please explain in as much detail as possible the reasons
for your answer.

6.

What type of safeguards should be in place to ensure your son or daughter's safety
from exploitation or abuse in a marriage? Explain in as much detail as possible.

7.

What concerns would you have about your SOil or daughter with a disability
gelling married? What role does hislller disability play in your concerns?

8. How would you know if your son/daughter wished to get divorced?
9.

Would you prefer to see your son or daughter with a disability enjoy the
companionship of a loved one without the legal entanglement of marriage? Please
explain.
Sexual Consent

I. Has your son or daughter shown any indication that he or she has the ability to
enjoy sensual pleasures?
148
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APPENDIX B (continued)
2. If your son or daughter did not have a disability would a mutually gratifying
relationship that included consensual sex be something you would envision for his
or her future as adult?
3.

Please describe the conditions under which you would be comfortable with your
adult son or daughter having consensual sex if he or he did not have a disability.

4.

I'lease describe the conditions under which you would be comfortable with your
adult son or daughter with a disability having consensual sex.

5.

What role does your son or daughter's disability play in your comfort level with
issues pertaining to consensual sex?

6.

What concerns you about your son or daughter with a disability having consensual
sex?

7.

Please discuss your concerns on the following issues:
AIDS, sexually transmitted diseases, and pregnancy.

8. Would you feel more comfortable if your adult son or daughter with a
disability'S sexual partner had a more significant disability, a milder disability, a
similar disability, or no disability? Please describe the reasons for your answer in
his much detail as possible.
9. What type of safeguards would need to be in effect to ensure that your son or
daughter with a disability was consenting to the sex act'?
10. Can you imagine a situation in which your son or daughter could have
consensual sex with a paid statY member?
II. Would it make any ditTerence if the paid statTmember were otTduty?
l-t')
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APPENDIX B (continued)
12. What type of relationship would your son or daughter with a disability need to
have before you would feel comfortable with him/her having sex?
13. What type of safeguards would you like to see in place to protect your son or
daughter from sexual coercion?
14. Was there anything about sexual consent that was not discussed that you would
like to discuss?
Ilealth
I. Many people need mental or spiritual counseling in their lifetime. Some examples
of isslies that may calise a need for counseling are depression. anxiety, marital
problems, and loss of a loved one (grievance counseling). Do you envision your
son or daughter having any issue for which he/she could benefit form counseling?
2. [low would you know if your son/daughter were experiencing a mental health
issue?
3. What type of special training would a mental health professional need to
adequately meet you son/daughter's needs?
4.

What type of mental health training would staff working with your son/daughter
need to adequately meet his/her mental health needs?

5.

What type of additional training would clergy need in order to adequately assist
your son/daughter with a counseling need?

6. How is the general condition of your son or daughter's physical health?
(PROBE) I [as your daughter visited a gynecologist?

150
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APPENDIX B (continued)
7. Do you envision your son or daughter visiting a doctor or dentist on a regular basis
as an adult?
8. What type of supports does your son or daughter need while visiting a physician?

151
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A(lPENDIX C
USF Institutional Reviow Bo=trd-BehavioraIlSocial
Consent to Participate in 1\ Research Study
Title of Study
Case Studies of Community Inclusion
Principallnvesligator Name: Glen Dunlap- Telephone II
974-6111
Department Child and Family Studie=s::...F~M:=:..H=I/,-=U,""S=F_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Mail-point
MHC2113A Tel II 974-6111
Purpose of Study
to oather information about your perception of
The purpose of this research study is
a guality adult life for your son or daughter with a disability. Addilfonally we would like
your perception of what supports your son or dal!,ahter would need to successfullv
negotiate the following traditional markers of adulthoo~: volinq marriage. sexual
consent. employment. and residential change. You are being asked to partiCipate in
this studY because you are the parent of a person with a dIsability.
Duration and Location of the Study
Your participation in this study will last for approximately
8 weeks and consist of two
face to face interviews approximately 2 hours in lenath and one follow-up telephone
call. approximately 15 min in lenath. The interviews will lake plAce at
your home or
other mutually aareed lH2.9n meeting place (e.g.. Local restaurant) The number of
people who miqht take part in thIs study is 10.
Procedures
You understand th::tt during this study. the following procedures will occur~ You will be
interviewed. You will receive a CODy of the interview guestions prior to the Interview.
You will be asked to give your consent to audIo taping of the interviews. You may
refuse the audio taping of the interviews without any conseQUences. The audio taolog
is to insure accuracy of note taking and finial report. Please allow at least 2 hours for
each interview.
You may refuse to answer any question that causes you to feel uncomfortable without
~ny consequences. Our interest is in your perception of an ideal quality adult lifa for
your son or dauqhter with a disability.
Potential Risks
You understand that there are no antiCipated risks associated with the sludy from your
participation in this study.
APFROVEO nrRU

JAtt

2000
f
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APPENDIX (' (continued)
Benefits
• You understand thAt there will be no direct benefits of your participation in this
study, blltthera mAy be possible benefits to others that may include.--!mproved
adult services and sUlmorts for individuals with disabilities living in the community.
Confidentiality
The confidentiality of the records shall be m<lintained unless otherwise required by law.
FMHflUSF Center for Autism
Confidentiality of records will be maintained by
and Related Disabilities. Interview notes and tapes will be assigned a number or color
and names will not be used. limits to strict confidentiality include. Authorized r~.!Iearch
investigators. agents of the Department of Health and Human Services and tha USF
Institutional Review Board may inspect the records form this research project. Tha
results of this study may be published. but thev will not includa your nama. your son or
daughters nama. nor any other information that may identify YOU and or your son or
daughter,
University of South Florida Injury Statement
In the event that YOli sustain an injury or illness as a result of participating in this
research, ple!'!s!! by aware that medical treatment for tile injuries or illness may not be
available from the University of South Florida (USn. USF does not maintain an
emergency medical department nor does it provide medical treatment in all disciplines
of medicine. If you become ill or sustain an injury which you believe is related 10
parllc:fpatlon in this research, immediately contact one of the persons listed on page t
of this form, and if emergency care is needed seek emergency attention from your
nearest local hospital.
If injury results from your participation in researcll, money damages are not
automatically available. Money damages are only available to the extent specified in
Florida statute, 768.28. A copy of Ihis statute is available upon request to Ihe orvis ion
of Compliance Services, USF. This statute provides that damages are available only to
tho extent that negligent conduct of a Universily employee caused your InjurIes, and
are limited by law. If you believa you are inJured as a result of pArticipation in Ihls
research and the negligent conduct of a University faculty member, you may notify Ihe
USF Self Insurance Programs at (813) 974-8008, who will Investigate tha matter.
Compensation for ParticIpation
•

You will not be paid for participation in this study.

Volunteering to Be Part of this Research Study
You understand that participation in this study is voluntary. You understand that you
may withdraw from the study at any Ume without pen::lfty or loss of services, to which
you are otherwise entitred. You also understand that the investigator has the right to
remove you from the study at any time.

APpnOVED lURU

JAN

2000
2
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API'ENDI X C (Continued)

Questions and Contacts
If you have any questions about this research study, you may contact Glen Dunlap 9746111 or Barbara Jordan g74-6441. If you hRve any questions Rbout your rights as a
person taking part in a research study, you may contact a member of the Division of
Compliance Services at the University of South Florida at (813) 974-5638.

Your Consent-By signing this form I agree that:
I have ruRy read or have had read and explained to me in my Imlive language this infonned
consent rorm describing It research profect.

•

I have had the opportunity to question one or Ihe pnrsons in charql! of Ihls rese:ndl and havft
received satisractory answers.
•

I understand Ihat I am bp.ing asked 10 parfldpate in reSp.arrJl. I understand the risks and
benefits, and t rreely give my consent to parUdpalft in IhA researdl pmJ"ct ouWned In this fon",
under the conditions indiCAted in il

•

I have been given a signed copy of this informed consent rorm, whldlls mine to keep.

Signature or F'artidpant

Printed NamA of Participant

Dalft

Slgnatutft of Witness

Printed Nam8 of Witness

Date

Investigator Statement
I have carefully explaIned to Ihe subfect the nature of U,e above protocol. I hereby certify that to Ula
best of roy knowfedga the subJect Signing Ulis consent ronn understands Ihe nature, demands, risks
and benefits Involved In partldpaUng in this study.

Signature of Investigator

Printed Nam8 of Investigator

Printed Name of Wllness

Signature of Wilness

Date

Dale

Institutional Approval of Study and Informed Consent
this research proJect/study and informed consent form were rf!vi8W@d lind approved by Ihe
University of South Florida Institutional Review BoaRf ror Ihft protection of human subjects. this
approval Is valid unlJ1 Ole date provided below. The boaRf may be contacted at (813) 974-5638.

APPROVED TIIRU

JAN

2000

3
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1':IIli'-ll'alll 't1l/!!!C'~lrri hC'1 III(~IIII :110;" 1':IIlIl"Il'alc.
c

lr Ihc 111111 :rrlllll~ wllh :1II11~1ll lit Id;\lI"II,ho:abililic<; wh" l'arllt:ll':Jlccl. IhrC'e wrlC

Ii VIII~ III

~1I1'1'1'IIC'd illllC'[,"III"'1I1 Ii "I III! h"l 11111 Will kill/! :nlll "lie W:I<; ill ~lIl'rntlrcl
("llIl'lnYI1lCIII h"l 11\ III/! al h"IIII' wllh hrr r;lIlIll...
1':llIil"ll';IIII" h:1I1 :111110;1\1 alld a ';CV("I("
C:"J!l1llivl' imp:lillllrlll. lilli' [':11111.'11':1111 Im,1 ~I"VI·Ir. 11;,,11;11 llIll';lirllU"1I1 alllllllll.ll"mlr
("('!!lIIlIvr IlIIl'mllllrlll, :nltl 1'111" 1,;nlit:il':1II1 h:rel:1 ~('\'I"II" hl":lIl11J! illll':li""cllI amlllllldl"l:IlCn'I!IHII\r. il1ll':1111111"1I1

r"'f\

I he Ilncc- [':II li";I';lnl~ \\ h" \\ ["tC Ih ill': ill :ll'at I IIIC'II I.; wllh 0;1I1'1'"11~ W("IC"
II1Ic-r':II"\\'C'd rllm lillll"e; :111!11'''~l"lvcd IhlC'c lilllc~ wil" :1 Iw" wC'rk inlcrval in·hclwccn
\10;110; I hc r:Ullllil"<; I" Ihl" 1':11 I Il"i 1':1111<; li\ jn,: ill o;III'I'C'II[",1 illl'",,,"lIllrnl h\ illl! WC'II"
inll"l\lcwC'rl ., IIIlU'<; wilh a Ihlcc·\\cck illlcrv:Jr "rlwr["11 c:n:h illiervicw. nil" I'arliril':'"'
livin!! wilh hC'r ramily wae; illlctvic'wrcr Ihlcc lill1c<; and ""~l"IvC'11 in Ihe ("I'ml1l1111jly nncr~
lit" 1:lIlIIly
11111"1 \'ll"wl",llhl["(' lillll"<; nil' :1vcr:Jr.r 1e1l!!lh I" illlrl\·j("wc; w:re; IWII hl1me;
wilh :J rallge
rnlll In nile hl1l11<; amllhe average IC'II!!lh or Ihc "h'tcrv:Jlilln~ wac; nllC' hnllt.

w;,,,

"r

All I'arileil'alllo; \\CII" inlrlvicwrll ill prr5nn I,y Ihe C;:rIllC- inlc,,·ic-wcr. All
1';11111 il';lIIlo; WI'll' a .. ~.nllhc ":lIl1r '11Il'o;lioll:< ill Ihe :<:1111(' '111'1'1 All illl["I\· ... wo; weIr lal'r"
;11111 "",,"n:uilCcl .. r h[" ':11111111:1ril"o; :lIId I;II'C''; \\cre revlcwcd In dclrel Ihclllco; :JIIII rallcrn".
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APPFNDIX Il (con(inucd)

1':lIIU'II';IIII~ \\,',,' :I·.~("tI I .. 1'111111111"1111111 lilt" IlwIIII''; :llIrI,,:llh'llI!: It'\'!'alnl hy 'he rial"
:1Il:Ih·.. i~ Nn .. hallJ!I·<; \\"'11" 1I111t·11. hllWI'\"'1 II'" all 1':11 Ir .. i 1':111'0: h:I\'c l('o:p"II"e'l. (h"~I'
""I'rVIt"\\' ~/.. h~I·' \":,11 .. 110; \ ,del,," 'hI'
\\,llll! 1t"."II5.

,,,I1 ..

IIIcI"I'(,11I1(,1I1 <:111'1",,'1(''' Ih'illJ! \\n... I' ...·ft"rn·.. In Ih'illJ! ill \I J!rnlll' h"",C' nr
illl('nll('cli:llC' nUl' "C'IIIl"I', :\11 ,,:n'il"ip:m' ... I"Ilnl in..... a5!".t ""1511I1al rlr .. tllIlII. ;1It'wao;nl
ahili'v h' ",a 1;,. , III.in'" Ir·~!. wlll'n ''',!I'I "I'. \\111"11 h,,:" I.. hrcl. wllrllin (':11, wh:ll ,,, ('a'l.
alltl i"':II'a5l'll "1'1""'111111\ II. gil illl" ,I ....... 11I111l1l1i',·;lo; lI'aO;IIII5 r.., I',rh'llinl! ,,, liv!' in
Ih .. ir II\\'11 a('alllIll'llls/h .. n"'e .... i\1I1';n,jcip:IIII ... Ii\"illr. ill Ihl'ir 11\\"11 hmne<; had vi"ile" a
!!,ntll' hlllll .... ~ellllll! f"f :11 k:I ... ' IWII IIaV5 hrC"fr Illlwin!! illln :111 :lI':IIIIII(,l1l/hIll15r.
Agt"llcr fil1lt"lilll".<; \\'l"rC' 11('... crihl"" n.'1ln.<;l"Il... ilh·(' In C:nllil)' 11('('11..... All r:unili!"'"
1IlI'IIIilllll"" lilt" 111,'1111\'''111,'111:(, h' Ih"il lalllllirs .. r" yi",~ I.. \\'111 k m,"nul ar.rll("Y illll'''<:I',1
lilllclille... The Ihree ralllllir5 wJlh r:lllllly IIIclllhel" tr5illilll! in :lr:ullllel1l ... wilh 5111'rnll5
\\'1'11" III rill III .." ,.( Ihl' 1II"·I''' .. llv I.. IIlIWr Ihril Call1liv IIl,·mh... ill a 5hllll :11111111111 .. r lillll'
I hi5 .. hllll IIlIlil:" t":11I5CtI ralllilil'''11I hav,. IIII'H'P:"C rllr Iheir ralllily 1II1"lIIhrr· ... IIInve illlll
Ihe I:IIIlIIlIIlIIil\" ill a hUllied Ca ... hittll. Olle r:llllil" Wa... ('allt-ti arrer wail ill!! yem ...
ervice
ami 111111111:11 1111.'11' wa ... ;111 "ltClllltg (1'1 her 51111 allli H ~h .... di" 1111' Ole' CJuickly il \\',.nltl he
10 year~ " .... rlll .... 5he wnlll" n"'ri\"~ all~ fllllh .. r "rc.. r .. of a!'5i .. I:IIlrr. -"II"lhel ral1lil~'
leeel\"er! re(lc:llnl IInIJI:C<; Ilml Ihelf 511l1l"1ll1hl II II 'VI" ,,, ;111 :l1':IIll11rll' Ihell a ft-w rlny.. 1:ller
Ihey wrrc illClllllledlha' Ihl"le \Va ... lin
III r""ilil:lIc a "'''VI' i\ntllhcr family Wa ..
(lr"lIIi~ed Ihal h('r dallp.hlc.-r WOII/cIICl:ei\"1" ill hOllle Ir:rill;n!! ill lifr ~klll .. hernre ~he moved
inln all a(lmllll~III. I hi .. haiJli"J! Jlc\"t"r It",k plal'r .( hio: I';,,'ic-ip:ml wilh a ,li5ahili'y
Cl.rnlll.. lllecllhal ~he \\'i~Ilt"11 .. he h:lIll1llllc ,jlllt· In 1'11'1';" .... I .. , Ihr IIln\ I' hlllh I'hysi"ally
:1111' clIlnllClllally. I hr~c ;1J!I"IICV·IIIlI'Cl5t'.llinlt"lillt'~ 1.-(1 1111 lillie rnr C;mlllie~ In cmolionally
Itrrpme Ihem .. rh·I'''' til Ihrlr r:tlnilv IIIcmhcr Cc.r Ihe nlo\"~

ror ..

"'''"l"y

A 1~(,l1cy .. I:,rc Inck('r1I"ul\\'Il"r1l!,(' nhlllll Ih(' tnl(' "r I!lInrcli:m nch-IIcnh· ... Some al!.rlWV
':Ialr ~ccm .... d III 1'1:It:c Ilwl1l~ .. I\"I·5 '" Ihe I"It' "r ""ltllt"'lilll! Ihe Imlh'irllJ:lI willt ;•• Ii!<altililv
Irlllll 'hc ,,;lIcIII ., nllC o:nl'I"'lll"a5r.wlIlker "i~ch.",~" Ihal ~hc ,li,1 nol illvi't' Iht' pmrlll"ln
,Iw 1Il"",hlv ';"1'1'"11 1Ilt','I",p-o: l'ITan .. ,. .. hI' h'll Ihal Iht'v IIIIIhll., illfhl("nr,·.llht'ir
d:llIgh'cr· .. del:l"lIIl1~ Whrn ;1"ke,1. Ih .. 1':1111("11':1,,1 wilh a "i5ahilily ~Ia'cd Ihal 5h,. wllnl,1
Ijke ,,, haw- hn 1';111"11'" I'tro:enl Cllr Ihe mlllllhly ':"1'1"'1' IIlcclinf!o; III" Wa .. arl:lidlo p" .. h
Ihe ~"I'I"l"1 hCl';lII~C .. he ""I 11111 w:1II1 In hili' hel .·:1);.... "'111 It .. r·" (rrling... HCI parcnl .. wcrr
hn !!";UCliall arlvc'calc.
rh('r(' "no; cOllc('rll nhlllll It I:lck "C nllnndnl cli..dmmr r. "" famiJj,. .. wrll"
IIIlC"IlICnrlahle wilh Ihe af!rllt:l('<;' rcr""'allo "io;,:In<;(" hllw IIl11eh lIIC1nry Ihey were
lecei\'i,,!! 1m Ihe ""flrllll fI( Iheir o:on Clr e1a,,~hll"r ami hnw Ihal rnClllry \\'010; e1i51Iilllllc<I.
\VhclI nile r:lIlIIl: di,I lecrlve ..ollie ,li,;t:/"511tc Ilrl')" hlllllci .. cv.-r:lIIIi~Clrl':,"l"ic...

tacit "C ...nC('I!IInrrl .. :uul ("nnccrn.. r('l!.lIr.lingllhn ...t' 1II1f111l'Jtln·f •. ( he l:lck (lr
o:v"lrrn:tlic ~i1r(,!!II;'Jrcl~ 10 (,r(,"\"("111 i1hl,:<;c/neglccl \\.:t<; all nvcrriding cllncern
all rm~nl ....
All 1':111"111." WII" imlh·ilhl:ll .. IC'.."ling in .. ",,('m,.-.llh·illl! 1IIC'II'illlll'rl al Ic-;I~I IIlIe (,:'I:JIllrll"
I·f al'll~["lr"'C'nllal a"""e alld nr:,glcct. !'arcnl5 !lid "", "die\'(: Iht' o:y-;I.-rn hml 5I1r(jl'l~nr

"r
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API'EN[)(X 0 (continlled)
III1Thal1l~III" II' 1'1,>\,111,· 1"("11 1;lIIlIlv 1IIl"IIIIII"I'; wllh (II""" li,," I Ills \\a~; :11111\"111111111'
, "11,.,.111 "I all 1':1I('f1l~ I 11111 III! Ihl" " III"l1lh "'-li"tI "I "III 1IIIt'I\';"Wo;, 1I11r. ramily
,1i~"II\'f'It',1 ill~I:lllt'1'o; "I ahllsf', ;1IIt1lilt',I.'h:III"-o; wllh 1111 al (llIlil r rm 1I1I1:lwllll
.11'1,11111111'111

\VhcII Ihe lIulindll:!1 \\ lilt :I llisahilily io; 1II111\'etl':l1. Ih"le i,; lin :lIlt''Iuale W:lV '" dWI-k 1111
all,'",I;.,,1 I" ';t',. 111\l' "I ~Iw i.. a"Iil"~ al'p"'l'lial.-ly I hr n"I~i.Ir'''IIII'I1"r
"·"I'Ct'IIII[.! Ihc 1""':1l \' .. 1 lIlt' "ltli\'IIIII:lI .. \~lIh a .lisahllil\', :tilt' Ih.- ""'I\I",alr/l'rl~mtal ,'ale
;1111'11,1;11\1 \\ IIh""1 a ,'i,;al''''I\', 10; ~III'"J!"1 in :t o;lIl'l"UIt',' illl"'PI'''''''I1' livin!! o;illlali,'", I he
a"w:e "lie I"""'lIIall' II." '-I'."'" \\'ao; .::tht'1II1' mil' ""'III '1II1lt-lrt If''( 1.. 1 1II01l1h.. , ""I'ili"'tallv,
whf'1I o;lalf "11.'1111'('10; SlIo;(ll'llt'l'lht' ahll~" 1111 tlllr. 1I'1'1II1.'t! illl' Ih(' :lIIlh,,,ilir.!; fir (I,"('nlo;,
Ihl'I"'I~"":t1 ,';11"

,'"",'"rlin'

lI!'>r IIr lilllt'. ,\11 e,.UI fa,"iliro; 1I\(,lIli,'n,." a ','11111'1'111 alll1ll1 110;(' I.f lillie
F,,,,,ili .. o; WI'II' I'''III'''1I1 .. d \\'ilh h",,'d'"11 '1IIe1 Im:k "e "I'I'"lll1l1iIVln I!O "111. Nn illllivi,I",,1
""h:1 tlio;:thilil\' \\'ao; ~'"1111111\' l'I\II''''Y'''1. 'h~ """pall" II'"nl who \\''10; I!"illllllly
(,11I1"IIY(''' ill Illl' Clllllllllllllly 1110;1 hn I"" a few "ayo; "d.ur. II ... lilo;l illiervil'w, 'I hr IWl1
IIltli"il"",lo; wilh dio;ahililt('o; wh" W(,IC cap"hk "r ill,lrl'('''''''111 "1'('rch/:;i!!11 h"lh "laird Ih,,'
Illry tli" 11..1 bdic\'c Ih"l ;til IIIlrlcsli,,!! ,III" clljlly,",I(" j"h \\"lIlIh' hI' av"iI"I'lc rllr Ihl''''
nllcc 1'''re''l~ ~I'IIl'" 111:1' rhr\' WCIC ~I.rl·i:tll\' IIllrl('~h',1 ill h:t\'illg Ihdr rmlli'y Ittl'm",.r
wmk, hili Ih"l Ihe 0;111'1" .. 10; \\,rlc 11111 availa',ll', All iI,,'ivi,I":I'~ \\'(,Ir ill IIl'cd "I "~,,i~I:tIll'1'
III l1I:rnCllvrl III thc ('Ulllllllllllly 'hi" (',\110;('.1,,,1.1('" Irll:nll'ia' t'/IIKrlllt; if a 1'I.'I00nll wilh a
,1i .. "I'ilil\'
hr,1 It, gil 10. :lit 1~\"r"l wllh ;t ,'11"1'1 ch:lIl!~ til lick,'! (llit:~ (icllclic: yC'"rllIlI!!
P"""cs III :tIl1l1srlllcn! 1'''1 ko; /11111<;CIIII1S /l.'le :IIC ,,"I ;1\':111,,"'1' r," "pcl!:III1:t1 "o;.o;io:l:lnIO::·
l' an"ill!! ",Irlr" "," 111.'1" :11,,1 C'I PCIt!:!' rill rnlfjvuh",lo: wilh ,'io;:1"IIIliI'O: \\ lin wi!':h III flcrlll!.'ni
';ndr r';lahli<;hllll'II'<: r hl'IJIJ!" I ..r IlIIlivi.hml" wi.h,'"1 1.\'1' II) 1'1'1':11",,1 ":lie :t",<:islalllo;
.>t;UIIII't!,IIIIII'l! It'lm'ar IoII';lI1r"o; 1111111<; anrl 111:111)' ':,,11:11 rvrlll", ", lur rlmillg CVCIIIII~
h"lII<; Olllill!!<; <:rrlllc' I I" , "im'i,le wilh Ihe illlClc"r "r .hc 1'1'100"'I:IIl':I,r """i"I:II1I,

w, ..

Itc'"lilln<;hi"o;, II,,' IIIln\ 11'\\'<; "",I ""~~'n :11;,,"0; \\.,.w .IC';II!llI'rI," 1"(llnlr Ih(' p ..."r,1I'1'
:In,II,,, "CVcf"PI1I(,II1 "r 1I'1:lli"""hipo; wilh IIio;a""''' :1111'11"" .1i~"I"rri I'cc,,, a" w('11 :to;
1'''''''II,le dt;IJI!!I.''' III IC'lall"II~I"p<: \\ IIh (;11111lv IIICII1"Cr 0; ,

r,i,.",I.,/I;" dr",.I"I'",r", """'I','O',t ",,,," d;wb;(;,,'" "1I1''''llI'il'''"I" l'~cCI'I Ihr.
""'111"11',,,,1 'i\i"!! in hCI 1:IlI1i1y'c; h"IIIc h:1d Icr.III;1f ("I"'Iacl wilh cli~:t"lrtl,,(,cl!'>, -I he 1\\,11
1':1IIit-il"lIIl" wilh o;e\'("lc f"J!IIi'IVC rmlt:li""ilt!! !lit! 111'1 ,:hllw:tn illlcll'sl in jlllcr:tclin!! wilh
1III'ir I'cer" wilh llio;;,hi iii If'o;, (lnlh o;1:t1l ;11'" r:ll"ily tlisullllag.e flnr I':IIlicipmll fllllll
II1lcr:n:ling wilh her 11i.;"h"'tI ('ccr~, AIII':tllicil':nll" shllw"I' an II1Ir.rc~1 in illieracling wilh
""11 t1i~"I,lcti ,,('rIo;

,{;t""",,,

'-,i"",{,I,i" drl""",''''''''' ""Ir """
(,,·,'n: ,\11 r:lllllliro; ("'t"les~c.' "" i"lcIC<;1 in
IfocIl 1;IIII1'y 1I11'",I'('r w,,11 " 'lio;"hilily h:t\'i"l~ I1nl1 tli"""kcl Iri,'''''<;, Allhnlll!" "II
,,:trlic:i!,anls wcnl 11111 illll1 Ihe rm"n","ily rill " 11'1!"'m "'I.<;is, I'" incl"'iclll:tl wilh "
dio;alnlily h"tf !>lId, "flie",I, I\tn..1 n'lIIl1l1l11ily I1l1lill~ ..."".. io;lr,' flf 1I11'le Ihan 1111(" p(,lsnn
wilh " cli .."I'ilily heill!! " ..", .. Icd h),,, slarr (l('I!>"", "I" .. w:to; 11111 Ihl.' ('""C when r:tmi'y
mCI1l"rIO; weill nlll wilh p:nlln!':IIII<; ((ow 1111('11 :\ I'mlidp"nr wrlll 0111 ill'" Ih('
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AI'PENDIX [) (continued)

UHllIlIlIIlIl\, alll'I' ... IJt'qlll'I1I'\' ,,' ""II"rl~allllll~ \\Illh. "1111111111,1..- IIWIII"('I': 0;1'('1111,,'1"
nllnnllc Wllh Ihe 0;1..111 alld (111111"11 'n'd .. r Ih .. P"I!:'''':t' ('a,,~ ao;o;i:;I:1II1 NriJ!hhl1l~ 0;"1'1111"11
In 11;1\'(' an inlcn'''1 ill Ihe hralth :till' .. arclv "I I'mlll:il':IIII", ~l'l no .. Ilt" vi!'llrtl nil a rCl!lIlar
ha"l!, I'I!:I 10 'i'tCra,ill' 1 hc "l..llIlev("IIII-rllt't1 inlhr pl:IIIIIIIII! mill ':IIIYOIII 01 ra.-ilil:lIillr.
IlIleJ:ll.li'lII'i l>elwc(,IIIIIIn .ri!',I"kcll't'rlo; i" t:lIIllpl...., :till I "" o;lalf 111('111"1'1, :l~Cllcy oWlln,
.. r 1:lIl1Ilr 1II(,IIIIIl'1 h:"lll'('("l\c'clll:linlll!! inlhio; :111':1

/\,.I"""nt"'f'.t 11"'" fi",,.,,, m,''''/o''' \. All 1:IIllIliro; wallte-tllh .... J~IOWII dlih"t'll wilh
rll<;:thililie .. In have a 'ile IIr Iht"u IIwn, 1\11 rmllilir:; III 1';11111.:11':11110; Ih illl! in 'illl'll('"r,1
IIIck,'rllIlt-lIl 1i~'1II1! 11"I"'lle,1 havlI1J! IIICI\l"I""f<:III1:11 firreillfll ill I'wir (lWII IiVl'C; :lnrr Iheir
r:Ulli1y mcmher wllh :\ c1i,,;1I'llrly IIInvr", All f:1fIllliro; \"rre very ill", .. lvl'1I in Ihr lire of
Ihl'ir f:1flllly mrml ... r Will, :t Ih~:lhilily, All f:llnilil''i well.' flr'tIl(,lIlly ('alll'rllI!,C111
rcnrlrr
ao;o;l<;I:tIlC(, '0 Ihdr rmnllr 1II.. ",hcr wi,h a t1io;ahili,y cilhl"r Ihfl'"~h \\Inrking with Ihc
0:"1'1'1111 crlllrdin:llnr Ir' acqllirc "l.'lIcr o;cr",j(-co; or hy rrn"c,ing Ihl' IIcccll'rI !'c-r\'irc
IhclII'ic!vrc;.

'n

i,"

R"{''''''''''/''I''C I'
ITrlII :\11 1':11 I1t'l1':1II10; Irvin,: in illtlq"'llIlr-lIl ':111'1'''11 Iiv;lI!! had :11 'c:!'il
"lie O;I:lrr IIIcm"cr wh" IIIlrmhu;ctllhcm In Ihcir fl iCII.h, .. r "I'CIII I't'r!lon:lllimc \\ ilh Ihrlll,
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